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Abstract
Cavity Quantum Electrodynamics with a Locally Addressable Quantum Gas
by
Justin Alan Gerber
Doctor of Philosophy in Physics
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Dan M. Stamper-Kurn, Chair

Motivated to develop quantum technologies and to study ever-more complex quantum systems, scientists are developing increasingly sophisticated experimental tools to control and
measure quantum samples such as ensembles of ultracold atoms. A high-finesse optical
cavity can be used to measure the state of atoms within its photonic mode with precision
limited only by quantum uncertainty. Such a cavity can also be used to mediate interactions
between different atoms within the cavity mode. High-resolution microscope objectives have
been interfaced with ultracold atom experiments to allow researchers to image single atoms
within optical lattices, to trap single atoms in microtweezer arrays, and to imprint arbitrary
optical patterns onto atomic ensembles. Among other applications, these technologies have
allowed researchers to investigate many-body quantum systems, engineer novel interactions,
and realize high-fidelity quantum operations.
This dissertation presents the details of the design, construction, and operation of a new, versatile atomic physics apparatus that combines these two experimental tools. The apparatus
includes a high-finesse optical cavity into which atoms are optically transported. In addition,
there is a high-numerical-aperture objective aligned to image, with micron-scale resolution,
atoms trapped within the center of the optical cavity. We present results demonstrating
the capability of this apparatus to deliver and study ultracold atomic samples, ranging from
single atoms to Bose-Einstein condensates. We demonstrate a dispersive shift of the cavity
resonance due to the presence of atoms in the cavity mode and the trapping and imaging of
single atoms in optical microtweezers. We also present an atomic scanning probe microscopy
technique with which a single atom in a microtweezer is used to map out the spatial amplitude pattern of an optical cavity mode standing wave by monitoring the position-dependent
scattering properties of the atom.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

From Electricity and Magnetism to Quantum
Mechanics

Scientists first began systematically experimenting with electricity in the mid-18th century. It was at this time that the Leyden jar, an early electrical capacitor, was developed,
Benjamin Franklin showed that atmospheric lightning was an electrical phenomenon. Researchers learned there were two types of electrical charge and assigned them polarities.
Scientists began to understand the relationship between electricity and magnetism. One
century later, James Clerk Maxwell published On Physical Lines of Force, codifying his famous equations, thus capturing mathematical laws that accurately describe and predict the
behavior of electromagnetic phenomena [1]. By the end of the 19th century electricity was
changing and improving the lives of the general public with the birth and proliferation of
consumer electronics such as the light bulb.
We can trace a similar historical arc regarding the development of quantum mechanics.
At the turn of the 20th century, Planck discovered his famous empirical law resolving the
ultraviolet (UV) catastrophe and enabling the dawn of quantum mechanics [2, 3]. In a
comparatively, and shockingly, short period of time scientists had developed the essentially
complete theory of non-relativistic quantum mechanics by the end of the 1920’s and were on
their way to developing relativistic quantum field theory.
Scientists views about quantum mechanics and its implications changed dramatically
with the introduction of John Bell’s theorem in 1964 [4] and Richard Feynman’s call in
1982 for the development of engineered quantum systems as simulators of complex and
computationally difficult quantum problems – quantum calculators or a quantum computers
[5]. It was at this time that scientists began to realize important fundamental differences
between quantum and classical mechanics. Further, they started to understand how these
differences could be leveraged in well-controlled quantum systems to develop quantum
tools to help scientists solve new problems.
Measurements of the optical spectra of atoms provided early evidence for the need for
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a quantum theory beyond the classical. Throughout the decades, atoms have continued to
serve as prototypical quantum systems. The first atomic clock based on a molecular beam
was demonstrated in 1949 leading, over time, to the redefinition of the SI second to be based
on atomic time in 1967 [6]. The first 3D magneto-optical trap (MOT), in which a gaseous
cloud was cooled to sub-mK temperatures, was realized in 1987 [7]. This was followed
by the realization of the first Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) in 1995 [8, 9]. Laser and
evaporative cooling allowed researchers generally to control all aspects of an atom at the
quantum level: not only control of the internal atomic levels, by means of spectroscopy and
optical pumping, but also the center of mass motion of the atom.
The first two decades of the new millennium have seen a blossoming in techniques both
for the improved control of ultracold atomic systems and, especially, for the use of these
systems as building blocks for what we can now begin to call quantum technologies. The
fruits of the development of these quantum technologies are promising precursors to ever
more prolific quantum technologies which may one day change and improve our lives like
electromagnetic technologies did in the past.
I would highlight four pillars of quantum technology into which many quantum research
efforts can be organized: fundamental quantum measurement, quantum simulation, quantum
information, and quantum sensing [10–13]. Ultracold atomic systems have made major
contributions to each of these four pillars, and, indeed, there is a lot of overlap between
these different efforts in terms of techniques and hardware.

1.1.1

Locally Addressable Atomic Systems and Cavity QED

The above historical arc has motivated my PhD research. The work presented here
is situated at a time when researchers are exploring novel techniques for the control and
measurement of quantum systems in the interest of the development of new quantum technologies. The advancement of these technologies requires quantum systems which are ever
more isolated from their environments, which can be measured with less noise, controlled
with higher fidelity and speeds, and which are larger in scale than previously realized. To
introduce this work, I will highlight three important subfields of development within ultracold atomic physics which seek to address these challenges: cavity quantum electrodynamics
(cQED), quantum gas microscopy, and optical microtweezers.
Cavity QED
The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian describes the coupling between a two-level system
and a harmonic oscillator [14]. cQED is the experimental study of physical systems which
can be modeled by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian. Often the two-level system represents two electronic levels of an atom and the harmonic oscillator represents the photonic
mode of an electromagnetic resonator such as an optical cavity. Early efforts in cQED focused on the realization of basic elements within the theory, such as observations of the
vacuum Rabi splitting of an optical cavity due to the presence of an atomic ensemble or sin-
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gle atom within the cavity [15–18]. More recently, single-atom cQED systems have been used
as prototypical elements within quantum networks [19]. Examples include the cavity-based
transduction between atomic and photonic qubits or mediators of photon-photon quantum
gates [20]. Alternatively, cQED systems with many atoms have been used amongst other
applications, to perform quantum simulation of lattice and other many-body Hamiltonians
[21], to prepare squeezed spin states with prospective applications for enhanced metrology
including improved atomic clock stability [22–26], to measure quantum systems with precision fundamentally limited by quantum mechanics [27–29], for novel laser cooling techniques
[30, 31], and to explore collective quantum phase transitions and phases such as the Dicke
phase transition and the supersolid phase [32–34].
Quantum Gas Microscopes
Ultracold atomic samples often contain a large number of atoms prepared in quantum
phases of matter. This makes them natural candidates to study many-body quantum physics,
both to explore the fundamental physics of quantum phases of matter, but also as a sort of
toy model analog for complex solid state materials. Quantum phases of matter have been
explored both in bulk atomic gases, which are trapped weakly within large-volume optical or
magnetic traps, and also in lattice-trapped gases, which are held in optical lattices and whose
behavior resembles that of electrons in crystals. Such quantum simulator systems have been
used to explore the physics of the BEC/BCS crossover, quantum magnetism models such
as the Harper-Hofstadter and Haldane Hamiltonians, geometric frustration, synthetic gauge
fields, topological phases, and more [35–39].
An extremely powerful tool that has been developed recently for atomic quantum simulation experiments is the quantum gas microscope [40, 41]. In such microscopes, a high-NA
imaging system is integrated within the already complex experimental setup required to
produce quantum gases. This microscope allows one to image individual atoms by collecting
their fluorescence. The optical resolution can be sufficient to resolve the atoms in each site
of an optical lattice. Such imaging provides a near-complete view of the quantum dynamics that occur in atomic many-body quantum systems. Quantum gas microscopes have led
to numerous scientific breakthroughs in recent years including the superfluid/Mott insulator transition, anti-ferromagnetism, many-body localization and strongly interacting Fermi
gases amongst other systems [40, 42–44].
Microtweezer Arrays
When atoms are trapped in extremely tightly focused optical dipole traps (ODTs), it
is possible to leverage strong light-assisted collisions, which occur due to the high densities
in the small traps, to repeatably load single atoms within the trap volumes [45]. Atoms
can be held with very long lifetimes and imaged with high fidelities in these tight traps,
which are referred to as microtweezers. By trapping multiple atoms within an array of such
tweezers and exciting them to Rydberg states, one can cause the atoms to interact. The
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combinations of these interactions and single atom quantum state control protocols allows
researchers to perform high-fidelity quantum gates on the atoms within the array, making
such systems good candidates for quantum information processing [46, 47]. Progress has
been made towards decreasing the entropy in microtweezer arrays through dynamic array
reconfiguration techniques, novel loading protocols, and laser cooling techniques [48–53].
Since it is possible to engineer the Hamiltonian within these arrays, it is also possible to use
them for quantum simulation applications [54].
This Work
The work I present here is the culmination of an effort to build an atomic physics apparatus capable of combining these three technologies. Such a goal can be motivated in a
number of ways.
On the one hand, the cavity can be seen as a tool to enhance a quantum many body
system in a quantum gas microscope or microtweezer array by providing (1) the ability to
engineer new, long-range interactions, (2) the ability to measure the state of the atoms within
the system non-destructively and (3) the ability to introduce controlled dissipation into the
closed many-body system, allowing for the exploration of dissipative many-body quantum
dynamics.
On the other hand, cQED has often been restricted to focusing on symmetric and global
interactions between atoms within the cavity because of the symmetric coupling of the atoms
to the optical field. This has restricted cQED to looking at physics with few-degrees of
freedom; either the interaction of a small number of quantum systems within the cavity
[55, 56], or mean-field dynamics of a single many-body system. In this new apparatus, the
quantum gas microscope or microtweezer technologies would give us the ability to address
individual partitions of the quantum gas or individual atoms within a microtweezer array
for either local Hamiltonian engineering or local measurement.
This apparatus then requires an in-vacuum high-finesse optical cavity to facilitate cQED
as well as a high-resolution addressing system with the ability to image atoms in the focal
plane and project arbitrary optical potentials with a spatial resolution at the single µm level.
One of the most exciting prospects for such an apparatus would be the ability to perform
real-time, quantum-limited, continuous measurements of the local state of the quantum
system within the cavity, and then processing and feeding this information into the high-NA
addressing systems. The high-NA addressing system could then project optical potentials
onto the atoms to steer their evolution towards some desired, novel, quantum many-body
state. Such an experiment would push the frontiers for research in open many-body quantum
systems, quantum feedback, and could have applications for error correction protocols in
quantum information processing systems.
This dissertation will be a detailed discussion of the design, construction and operation of
the apparatus described above, named E6. My hope is that this work will contribute, if in a
small way, towards the collective knowledge about how to control, measure, and understand
quantum systems to help bring us closer to the day when we talk about, like the improvements
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Figure 1.1: High level cartoon describing the E6 apparatus. Atoms are confined in the center
of a high-finesse optical cavity. We are able to deliver a number of different types of atomic
samples ranging from single atoms to Bose-Einstein condensates. The cavity can be used to
mediate interactions between the atoms and to continuously and non-destructively readout
the quantum state. A high-NA objective oriented transverse to the cavity axis can image the
atoms with high resolution and project arbitrary optical patterns onto the atomic sample
using some type of spatial light modulator. At present we control the spatial modes of light
entering the objective using an acoust-optic deflector. One vision for this experiment is that
we can close a feedback loop involving the quantum atoms, the cavity measurement stream,
and the high-NA addressing system to explore quantum feedback applications.
to society brought on by physicists’ understanding of electricity and magnetism, the great
benefits to society brought on by quantum science and quantum technologies.
In the rest of this chapter, I will first give a personal account of my time in the StamperKurn ultracold atoms research group at UC Berkeley. Then, I will give an introduction to
the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian and cQED generally, followed by a summary of what is
to follow in the remainder of this dissertation.
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My Time in the Ultracold Group

The Early Days
I joined the Stamper-Kurn Ultracold Atomic Physics research group in 2013, near the
end of my first semester as a graduate student in the Berkeley physics department. I had
completed my bachelors degree at the University of Colorado, Boulder the previous Spring
where I had worked on superresolution infrared near-field scanning probe microscopy where
I gained a curiosity and appreciation for the optical diffraction which has served me through
my PhD as well [57].
Joining the ultracold group, I initially began a rotation with the E31 cavity experiment
working on a small project involving improving the group’s homebuilt external cavity diode
laser (ECDL) design. After a short time, an opportunity opened up to work on a bigger
project, the so-called E6 experiment.
E6 was to be a successor experiment to E3; a new cavity experiment that would study
many-body quantum systems within the cavity using a high-resolution objective to probe
and readout that quantum system. At that time, however, the full E6 apparatus was very
much still a distant dream. What was known about that experiment was that it would utilize
a 2D MOT for rapid loading of the 3D MOT rather than a Zeeman slower as had been used
in E1, E2, E4, and E5 or a background vapor as had been used in E3. Work to explore
this new technology had begun years prior to my joining the group with the work of an
ambitious undergraduate, Maryrose Barrios, to develop a prototype 2D MOT system. This
system included a ultra-high vacuum (UHV) vacuum chamber, magnetic coils, and optics to
generate a 2D MOT in a glass cell. Originally, this system was built in the E4 labroom and
used the E4 laser systems to generate the cooling and repump light needed for the 2D MOT.
In early 2014 students were working to build an independent laser system for that prototype
system in a small labspace. However, all of those students graduated or rotated away from
the project.
I was presented with the opportunity to switch to working on this prototype 2D MOT
system which I accepted. This was a great chance for me to learn independently about
many of the critical components for an atomic physics apparatus — optics, spectroscopy,
electronics, magnetic coils, and vacuum systems — in a setting less elaborate than a fullblown atomic physics experiment. During this time, with the support of E3 senior grad
student Sydney Schreppler and E4 senior grad student Ed Marti, I was able to realize a 2D
MOT in this prototype system over the course of the next year.
After reaching that milestone I faced a decision about whether I wanted to continue
working on E6, committing to building out an entire atomic physics apparatus. I decided to
accept this task, realizing I would learn a lot and that it would be challenging, yet fulfilling.
Indeed my experience has proven those predictions to be true.
1

The experiments within the group are labeled by the chronological order in which they were assembled.
E1 and E2 were Dan’s first experiments and had been taken offline well before I joined the group. E3, E4
and E5 were all operational when I joined the group. Now even E8 and E9 are under construction!
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I was joined in late 2014 by a rotating graduate student Vicky Xu. We commenced design
for the 2D and 3D MOT UHV chambers for E6 which will be described in Chapter 2.
We faced another difficult decision about where to build the new experiment. One natural
choice was to build E6 in the same room as the E3 apparatus and figure out a scheme to
initially share lasers with the E3 apparatus (as E3 had shared with E2 when it was first built)
and eventually take over the E3 laser system. Another choice was to build the experiment in
a lab space in the new Campbell Hall astronomy building. This building had been demolished
in 2012, rebuilt for earthquake compliance, and re-opened in January 2015. The basement of
that building was specially designed for physics labs and our group happened to have space
in one of the empty rooms in that basement.
We had hesitations about starting our lab in the new building because we understood
that we would need to rebuild a lot of the infrastructure that was already in place in the
Birge labs. Also, that we would be physically distanced from the other labs making it more
inconvenient to pop into the Birge labs to checkout spare equipment or chat with another
lab member. In the end, however, we were excited to build a new robust, clean, and versatile
apparatus in the new labspace where we would have the space we needed to make everything
to our liking and to the required specifications for a modern apparatus. Fig. 1.2 shows a
comparison between the lab as it looked the first day I entered it and as it looks now at the
end of my PhD.
During 2015 Vicky, a new rotating graduate student Emma Deist, undergraduate Armando Montejano, and I continued the design for the 2D and 3D MOT vacuum chambers
and optics and assembled and baked out the chambers at the end of that year.
Spending Time on E3
In the beginning of 2016, Vicky and Emma rotated out the group and, rather than continue building E6, we decided that it would be best for me to temporarily switch experiments
to work on E3 with graduate student Jonathan Kohler, who had become an expert on that
experiment over his years within the group. This would give me the opportunity to learn
how to operate an active atomic physics experiment and get some science results before continuing the endeavor to build the new apparatus! After a few months, very fortuitously for
E6 and me, Emma, excited to build the new E6 experiment, decided to rejoin the research
group.
Jonathan trained Emma and me to run the E3 apparatus. We learned about laser cooling,
atom chips, intensity and Pound-Drever-Hall (PDH) feedback loops, Cicero experimental
control,2 data taking, data analysis and much more! We worked on an experiment in which a
thermal gas of 87Rb was harmonically trapped within an optical cavity and with a magnetic
field transverse to the cavity axis. In this configuration the cloud underwent collective
mechanical motion within the trap and spin precession about the transverse magnetic field.
Under the appropriate conditions, we were able to use the optical cavity mode to (1) monitor
2

Cicero is the GUI-based experimental control software our group uses to control our experiments [58].
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.2: (a) Photograph of the new E6 lab space in LL104 Campbell Hall in early 2015
after completion of the Campbell Hall building. (b) Photograph of E6 lab space in Fall 2020.
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both the spin and mechanical motion of the atomic cloud with very high sensitivity and (2)
to couple the spin and motion of the atomic cloud. We spent a year and a half on this project,
culminating in the publication of one experimental paper describing our results [55] and a
second paper describing details of a tailored, matched-filter single processing technique we
had used to extract quantum information about the two oscillators within the cavity from
the single photon mode exiting the optical cavity [59].
Working on the Atom Preparation System
After completing this work, Emma and I were ready to return to the E6 lab and load a
3D MOT into the vacuum chamber which had been sitting unused for over a year! We were
joined by postdoc Dr. Shantanu Debnath. Shortly after moving back into E6 we did, in fact,
realize a 2D MOT and our first 3D MOT before the end of 2017.
As will be explained in the following chapters, E6 utilizes a two-chamber design and
we use optical transport to move the atoms from the 3D MOT chamber into the second
UHV chamber called the science chamber. Our next task was to learn how to do optical
transport. However, we did not yet have a second chamber into which we could transport
atoms! We realized it would take us a long time to design and build the science chamber
and science cavity. Rather than let this design hold up our progress with the atoms, we
decided to quickly design and build what we called the ‘dummy’ chamber — a simple UHV
chamber which we could temporarily install onto the atom preparation chamber to ‘practice’
optical transport while concurrently designing the science chamber. During 2018 we built
the dummy chamber and optical transport system and successfully transported atoms into a
secondary chamber. After success with optical transport, the science chamber was still not
yet ready but we decided to press on with the atoms. We spent the final months of 2018 and
first months of 2019 (with Shantanu having left the group and new postdoc Dr. Johannes
Zeiher now having joined the group) working successfully to realize BEC in both the atom
preparation chamber and dummy chamber.
After realizing a BEC in April 2019, Emma, Johannes, three undergraduates Aron Lloyd,
Alec Bohnett, and Rachel Tsuchiyama and I turned all of our efforts towards the construction of the E6 science chamber. Our efforts were divided between finishing up the design
and assembly of the science chamber, designing various optical systems such as the important high-NA system, working on various computer control systems, and building the science
cavity. My main tasks during this time were the computer-assisted-design (CAD) for the science chamber, science cavity vibration isolation system, communicating with the fabrication
companies for the science cavity mirrors, and building the science cavity.
The Science Cavity Mirrors
The procurement of the science cavity mirrors was a saga unto itself. The mirror fabrication involved two vendors. Perkins Precision Developments (PPD) made the custom
superpolished glass substrates for the mirrors and FiveNine Optics (FNO) performed the
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optical coatings. The first purchase order for substrates was made by Shantanu back in
2017. The substrate fabrication pushed the state of the art so it took months to make this
first batch of mirrors. At first, this delay was ok because we were occupied with other tasks
in the lab and we were still deliberating about which coatings we wanted. In early-mid 2018
we did decide which coatings we wanted and we had the substrates sent to FNO for coating.
Finally at the end of summer 2018 the mirrors were being coated.
In August 2018 the first batch of cavity mirrors were shipped to us. Tragically, however,
we discovered that they had been lost in the mail. UPS informed us that the mirrors had been
delivered but the receiving dock did not receive the mirrors. An investigation was launched
but nothing was turned up. These mirrors were very expensive and were the result of a
year-long design and fabrication process. This taught us hard lessons about the importance
of shipping terms,3 shipping insurance, and the importance of requiring signatures upon
receipt.
We restarted the fabrication with PPD. This time, PPD had problems with their superpolishing process, which extended that phase months beyond the expected lead time.
We finally received this batch of mirrors at the end of summer 2019, at which time we were
completing designs for the science chamber and beginning the cleaning and assembly process
for all of the parts.
The Final Assembly and First Results
E6 had a massively productive push in the Fall of 2019. The science chamber and
science cavity were completed, the vacuum was closed before Christmas, and the bakeout
was completed early January 2020. The following months were again very productive, with us
successfully transporting atoms into the new chamber with ease. In February and March, we
built out the optical systems for the cavity, including input optics and heterodyne detection,
allowing us to make the first measurement of a dispersive shift of the cavity resonance
frequency due to the presence of the atoms.
We also completed the high-NA imaging system and acousto-optical deflector (AOD) microtweezer delivery system allowing us to realize our first fluorescence images of atoms in the
transport ODT and the first signatures of trapping of single atoms using the microtweezers.
Unfortunately, this progress was abruptly halted in mid-March by the COVID-19 global
pandemic when the county of Alameda and UC Berkeley issued shelter-at-home orders instructing us to stay out of the lab. During quarantine my most productive contributions
were beginning to write the text for this dissertation and upgrading our image acquisition
software, JKam,4 to make it more modular, easier to read and maintain, and adding new
features necessary for the E6 experimental flow.
3

‘FOB destination’ means the seller is liable for the goods until they reach the buyer’s dock. These are
favorable terms for buying important parts. A responsible vendor would make sure to insure an expensive
shipment under such terms and may pass this cost onto the buyer.
4
This software was written by Johathan Kohler for use in E3 and was inspired by the older Edcam
software, written by Ed Marti, which had been the main imaging software used in the group for years.
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During this time, E6 was very fortunate to have postdoc Dr. Fang Fang join the E6 effort
after she finished her PhD on E4. Fang helped us greatly by sharing her expertise trapping
atoms in ODTs, doing a number of numerical simulations of various system parameters and
effects, and helping run the experiment remotely. We were also joined, remotely, by the
eager undergraduate Che Liu who worked diligently on machine learning algorithms to help
us analyze our microtweezer fluorescence images and numerical simulations of cavity induced
spin-squeezing.
I was able to come back into the lab at the start of July 2020, at which time I resuscitated
the experiment and began to perform more quantitative calibrations. We were able to realize
single atoms trapped in multiple microtweezers and begin to see an interaction between
atoms trapped in the micro tweezers and optical modes supported by the cavity. Before I
transitioned out of the lab, we were able to perform a measurement in which a single atom
in a microtweezer was used as a local probe of the spatial intensity pattern of the cavity
ODT which is described in Chapter 8.
During my final months in lab, I transferred what knowledge I could about running our
experiment over to the new graduate student Leon Lu who has learned how to run the
apparatus with astonishing alacrity. I am pleased to be leaving the experiment in the very
capable hands of Emma, Leon, and Che and I cannot wait to see what great ideas they come
up with and explore with the E6 apparatus!

1.3

Cavity QED

The two simplest quantum mechanical systems are the two-level system, which has two
energy levels, |gi and |ei, and the quantum harmonic oscillator, which has levels linearly
spaced in energy. The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian describes these two systems and their
interactions as follows:

ĤJC = ~ωc â† â + ~ωa σ̂ † σ̂ + ~g â† σ̂ + âσ̂ † .
(1.1)
Here ~ is Planck’s constant, ωc is the harmonic oscillator resonance frequency, â is the
harmonic oscillator amplitude operator, ωa is the two-level-system energy splitting, σ̂ =
|gi he| is the two-level-system lowering operator and g is the coupling parameter. Note that
a factor quantifying the zero-point energy of the harmonic oscillator (~ωc /2) has been omitted
for clarity.
This Hamiltonian can be realized in physical systems which include an electromagnetic
resonator, such as an optical cavity, and an atom which can act as a two level system. The
field of research studying such systems is the field of cQED. In the following sections I will
demonstrate the basic mathematical formalism which shows the parallel between an atom
in a cavity and the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian.
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The Quantization of the Electric Field: A Crash Course

In this section, I will give a rapid account of how to write down the formula for the
quantized electric field based largely on a dimensional analysis with the goal of building
intuition about the relationship between the amplitude of a classical electric field in an
optical cavity E(r, t) and the quantum operator â that describes the amplitude of a quantum
electric field in the cavity. Much more thorough treatments can be found in Refs. [60–64].
Maxwell’s equations are solved by spatio-temporal vector fields of the form
(+)

(+)

Ek (r, t) =Ek fk (r)e−iωt .

(1.2)

Here I have represented the positive rotating component of the electric field corresponding
to temporal frequency ω and spatial wavevector k. Maxwell’s equations ensure k = |k| = ωc .
(+)
Ek is the complex amplitude for the field, and fk (r) is the complex spatial mode shape,
including the local polarization vector, for the solution. I take a Fourier transform convention
for which e−iωt is a positive frequency function justifying the (+) notation. The total real
electric field5 can be written as


(+)
(−)
(+)
Ek (r, t) = Ek (r, t) + Ek (r, t) = 2Re Ek (r, t) .
(1.3)
The function fk (r) satisfies the vector Helmholtz equation:

∇2 + k 2 fk (r) = 0.

(1.4)

In a finite volume system, such as an optical cavity, fk (r) is one element of a countable
family of orthogonal mode functions that span the space of possible solutions to Maxwell’s
equations. We are most familiar with plane wave solutions, which look like
fk (r) = eik·r ,

(1.5)

where  is a possibly complex polarization vector satisfying  · k = 0. In this work, we will
see that fk (r) might be a Hermite-Gaussian transverse mode of a confined optical cavity
described in Sec. 3.2.1. For confined mode functions fk (r) we normalize so that

max |fk (r)|2 =1,
Z
|fk (r)|2 d3 r =Vmode ,
(1.6)
where I’ve defined the mode volume Vmode , which quantifies the spatial volume within which
the electromagnetic field has appreciable magnitude/energy.

An alternative convention, E = Re E (+) , is also regularly encountered. This factor of 2 can lead to
differences in equations for power and energy.
5
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The total time-averaged energy in an electromagnetic field mode is given by
Z
2
2
(+)
(+)
hUEM i = 20
Ek (r, 0) d3 r = 20 Vmode Ek
.

(1.7)

Quantum mechanically, we know that the energy stored in the electromagnetic field is quantized in units of ~ω [60, 64]. This energy quantization means that the magnitude of the
electric field is quantized as well. The minimum field magnitude (assuming a purely real
field amplitude) is given by
(+)

20 Vmode Eω,SP
(+)

2

=~ω,
r

Eω,SP =

~ω
,
20 Vmode

(1.8)

where the SP subscript indicates the√
electric field of a single photon. We see that the field
amplitude per photon scales with 1 Vmode . The intuition here is that, since the energy
per photon is fixed, if you reduce the volume over which the energy of a single photon is
distributed, the local field amplitude must increase.
With this in mind we can write down the form for the quantum electric field by taking
(+)

(+)

Ek e−iωt → Eω,SP âk (t).

(1.9)

Here âω,k (t) is a dimensionless quantum operator that carries information about the quantum
amplitude of the electric field and satisfies (dropping subscripts) the bosonic commutation
relation



â, â† = 1.

(1.10)

With this we have that n̂ = â† â is a number operator with integer eigenvalues that count
the number of energy excitations (photons) in the electromagnetic field.
Putting this all together we have, summing over all electric field modes,

X  (+)
Ê(r, t) =
Eω,SP fk,s (r)âk,s (t) + h.c. ,
k,s

ĤEM =

X

~ωâ†k,s âk,s .

(1.11)

k,s

I’ve added an index s to indicate there are two possible polarization for each mode function.
Note the consistency between these expressions, which arise in a quantized treatment, and
the similar classical expressions.
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Electric Dipole Interaction

Photons interact with atoms by applying electric forces that redistribute the valence
electron wavefunction about the atomic nucleus. In particular, for electric dipole transitions,
the electric field induces a dipole moment between the free electrons and the nucleus. I’ll
consider single valence electron atoms here.
Classically the interaction energy for a dipole in an electric field is given by Hint = −E ·d.
The corresponding quantum Hamiltonian is
ˆ
Ĥint = −Ê · d,

(1.12)

where dˆ = −er̂ is the dipole moment resulting from the separation between the nucleus and
electron. In atomic systems, because of the anharmonicity of the atomic energy spectrum, it
is often the case that light of a particular frequency only strongly couples two specific states
with an energy splitting close the optical frequency. In this case we can consider the atom
to be a a two level system with states |gi, |ei. Because the dipole operator is odd under a
parity transformation, it only couples states of opposite parity. If we assume |ei and |gi are
atomic states of opposite parity, then we have
dˆ = hg| dˆ |ei |gi he| + he| dˆ |gi |ei hg|
=dge σ̂ + deg σ̂ †
=dˆ(+) + dˆ(−) .

(1.13)

The (±) superscripts indicate whether the Heisenberg version of the respective operator
under the free atomic Hamiltonian is positive or negative frequency according to our convention. For a classical plane wave drive field under the rotating wave approximation and
in the rotating frame, the interaction Hamiltonian for an atom at position r reduces to
Ĥint = −E (−) f ∗ (r) · dge σ̂ − E (+) f (r) · deg σ̂ † .

(1.14)

With this we define the Rabi frequency as
f ∗ (r) · dge
,
~

(1.15)

~Ω(r)
~Ω∗ (r) †
σ̂ +
σ̂ .
2
2

(1.16)

Ω(r) = − 2E (−)
leading to the interaction Hamiltonian
Ĥint =
∗

ge |
Note that |Ω| = |E| | ·d
. The factor of 2 in the definition of Ω is conventional. Also, for
~
many problems, we are free to choose phases for the quantum states and the electric field so
that Ω is purely real.
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For the case of a quantum drive field, making the transformation in Eq. (1.9), the interaction Hamiltonian becomes
(+)

(−)

Ĥint = −Eω,SP f ∗ (r) · dge â† σ̂ − Eω,SP f (r) · deg âσ̂ † .

(1.17)

We define the quantum coupling parameter:
g(r) =

(+) f
−Eω,SP

∗

r
ω
(r) · dge
=−
f ∗ (r) · dge .
~
20 ~Vmode

(1.18)

There is no factor of 2 here as there was in the definition of Ω, again by convention.
If the electric field polarization is constant as a function of space then f (r) = f (r) and
we can define dge = ∗ · dge . Recalling that f (r) is normalized so that its peak magnitude
is unity, we can write down the formula for the maximal coupling strength within the mode
volume:
r
(+)
Eω,SP dge
ω
dge = −
,
g0 = −
20 ~Vmode
~
g(r) =g0 f ∗ (r).
(1.19)
Then the dipole interaction Hamiltonian is given by
Ĥint = g(r)â† σ̂ + g ∗ (r)âσ̂ † ,

(1.20)

the interaction term in the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian Eq. (1.1)!
Note that the transformation in Eq. (1.9) is equivalent to
Ω
→ gâ.
2

(1.21)

Multilevel Atomic Transition Dipole Elements
The discussion above has been focused entirely on a two-level atom. In practice, we
work with multi-level atoms. In E6, we work with 87Rb atoms and typically work on the
5 S1/2 → 5 P3/2 transition, called the D2 transition. This transition couples two hyperfine
ground-state manifolds (and a total of eight magnetic sublevels) to up to four excited-state
hyperfine manifolds (and a total of 16 magnetic sublevels). See Fig. 2.4 for details.
A full treatment of this multilevel atom would include a transition dipole element dij
between each pair of ground and excited states |gi i, |ej i. The dij between different hyperfine
sublevels are related by geometric factors having to do with the symmetries of the states
in question and can be calculated using the Wigner-Eckart theorem and related identities.
An alternative, and perhaps more thorough, treatment of the extension of cQED to the
multilevel and multi-atom case can be found in Ref. [59].
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Here I will specify a few of these dij which will be important for this work. I follow
Refs. [60, 65]. First, we have the fine-structure reduced dipole element
s
r
3
3π
~c
2J 0 + 1 √
0
0
ˆ i=
dJJ 0 = hJ||d||J
Γ,
(1.22)
3
ω0
2J + 1
where 0 is the permittivity of free space, c is the speed of light, ω0 is the transition frequency
for the J → J 0 atomic transition, and Γ is the decay rate out of the J 0 excited state. This
parameter is of central importance because it can be experimentally extracted by measuring
the excited state decay rate Γ.
We can calculate corresponding hyperfine reduced dipole transition elements by


0
0 +J+1+I p
J
J
1
F
0
ˆ i = dJJ 0 (−1)
(2F 0 + 1)(2J + 1)
,
(1.23)
dF F 0 = hF ||d||F
F0 F I
were I = 3/2 is the nuclear spin for 87Rb and the quantity in brackets is a Wigner 6j symbol. From dF F 0 , we can calculate the transition dipole elements between any two
hyperfine sublevels driven by light with polarization q = 0, ∓1, corresponding to π, and σ ±
polarization:
 0

√
F 1
F
F 0 −1+mf
FF0
dmF m0F q = dF F 0 (−1)
2F + 1
,
(1.24)
m0F q −mF ,
where the symbol in parenthesis is a Wigner 3-j symbol.
In general, one must consider the effect of coupling between any hyperfine ground state
to any hyperfine excited state. However, there are a few special combinations of these
elements which are particularly useful. The D2 transition supports a cycling transition:
|F = 2, mF = +2i → |F = 3, mF = +3i. This transition will have the largest transition
dipole element given by
r
2J + 1
1
2,3
dJJ 0 = √ dJJ 0 .
(1.25)
d2,3,−1 = d0 =
0
2J + 1
2
I have notated this particular transition element as d0 . This will be the transition strength
to which all other transition strengths are compared.
The other useful combination of transition dipole elements is the effective far-detuned
transition dipole element
1
deff = √ dJJ 0 .
3

(1.26)

When the driving field is detuned much further than the hyperfine splittings this element
can be used to calculate the scalar Stark shift due to the driving field. For Alkali atoms,
there is no tensor Stark shift of the ground state (because J = 1/2) and, if the driving
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field is π-polarized, there is no vector Stark shift. This element will be used when making
calculations about linearly polarized ODTs.
The numerical values for these elements are [65]:
dJJ 0 =3.584 × 10−29 C m = 4.228 ea0 ,
d0 =2.534 × 10−29 C m = 2.989 ea0 ,
deff =2.069 × 10−29 C m = 2.441 ea0 .

(1.27)

Here a0 is the Bohr radius.
(+)
In Eq. (1.19) I defined g0 in terms of Eω,SP and dge where the ground and excited state
were unspecified. Going forward, I will specifically define
(+)

Eω,SP d0
g0 = −
~

1.3.3

(1.28)

Energy Levels in the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian
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Figure 1.3: Eigenfrequencies of the cavity photon system as a function of the detuning, ∆,
between the cavity photon and the atomic transition frequency. Uncoupled energy levels are
shown as dashed black lines. The horizontal dashed line represents the state with an excited
atom and no photons and the sloped dashed line represents the state with a ground state
atom and a single photon. The full functional form for the eigenfrequencies is indicated
(colored lines) as well as the on resonance vacuum Rabi splitting of 2g and the off resonance
2
dispersive shift, g∆ valid for large detuning. The colormap indicates the squared amplitude
of the overlap of the eigenstates with the single photon excited state.
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The Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian in the rotating frame is given by

ĤJC
= ∆â† â + g â† σ̂ + âσ̂ † ,
~

(1.29)

where ∆ = ∆CA = ωC − ωA is the detuning between the cavity and atomic resonance
frequencies. For a single atom in the cavity, the Hilbert space for this system is spanned by
states of the form |g, ni and |e, ni where the first label indicates the state of the atom and
the second label indicates the number of photons in the cavity.6
In the single excitation subspace spanned by |e, 0i and |g, 1i, the matrix for this interaction is given by


HJC
∆ g
=
.
(1.30)
g 0
~
The eigenvalues, or energy levels, for this Hamiltonian are given by
s 
2
E±
∆
∆
+ g2.
=
±
~
2
2

(1.31)

This spectrum is depicted in Fig. 1.3.
In absence of the cQED interaction, for ∆ = 0, the two excited states, |e, 0i and |g, 1i
are degenerate. The Jaynes-Cummings interaction lifts this degeneracy, leaving two states
with energy levels split by the Rabi frequency, 2g, and strongly mixes the photonic and
atomic excitations. I will refer to the regime for which |∆|  g as the regime of resonant
cavity quantum electrodynamics (QED). If g  κ, Γ then if the cavity probe is swept across
resonance, the transmission spectrum will exhibit two peaks corresponding to the two energy
branches [16, 18].
The regime for which |∆|  g is the dispersive regime of cQED. In this regime the energy
of the photon-like branch is given by
g2
E
≈∆+
= ∆ + gC ,
~
∆

(1.32)

where gC = g 2 /∆ reflects the dispersive shift of the cavity resonance due to the presence
of a single atom. In this regime, the admixture of the atomic excited state is g 2 /∆2  1.
The physics here is analogous to the ac Stark effect and can be derived using second order
perturbation theory.
In this case, if the cavity probe is swept across resonance, the spectrum would exhibit a
single resonance which is slightly shifted in frequency by an amount gC . We can approximate
the Hamiltonian as
ĤJC ≈ ~ (∆ + gC ) â† â.
6

Avoid confusion between the coupling strength g and the ground state |gi.

(1.33)
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In the dispersive regime, as with the AC Stark effect, we can provide a semi-classical
explanation for the shift in the cavity frequency. The atom can be thought of as a small,
polarizable medium that exhibits an induced polarization when driven by the oscillating
electric field of the probe beam. The electric field radiated by the driven atomic polarization
interferes with the incident field to give a total field with a phase shift related to the atomic
polarizability. The effect of this phase shift is to alter the cavity round trip phase resulting
in a shift of the cavity resonance frequency as will be explored in Sec. 3.2.3. In this picture,
the atom acts like a small, dispersive element within the cavity.
If there is an ensemble of NA atoms in the cavity mode, the total energy shift will be
NA gC . This shift in cavity resonance can be used as a sensitive measurement of the atom
number. More generally, if g is position- or spin-dependent, then the cavity frequency shift
can be used as measure of average position or spin of the atomic ensemble [22, 25, 55, 66–70].
Above I have described a scheme in which the cavity frequency shift is measured by sweeping
the probe across cavity resonance. However, the cavity frequency shift can also be measured
by monitoring the amplitude and/or phase of the transmitted cavity light because this also
depends on the detuning of the incident probe light from cavity resonance.

1.3.4

The Cooperativity Parameter

Figure 1.4: A schematic diagram showing the coupling g, between a two-level atom and an
optical cavity photonic mode. The atom can decay via spontaneous emission at rate Γ, and
the photonic mode can decay at rate κ due to a small fraction of light which exits, or leaks
out of, the cavity. The cooperativity parameter is given by C = 4g 2 /(κΓ).
Above I have shown how an atom placed within the optical mode of an optical cavity with
a quantized electric field is modeled by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, Eq. (1.1). This
Hamiltonian describes the unitary, closed-system dynamics of a two-level system coupled to
a harmonic oscillator. However, the real physical system involving the atom and cavity is
not a closed system. There are two important loss channels which are very important for
cQED: spontaneous emission from the atomic excited state |ei into free space with rate Γ,
and leakage of the optical mode out of the optical cavity with rate κ. Here Γ and κ both
refer to the energy (as opposed to amplitude) decay rates for the atom and cavity field,
respectively.
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The strong-coupling regime of cQED is defined as the regime in which the rate of coherent
dynamics, g, exceeds the rates of incoherent dynamics κ and Γ. The cooperativity7 is a
dimensionless parameter which quantifies this comparison [17]:
C=4

g2
.
κΓ

(1.34)

If the cQED system begins with an atomic or photonic excitation, then it will undergo
Rabi oscillations at a frequency of 2g. In the limit that g  κ, Γ, the number of Rabi
oscillations between atomic and photonic excitations that can √be completed, before the
energy decays out of the system via κ and Γ, is proportional to C. Purcell enhancement,
another import cQED effect, is an effect whereby an atom in the excited state will exhibit
enhanced spontaneous emission at a rate (1 + C) Γ rather than Γ [73]. Importantly, this
enhanced emission will be into the cavity mode. It turns out that the C is the appropriate
figure of merit for a very wide range of other quantum control and quantum measurement
tasks so cQED apparatuses are designed to realize a large cooperativity.
Following Ref. [74, 75], we can re-express C for a two-level atom by noting that both g 2
and Γ scale with d2ge :
ωd2ge
,
g =
20 ~Vmode
ω 3 d2ge
,
Γ=
3π0 ~c3
2

(1.35)
(1.36)

leaving us with
3 λ2 c
3 λ2 c
g2
=
= 2 2
.
Γ
8π Vmode
π w0 2Lcav

(1.37)

We have used that ω/c = 2π/λ and, for a standing wave Gaussian mode with waist w0 in a
cavity with length Lcav , that Vmode = π4 w02 Lcav as shown in Eq. (3.69).
In Sec. 3.2.3, I will introduce the cavity free spectral range as fFSR = c/2Lcav and show
that the cavity energy decay rate is given by κ = 2πfFSR /F where the cavity finesse, F,
is inversely proportion to the cavity round trip survival probability for a photon. Plugging
these expressions in we find
C=

6 λ2
12 σ0
F = 2 2 F,
2
3
π w0
π w0

(1.38)

2

λ
where I’ve recalled that σ0 = 2π
is the far-field resonant scattering cross section for the atomic
transition. We see that the cooperativity is given by the ratio of the resonant scattering cross
7
A warning: different references include different numerical pre-factors in the definition of C. In particular, the E3 literature uses a definition of C which differs from this one by a factor of 2: CE6 = 2CE3 [71,
72].
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section to the mode waist of the beam with an enhancement by the cavity finesse. This lends
a geometric interpretation to the cooperativity as the ratio of the free-space to cavity emission
probability for the atom [70, 74]. I will explore the implications of this interpretation for
cavity design in Chapter 4.
The calculation above used g 2 and Γ as defined for a two level atom. The results would
vary by a geometric factor for a multilevel atom. However, if we are working on the cycling
transition then both g02 and Γ scale with d2JJ 0 (2J + 1)/(2J 0 + 1) so the same result holds true:
C=

4g02
.
κΓ

(1.39)

The cooperativity does not depend on any details of the atomic transition other than
the wavelength or scattering cross section. This tells us that it would be easier to reach the
strong coupling regime for cQED using longer wavelength transitions. Perhaps, then, it is no
surprise that some early success was found in cQED systems which operated on a microwave
transition [76].

1.4

Outline

Most of my PhD was spent designing and building the E6 apparatus. As a result, most
of this dissertation will also be about the design and assembly of the apparatus for the
benefit of future E6 lab workers and for future builders of new experiments who are seeking
clarification or inspiration. However, along the way, I spent a good deal of time identifying
general design principles and ‘clear ways of thinking about certain problems’ that I think
are generally useful for an atomic physicist, so, likewise, I will point out these insights along
the way through this text.
In Chapter 2, I describe our atom preparation system. This system includes a 2D and 3D
MOT UHV chamber, an optical transport s-cheme, and results on the realization of a BEC.
Chapters 3, 4, and 6 are heavily focused on the science cavity, which is the focal point of
the apparatus and which was, in many ways, the focal point of my PhD. Chapter 3 presents
the general theory and formalism for the physics of an optical cavity. This chapter should
provide the reader with good intuition for how to think about cavities generally and serve as a
reference for various definitions and derivations. Chapter 4 details the science cavity design,
fabrication, assembly, and characterization. Chapter 6 gives details about the cavity probe
and cavity ODT laser systems including various frequency locks, our heterodyne detection
system, and a number of useful calibration calculations. Chapter 5 describes, in-detail,
the design and construction of all of the components within the science chamber including
the cavity vibration isolation system (excluding the science cavity which is addressed in
the previously mentioned chapters). Chapter 7 describes the designs and characterizations
for the high-NA addressing system including the microtweezer generation system and the
fluorescence imaging systems. Chapter 8 lays out and discusses the main experimental results
we realized upon completion of the assembly. These results include:
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a measurement of a dispersive shift of the cavity resonance due to the presence of atoms
within the cavity indicating the realization of a cQED interaction,
high-fidelity imaging of single atoms trapped in microtweezers,
and a measurement in which single atoms trapped in microtweezers are scanned in
position to map out the spatial amplitude distribution of a mode of the optical cavity.

These results demonstrate simultaneous operation of the two key technologies for the E6
apparatus: the high-finesse cavity and the high-NA addressing system. Finally, Chapter 9
will outline future science targets for this experiment.

23

Chapter 2
Atom Preparation
Ultracold atomic physics experiments rely on multiple stages of laser and evaporative
cooling to prepare an ultra-low entropy atomic sample for subsequent quantum control and
measurement operations. There are as many schemes for producing such samples as there
are research groups working within the field.
The atom preparation scheme required depends on the number of atoms and their states
that will be used in the final stages of the experiment. Early on in the design phase for E6,
we considered the following possibilities for the types of atomic samples we would like to
prepare and investigate in our apparatus.






Thermal atomic clouds trapped in ODTs containing 102 to 105 atoms [21, 22, 55, 77].
Scalar or spinor BECs in loose harmonic traps containing up to 106 atoms [78–80].
BECs loaded into optical lattices such as those studied in quantum gas microscopes
to allow us to study Hubbard physics. Such a lattice may include few to hundreds of
sites with zero to few atoms each [40, 41, 81–83].
Arrays of single atoms trapped in tightly confining optical tweezers [45, 48–50, 52].

Each option enables a certain range of science to be targeted but also comes with tradeoffs in terms of experimental complexity, cycle time and build time. For example, small-scale
microtweezers arrays require only a 3D MOT and small cycle time, whereas BEC experiments
require very low vacuum pressures and additional steps of laser cooling and evaporation,
leading to a long cycle time. While we had interest in microtweezer arrays and quantum gas
microscopes when we began designing E6, these were both new technologies to the group
compared to more traditional BEC machines.
In the end, we designed the apparatus so as to not exclude any of these possibilities.
While this may have resulted in a more complex and costly apparatus in terms of money
and build time, it has resulted in a very versatile apparatus with which we can explore
almost any type of single species bosonic atomic sample ranging from single or few atoms
up to BECs of hundreds of thousands of atoms.
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To facilitate the production of BECs, an optical cavity, and a high NA objective, we
elected to use a two-chamber design. The initial stages of atom preparation, including
the 3D MOT, are realized in a first chamber, called the atom preparation or 3D MOT
chamber. After atoms are trapped in the 3D MOT, they undergo additional cooling and
are subsequently trapped in the focus of an ODT and translated into a second chamber,
the science chamber. In the science chamber the atoms interface with the optical cavity
and high-NA objective. This two-chamber design allowed us to realize the most geometric
flexibility in the design of the science chamber by obviating the need for MOT beams.
Throughout the design process we were aware of the importance of experimental cycle
time, an increasingly important specification for cold atoms apparatuses. Such experiments
are typically operated as follows. First a room temperature, or hotter, source of atoms
supplies a portion of the vacuum chamber with a gas of atoms of the appropriate species.
These atoms are then manipulated and cooled in subsequent stages. Finally the science
experiment, utilizing custom-designed optical, magnetic, radio frequency (rf) and microwave
fields, and measurement schemes, is performed. This whole cycle from atom preparation to
measurement has historically lasted about 10s of seconds [8, 9]. However, in recent years,
advances have been made to decrease experimental cycle times to the level of a few seconds
or less. These advances include improved evaporation techniques, all-optical trapping and
cooling methods, atom chips, and rapid loading of microtweezer arrays [48, 49, 84–89].
Short cycle times allow for many rapid repetitions of experimental sequences, so that
researchers can quickly collect sufficient statistics to quantify subtle quantum mechanical
effects and characterize very high-fidelity quantum gates [90]. Additionally, a short cycle time
allows for more agile testing and reconfiguration of the apparatus. These rapid adjustments
allow for fast prototyping of new ideas, and also for an effective means of identifying and
removing sources of systematic bias in measurements.

2.1

Atom Preparation Vacuum Chamber

Ultracold atoms are delicate. A collisions with a room temperature molecule will impart
enough energy to eject a neutral atom from any trap that holds it. Such collisions then
limit the experimental duration. For this reason, ultracold atomic physics experiments are
evacuated as much as possible of residual room-temperature gas, achieving ultimate vacuum
pressures in the range of 1 × 10−11 torr.
The UHV chamber must be designed with considerations for ultimate pressure, optical
access, proximity of various field coils (magnetic, rf, microwave), atomic transport, and any
additional considerations that may be necessary in a particular experiment. In this section
I will describe the design for the E6 3D and 2D MOT chambers.
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(b)

optical
transport

Figure 2.1: 3D MOT vacuum chamber. (a) Red beams represent the 3D and 2D MOT
beams. The optical transport beam enters through the indicated viewport and exits through
the gate valve at the top of the image into the science chamber (not shown). The 3D MOT
chamber port opposite the 2D MOT chamber can be used for fluorescence imaging of the
3D MOT and/or to couple in microwaves for forced microwave evaporation. Also seen at
left is the pumping chamber which includes an ion pump (with attached angle valve for
pump down), an ion gauge, and a TSP. (b) Dedicated view of the bare 3D MOT chamber.
Note the split flange on the upper and lower ports. The split flange allows the ID of the
anti-Helmholtz coils, seen in (a), to be smaller than the OD of the flange, limited only by
the diameter of the CF knife edge. Note that this design makes it impossible to remove the
anti-Helmholtz coils without breaking vacuum.

2.1.1

3D MOT Chamber

As will be described in Sec. 2.2, the main geometric constraint for a conventional 3D MOT
is the requirement for six pairs of counter-propagating cooling beams to enter a volume of
space along three orthogonal axes. Another important geometric requirement is the presence
of a spherical quadrapole magnetic field centered at the intersection of these beams. In
designing our 3D MOT vacuum chamber there were additional requirements for a port
through which we could pump out the vacuum chamber, a port through which we deliver
a high-flux, laser-cooled atomic beam and a port out which atoms from the MOT could be
optically transported into a neighboring science chamber.
Fig. 2.1(b) illustrates the 3D MOT chamber we designed to satisfy these geometric constraints. The 3D MOT chamber is a 10-way cross with eight ports within the horizontal
plane and two ports along the vertical axis. One of the ports in the horizontal plane is a
short 1.33” flange, chosen to minimize the total optical transport distance. The two vertical
ports utilize split conflat (CF) flanges, which can be entirely removed from the assembly.
This design allowed for the installation of small inner diameter (ID) anti-Helmholtz coils
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Custom Bored Double Flange Adapter
Dual Size Differential Pumping tube
102 mm

1.5 mm
7.5 mm
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Rb Vapor Side Port
Angle Valve

Rb Reservoir

Figure 2.2: 2D MOT vacuum chamber design. (a) Overview including double flange adapter,
glass cell, differential pumping tube, angle valve and Rb reservoir. (b) Section view showing
differential pumping tube dimensions. The differntial pumping tube is attached to the double
flange adapter using 6 vented bolts. The mating surface is also only a small rim rather than
a large flat surface to avoid capturing air pockets with the mated surfaces that could lead
to virtual leaks.
above and below the central chamber prior to closing the vacuum chamber.
The 3D MOT chamber is attached to a pump down chamber, which includes an ion pump
(TiTan 75S ion pump, Gamma Vacuum), titanium sublimation pump (TSP) (up to 500 L/s
pump speed for H2 , Gamma Vacuum) and ion gauge (T-NUDE-F, Duniway).

2.1.2

2D MOT Chamber

Our 2D MOT design was motivated by Refs. [91–97]. The 2D MOT subchamber is based
around a custom thick 2.75” CF double flange, one side of which is attached onto the 3D
MOT chamber, and the other side onto which the 2D MOT glass cell is mounted. See
Fig. 2.2. The double flange includes a central bore through which the atomic beam can pass,
as well as a bolt ring to which a stainless steel (SSL) differential pumping tube is bolted.
The differential pumping tube increases the pressure differential between the (relatively)
high pressure 2D MOT cell and the 3D MOT chamber while allowing the atomic beam to
pass between chambers. Finally, the double flange also has a small port into which gaseous
Rb can flow from the Rb reservoir, through an angle valve1 into the 2D MOT glass cell.
1

The purpose of the angle valve is to, in principle, allow the Rb supply to be replenished without
breaking vacuum on the MOT chamber. In practice this would require pumping down the reservoir while it
is attached to the angle valve. The pump down arm could then perhaps be cut from the reservoir using a
vacuum pinch-off tube. The reservoir would likely need to be redesigned.
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The Rb reservoir has inside of it a steel ball and an ampoule containing 5 g of solid
Rb and buffer argon gas. After the chamber is pumped out, the SSL ball is physically
manipulated using a strong out-of-vacuum magnet so that it crushes the ampoule to expose
the solid Rb to the 2D MOT chamber. The solid 87Rb sublimates to fill the chamber with
a partial pressure of 3 × 10−7 torr of gaseous 87Rb [65]. Enhanced 2D MOT fluxes can be
realized by heating the reservoir and increasing this vapor pressure [97] but we have not
found that to be necessary.
The differential pumping tube consists of two sections: one small diameter section which
provides the conductance choke and one longer, larger diameter section which permits a
larger atomic flux cone to pass. The differential pumping tube protrudes into the rectangular
section of the glass cell. The geometry of the differential pumping tube presents an angular
opening with a full opening angle of about 70 mrad. The end of the differential pumping
tube is cut at a 45° angle and electro-polished so that it can serve as an in-vacuum mirror
to enable a 2D+ MOT [96, 97]. However, we have not needed to use either a pusher or
retroreflected 2D+ beam to realize sufficient fluxes.
87

2.1.3

Vacuum Pressure Calculation

In this section, I will present a general formalism for calculating vacuum pressures in
UHV chambers using the 2D and 3D MOT chambers as an example case. The formalism
presented here was used throughout the design of both the atom preparation and science
chambers to ensure we would achieve sufficiently low vacuum pressures.
In a sealed vacuum chamber, the ultimate pressure, at a fixed temperature, is set by a
balance of particles being extracted from the system by a vacuum pump (pump speed S
expressed in L/s) and particles flowing into the system [98]. We will consider particle flow
into the gaseous (fluid) system via two mechanisms: first, due to sublimation at a fixed
temperature from a solid sample, which results in a fixed vacuum pressure in that chamber
section (expressed in torr) and second, due to outgassing from surfaces in the chamber
including the SSL walls. Outgassing for a particular material is often quantified with units
of torr · L · s−1 · cm−2 and the total outgassing rate Q can be calculated by multiplying
this material constant by the material surface to give a flow rate in torr · L · s−1 . Finally,
pressure differentials can be supported within different sections of the vacuum chamber due
to apertures with finite gas conductance C (expressed in L/s).
An electrical circuit analogy can be made to aid in calculations of vacuum chamber
pressures. In this analogy, different chambers (identified as distinct volumes separated by
small apertures) can be identified with conductive nodes in a circuit where the chamber
pressure P is analogous to the voltage at that node in the circuit. Conductances are represented as resistors between nodes (chambers), vacuum pumps are represented as resistors to
ground, sublimating sources are represented as voltage sources (with their negative terminal
grounded), and outgassing sources are represented as current sources from ground. Part of
the intuition for these identifications is that ground represents a source or sink for particles
flowing into or out of the gaseous state (the system) within the chamber.
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Figure 2.3: Circuit analog for differential pumping between 2D and 3D MOT chambers. (a)
The 2D MOT chamber has a gas load due the sublimation of a mass of Rb and the 3D MOT
chamber has a gas load Q due to outgassing of the SSL walls. The two chambers are attached
via the differential pumping tube conductance Cdiff and the 3D MOT chamber is pumped
out by a pump with pump speed S through a conductance Cpump . (b) Circuit analog for the
schematic representation of the chamber in (a). The pump is represented by a resistor to
ground with value S1 , the outgassing load is represented as a current source from ground with
value Q, the sublimating Rb is represented as a voltage supply from ground with value PRb ,
and the conductances are represented as resistors between nodes whose voltages represent
chamber pressures.
See Fig. 2.3 for a geometric and electrical schematic diagram of the 3D and 2D MOT
chambers. The two chambers are separated by a conductance Cdiff of the differential pumping tube. The 3D MOT chamber is attached to a vacuum pump with speed S through a
conductance Cpump , representing the vacuum path between the 3D MOT chamber and the
pump. The 2D MOT chamber includes a sublimating source and the 3D MOT chamber
includes an outgassing source. The corresponding electrical circuit appears in Fig. 2.3(b).
Given reasonable values for the various components, we may roughly estimate the vacuum
pressure within the 3D MOT chamber. We desire for the gas pressure within the 3D MOT
chamber to be well below the 1 × 10−10 torr level, ideally approaching the 1 × 10−11 torr level.
In this calculation, I determine whether the differential pumping provided by the 2D MOT
differential pumping tube is sufficient to isolate the 3D MOT chamber from the sublimating
Rb mass.
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To determine the gas load presented by the Rb mass to the 3D MOT chamber, we
analyze the circuit in Fig. 2.3(b) while setting Q = 0. Under those conditions the first bit
of intuition we identify is that the pump and the pump conductance can be combined into
a single effective pump speed or resistance by adding the resistors in series:
1
1
1
= +
,
Seff S Cpump
Seff =S||Cpump =

SCpump
.
S + Cpump

(2.1)

We see that the remaining circuit is a voltage divider consisting of the effective pump
speed and the differential pumping conductance giving
P3D =

1
Seff

1 P2D
+ Cdiff
Cdiff
PRb .
=
Cdiff + Seff
1
Seff

(2.2)

The differential pumping tube is designed to have a low conductance so that Cdiff  Seff
giving
P3D =

Cdiff
PRb .
Seff

(2.3)

We see that ratio of pressures between the two chambers is given by the ratio of the differential
pumping conductance to the effective pump speed on the 3D MOT chamber.
We can obtain an estimate of the Rb gas load in the 3D MOT chamber by estimating
these parameters. First, the formula for conductance of a high-aspect-ratio tube is given by
[98]:
r
2π r3
4 2πkB T r3
=
v̄ ,
(2.4)
C=
3
m L
3 L
where kB is the Boltzmann constant, v̄ is the mean thermal velocity, and r and L are the
radius and length of the differential pumping tube. The Rb conductance of the differential
pumping tube is dominated by the first section with a small radius (R = 750 µm, L = 31 mm):
Cdiff = 7.6 × 10−3 L/s.

(2.5)

We will assume that the effective pump speed Seff is limited by the vacuum conductance of
the tube from the central MOT chamber over to the pump arm (R = 17 mm, L = 83 mm):
Seff = 33 L/s.

(2.6)
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For a Rb vapor pressure PRb = 3 × 10−7 torr, we find
P3D ≈ 6.9 × 10−11 torr.

(2.7)

This is within an order of magnitude of what we were hoping.
The formula above for conductance assumes operation in the molecular flow regime and
that particles that collide with the wall scatter off at a random angle [98]. Rb, in fact,
has the property that it typically sticks to the walls of the chamber upon collision [99]. In
terms of the circuit analogy this can be thought of a at least two ways: as a reduction of
the conductance of the differential pumping tube, or as a pump for Rb that is distributed
throughout the circuit - a distributed resistance to ground. In any case, this should be
convincing we’ve given an overestimate for the Rb gas load to the 3D MOT chamber and
that we have sufficient differential pumping. Indeed, experimentally, we measure a vacuum
pressure at the 1 × 10−11 torr level in our 3D MOT chamber and observe vacuum-limited
atomic trap lifetimes of 10s of s.

2.2
2.2.1

Laser Systems
Background

A 3D MOT is a configuration of laser beams and magnetic fields within a volume of space
(about the size of a few cm3 ) that imparts viscous and trapping forces onto any atom which
enters this volume [7]. To load atoms into our 3D MOT, we generate a cold, high-flux, beam
of atoms using a 2D MOT. We chose to load our 3D MOT with a 2D MOT rather than
a Zeeman slower —as has traditionally been used in our research group— due to the more
compact and simple design and promises of large atomic fluxes offered by a 2D MOT [92,
96, 97]. The compact design leaves space on the table for hardware required to achieve ever
more advanced science targets, and the high flux increases cycle time.
See Ref. [100] and other introductory atomic physics references for more details on MOT
physics than are presented here. A MOT requires laser cooling light which is red-detuned
from the |F = 2, mF = +2i → |F 0 = 3, mF 0 = +3i cycling transition combined with a spherical (3D MOT) or radial (2D MOT) quadrapole magnetic field. In the case of a typical
3D MOT, there are three pairs of counter-propagating laser beams along three orthogonal axes to effect cooling of all motional degrees of freedom. In a 2D MOT, two pairs of
counter-propagating beams cool atoms in two orthogonal directions, leaving an atomic beam
traveling with some velocity along the final axial direction. Additionally repump light tuned
to the |F = 1i → |F = 2i transition is required.
Naively, one would expect a 3D MOT to realize trapped samples as cold as the Doppler
temperature, TDoppler = ~Γ/kB ≈ 300 µK where Γ ≈ 2π × 6.1 MHz is the 87Rb photon
scattering rate on the cooling transition. However, because of sub-Doppler molasses cooling
which occurs near the center of the 3D MOT, temperatures below 100 µK can be realized
[101].
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Optics Overview

The E6 apparatus includes two optics tables. One table, the experiment or science table,
has mounted on it the vacuum chamber apparatus and beam injection optics and is where
the experiments take place. The other table is the laser table and has mounted on it most of
our laser sources and optics. We generate the laser beams on the laser table and control their
frequency and power levels before sending them to the science table where their polarizations,
spatial mode structures, and beam pointing directions are controlled for optimal interactions
with the atoms.
We prepare both the cooling and repump light on the laser table. The cooling and
repump beams are separated in frequency by about 6.8 GHz, the 87Rb ground state hyperfine
splitting. We choose to generate these two frequencies using two independent lasers. The
cooling light is generated by a 780 nm DBR diode laser (Photodigm) which is driven by a
Vescent current and temperature controllers. The repump light is generated by a 780 nm
distributed feedback laser (DFB) diode laser from Eagleyard, again driven by a Vescent
current and temperature controller.
See Fig. 2.4 for a schematic diagram of the cooling path. The cooling laser is used
to derive cycling transition light for both the 2D and 3D MOTs, imaging light for a few
absorption imaging paths, and optical molasses in the science chamber There is some light
leftover that is currently used for experimental test setups but which, in the future, could
be used for optical pumping or generating a pusher beam for the 2D MOT.
Along both the cooling and repump paths, we pick off a small amount of light to perform
saturated absorption spectroscopy on Rb vapor within a heated vapor cell. The saturated
absorption signal is used to stabilize the frequencies of the cooling and repump lasers to
known frequencies with respect to the appropriate atomic transitions.
We utilize two slightly non-standard saturated absorption spectroscopy schemes to help
us get our lasers to the appropriate frequencies while minimizing the loss of various resources
such as acousto-optical modulators (AOMs) or laser power. These schemes allow us to lock
each laser at an offset from its final desired frequency so that we can, downstream, make up
the frequency difference using an AOM. This gives us the ability to control the frequency and
intensity of the beams as needed. The resultant offset frequencies are indicated in Fig. 2.4.
Details about these slight modifications to our saturated absorption spectroscopy are found
in Fig. 2.5. Our scheme was also designed to take advantage of the strongest spectroscopic
features we observed.
Fig. 2.4 shows how the light from the two lasers is split into multiple paths, each passing
through an AOM that shifts the frequency of the beam by the indicated frequency shift.
Additionally, in order to produce the large optical powers that are required to operate the
2D and 3D MOT setups above saturation intensity, we employ two tapered amplifiers (TAs)
to boost the powers of the 2D and 3D MOT cooling beams, respectively.
All of the light generated on the laser table is sent to the experimental table via single
mode optical fibers. The fiber routing scheme is shown in Fig. 2.6. We used fiber splitters
extensively to easily combine multiple laser beams for deliver to the atoms. The fiber splitters
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Figure 2.4: Cooling and repump laser frequency schemes. For the cooling spectroscopy setup
the EOM is modulated and the lock error signal is fed into the distributed Bragg reflector
(DBR) current. For the repump spectroscopy the laser current is directly modulated and
we also feedback to the laser current. We pick off some light after the 3D MOT TA and
pass it through an AOM and use the zeroth order output light for our science chamber
molasses light. This configuration allows us to intensity stabilize this light without changing
its frequency. This figure was modified from earlier figures made by Emma Deist and Vicky
Xu and is presented here with slight modification.
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Figure 2.5: Saturated absorption spectroscopy techniques. (a) In direct saturated absorption
spectroscopy, atoms moving with zero velocity are optically excited by the pump beam so
that the probe experiences less absorption as it propagates through the medium than it would
in the absence of the pump. This creates a sub-Doppler feature in the probe spectroscopy
signal to which a laser can be locked. (b) In frequency offset spectroscopy, the pump and the
probe are detuned by ∆AO from each other so that they are never simultaneously resonant
with any transition. However, when the probe is red detuned by −∆AO /2 from a transition
then the pump is blue detuned by ∆AO /2. There is, then, a certain subset of atoms moving
towards the probe with velocity v such that the Doppler shift kv = ∆AO /2 blue (red) detunes
the probe (pump) onto resonance. (c) In the simplest form of crossover spectroscopy, the
pump and the probe are at the same frequencies and detuned halfway between two atomic
transitions. There is, then, a class of atoms whose Doppler shift red or blue detunes the pump
into resonance with one transition and blue or red detunes the probe onto resonance with
another transition. A saturated absorption feature again appears in the probe spectroscopy
signal because of the depletion of the ground state by the pump. Crossover spectroscopy can
also be performed with the pump and probe detuned from each other if the pump and probe
are also respectively detuned from two different transitions by equal and opposite amounts.
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are advantageous because they allow us to combine beams without requiring additional optics
on the table. This saves on cost, table space, optical alignment maintenance, and possibly
beam power. The downsides are that there may be slight and unadjustable power imbalances
coming out of the different ports, and, also, that the fiber splitter is potentially a single point
of failure. For example, if one port of the fiber splitter becomes irreparably damaged, then
the entire fiber splitter would need to be replaced. Such a replacement would be expensive
and inconvenient. That said, we have improved and had to deploy our skills at cleaning and
polishing fiber tips to increase the lifetime of each fiber port.2 Overall we have been happy
with our choice to use fiber splitters throughout the laser system.
The fiber routing diagram is shown in Fig. 2.6. The 2D (3D) MOT system uses a 2 × 4
(2 × 6) fiber splitter to combine repump and cooling beams and deliver them to all of the
respective MOT ports. We deliver about 400 mW of cooling light to the 3D MOT fiber
splitter and get about 25 mW of output power at each port. We deliver about 650 mW of
cooling light to the 2D MOT fiber splitter and get about 100 mW of output power at each
port. These insertion losses for the fiber splitters of −4.3 dB (38% transmitted) and −2.1 dB
(62% transmitted) for the 3D and 2D MOT fiber splitters seem to be due to limited input
coupling efficiency. In addition, we also couple repump light into the second input port of
each of these fibers. We have about 2.5 mW of repump light emitted from each 2D MOT fiber
port and about 1.5 mW emitted from each 3D MOT fiber port. We use a 2×2 fiber splitter to
combine absorption imaging light, resonant with the cycling transition, with a small amount
of repump light and deliver these beams to two absorption imaging beampaths.
One challenge we have faced in delivering light through the 2D MOT fiber splitter is the
coupling of high power light emitted from the TA. The spatial mode of light emitted from
our TA is very poor. We have been concerned that trying to fiber couple it at high power
would damage the fiber splitter input port, because the large fraction of light that is not
mode matched into the fiber would absorbed within the surrounding fiber cladding, causing
the cladding and fiber to heat up and burn. To mitigate this risk, we installed a pinhole
spatial mode filter after the TA and before the fiber. The spatial mode filter cleans up the
optical mode, thus improving the fiber coupling efficiency into the fiber splitter port, but at
the cost of about 30% of the output power from the TA.

2.2.3

Fiber Launches

For both the MOTs, we use what we call fiber-launch telescopes to deliver the light
from the optical fiber into the vacuum chamber; see Fig. 2.7. One of the challenges of
2

Our 2D MOT fiber ports have about 100 mW of power coming out. We have observed that if we unplug
the fiber when power is coming out there is a high likelihood of damaging the fiber tip. We suspect this
may be due to either high-power reflections off of the metallic fiber coupler body during removal or the high
power beam optically trapping and/or melting dust in the air against the fiber tip. We’re able to recover
from damage this by re-polishing the fiber end face. This is all not to mention the laser safety concerns that
come with unplugging this high power fiber with power coming out. The lesson is do not unplug the fibers
when light is coming out!
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Figure 2.6: Fiber routing for the cooling laser system.
delivering MOT beams is making a large beam with the appropriate polarization. We handle
the polarization first and then expand the beam. Each fiber-launch begins with a fiber
collimator which creates a 3.75 mm beam waist radius. The output then passes through a
cage-mounted λ/2 waveplate, polarization cleanup polarizing beamsplitter (PBS), and then
a λ/4 to generate the circularly polarized light needed for MOT laser cooling. Next each
beam needs to be telescoped to the appropriate size.
The 2D MOT beams fill a rectangular glass cell. Each beam passes through a circular
diverging lens with f = −9 mm. One axis of the diverging beam is collimated by a f =
50.8 mm cylindrical lens and the other axis is collimated by a large f = 150 mm cylindrical
lens, resulting in MOT beams with waists of 20 × 60 mm. With 100 mW of MOT light and
Isat = 1.669 mW/cm2 for the D2 cycling transition, this gives us a large saturation parameter
of s = I/Isat ≈ 30 per beam [65].
These telescope systems are mounted to vertical 1.5” posts that we call 2D MOT towers.
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Some of the beams are then redirected using metal mirrors3 for alignment before passing
through the glass cell. We chose to use (4x) counter-propagating beams with no retroreflection out of an abundance of caution since this was the first 2D MOT within the group and we
weren’t sure if the beam imbalance from retro reflecting would have been too problematic.
In hindsight I think we would have been fine if we had gone with the power-saving retro
reflecting approach.
The 3D MOT fiber launches use the same polarization optics as the 2D MOT fiber launch.
The beam then passes through a f = −15 mm focal length4 lens and is then collimated by
a f = 60 mm focal length lens, giving us 3D MOT beams with a waist of 14 mm and a
saturation parameter of s ≈ 4.8. Depending on the particular 3D MOT arm under consideration, the fiber-launch either attaches directly to the chamber with a cage-CF flange
adapter or reflects off of a cage mirror prior to entering the chamber. Again we use (6x)
counter-propagating beams with no retroreflection.
Some fiber launches have additional ports for the injection and detection of absorption
imaging light or for monitoring the power of the MOT beams.
We enjoy working with these fiber launches because we rarely, if ever, have to do any
alignment of the MOT lasers. Further, the optical setups are very compact, leaving plenty
of room for other important optics on the table.

3
We use metal mirrors because, unlike dielectric mirrors, they do not introduce any birefringence into
the beams which would degrade the polarization. However, one must remember that the handedness of
circularly polarized light reverse upon reflection from a metal mirror.
4
In both telescope systems the diverging lenses allow us to realize larger magnifications with less optical
length.
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Figure 2.7: (a) 2D MOT fiber launch towers. (b) 3D MOT fiber launch. This fiber launch
includes an extra port to inject the MOT absorption imaging light. The fiber at bottom
carries 3D MOT cooling and repump light and the fiber pointing down carries absorption
imaging and repump light.

2.3

Magnetic Coils

The anti-Helmholtz coils were wound from square hollow insulated magnet wire with a
cross-section side length of about 3 mm. Each coil has about 65 turns, an ID of 50 mm,
an outer diameter (OD) of 100 mm and a height of 45 mm. Each coil is offset by 22 mm
from the atoms. The coils provide an estimated gradient of 3 G cm−1 A−1 . We run the coils
at low amperage for the 3D MOT to realize about 15 G cm−1 . At these currents we do not
require water cooling. However, plumbing is in place to water cool these coils for applications
requiring higher gradients and currents such as magnetic trapping.
We wound three pairs of bias coils around the arms of 3D MOT chamber. We use the bias
coils to zero the magnetic field at the atoms for polarization gradient (PG)-cooling, adjust
the position of the field-zero of the spherical quadrapole field to overlap the 3D MOT with
the transport ODT, and to supply a bias field to improve the fidelity of absorption imaging.
In the horizontal direction, these coils have about 100 turns, an approximate radius of 3 cm
and a distance to the atoms of 5 cm. In the vertical direction, the coils are about 50 turns
with a radius of 5 cm and distance to the atoms of 4 cm.
The 2D MOT ‘racetrack’ coils have dimensions of about 5 × 18 cm and are about 50
turns of AWG 12 square magnet wire. We run them at a few A to generate a gradient of
about 35 G/cm.
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Figure 2.8: 3D MOT fluorescence loading measurement. We extract a loading time of 4.4 s.

2.4

3D MOT Loading

We perform absorption imaging along one of the MOT axes. The imaging light is combined and split from the MOT light using PBSs. We image through a 3D MOT fiber launch
telescope and realize a magnification of 0.36, calibrated by a time of flight (TOF) free-fall
gravity measurement. We image using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera (Grasshopper
USB3 GS3-U3-15S5M-C, FLIR) to capture ‘with atoms’, ‘without atoms’, and ‘dark’ images
in succession. We then analyze these three images to extract atom numbers in the MOT
and subsequent atom traps. We also perform real-time fluorescence imaging of the 3D MOT
using an infrared (IR)-sensitive security camera that we monitor as the experiment runs to
qualitatively confirm the 3D MOT is behaving as expected.
To maximize the 3D MOT loading rate, we optimized the 2D MOT flux by adjusting the
2D MOT detuning, optical polarization, beam pointing, and magnetic field gradients and
bias fields. By independently controlling the current to each of the four 2D MOT racetrack
coils we can adjust the position of the field-zero for the radial quadrapole field to align the
2D MOT beam through the differential pumping tube aperture. We find the loading rate to
be optimized with a red-detuning of only about −10 MHz and a magnetic field gradient of
35 G/cm.
Next, we adjusted the 3D MOT parameters to optimize the 3D MOT loading rate and
final atom number. We adjusted the same parameters as for the 2D MOT. We find the 3D
MOT to be optimized with a detuning of about −20 MHz.
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I present two data points to quantify our system performance. First, under certain
optimized experimental conditions we have measured a saturated atom number of about
109 atoms using the absorption imaging system described above. A second measurement is
shown in Fig. 2.8. Here the 3D MOT has been imaged onto a photodiode so that the output
voltage is proportional to the MOT fluorescence. For these data the scaling between the
photodiode voltage and atom number remains poorly calibrated. Nevertheless, by fitting to
the loading curve we can extract a typical loading time τ = 4.4 s. For many of our recent
experiments, we work with fewer atoms and load the MOT only for around 1 s.
More carefully calibrated measurements should be recorded of the MOT saturated atom
number, loading time, loading rate, and lifetime to serve as benchmarks to help assess the
performance of the system over time.

2.5

Optical Transport

Since we are using a two-chamber design, we require a means to transport atoms from
the preparation chamber, across a distance of about 32 cm, into the science chamber. We
chose to use optical transport with a tunable focus lens because it had been shown to be
compact, versatile, fast, and efficient [102].
The transport ODT beam enters the vacuum chamber, focuses into the center of the 3D
MOT and then transmits through a gate valve into the science chamber where it subsequently
exits out of a viewport on the other side of the chamber to be analyzed or dumped.
To realize a high number of atoms in the transport ODT, we load the MOT for up to
2 s and then perform a compressed MOT by detuning the 3D MOT light, increasing the
magnetic field gradient, and decreasing the repump power. We then perform a stage of
molasses cooling by increasing the detuning and reducing the power of the 3D MOT cooling
light and turning off the magnetic field gradient for up to 25 ms. These two steps have the
combined effect of decreasing the cloud temperature down to about 18 µK and increasing
the density of the atomic cloud to optimize loading into the transport ODT. The transport
ODT is on during all three of these stages and captures any atoms which are cooled into its
trapping volume during molasses cooling.
We generate the transport ODT using a 1064 nm IPG fiber laser. We intensity stabilize
the laser to about 6 W for loading and transport using an AOM. The transport ODT is
focused to about 50 µm giving us a trap depth of about 230 µK and axial trap frequency of
about 4.5 Hz.5 We can load as many as 107 atoms in the transport ODT.
We then transport the atoms by adjusting the focal length of one of the lenses in the
transport ODT optical path [102]. As shown in Fig. 2.9(a), the beam shaping lenses are
positioned so that tuning the focal length of the tunable focus lens adjusts the position of
the focus but not the waist. The tunable focus lens we use is part number EL-C-16-40-TC
from Optotune. The lens is formed by a malleable polymer sac that can be compressed or
5

See Sec. 6.4.1 for useful formulas for calculating ODT trap parameters.
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Figure 2.9: (a) We utilize a scheme described in Ref. [102] for optical transport. If the
focal length of the tunable focus lens is adjusted, then the position of the focused waist will
translate but the size of the waist will remain unchanged. (b) Absorption image of atoms
released from the transport ODT after 500 µs of TOF. This image is taken perpendicular to
the transport ODT axis and at 45° to the science cavity, the mirrors of which can be seen as
dark regions at the left and right sides of the frame. See Fig. 5.1(a). (c) TOF measurement
of the temperature of the atoms in the transport ODT after transport. (d) Lifetime of atoms
in the transport ODT while holding the atoms still and while continuously transporting the
atoms.
expanded by applying current to electromagnets within the housing which attract or repel
each other and compress or expand the polymer sac. The lens can be tuned from −10 dpt to
+10 dpt.6 In practice we restrict the full tuning range of lens to avoid accidentally focusing
the transport ODT on the vacuum viewport and damaging the anti-reflection (AR) coating.
We transport the atoms using a simple spline position profile over about 2 s and are able
transport as many as about 2 × 106 atoms into the science chamber at a temperature of
about 26 µK. Fig. 2.9(b) shows an absorption image of atoms released from the transport
ODT in the science chamber.
To determine the efficiency of our optical transport system, we performed an experiment
where we transported the atoms back and forth from the atom preparation chamber to the
dummy chamber many times and monitored loss as a function of time. We also measured
the lifetime of the atoms in the atom preparation chamber with no transport. The results
of this measurement are shown in Fig. 2.9(d). We extract a lifetime of 43 s when holding
the atoms in place. When transporting, we see an initial loss of atoms the first time they
are transported, but we otherwise measure a lifetime of 54 s. Surprisingly. the lifetime is
longer while transporting than holding the atoms. This may be due to an improved vacuum
pressure in the dummy chamber.
For experiments with microtweezers that require only a very small number of atoms
6

Recall that a focal length is converted to diopters by dpt =

1m
f .
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(sometimes only a single atom is needed), we can reduce the MOT loading and transport
time to improve experiment cycle time. At present we are able to deliver atoms into the
science chamber within 3 s. This cycle time could likely be decreased by loading fewer atoms
into the 3D MOT and further optimizing transport.

2.6

Bose-Einstein Condensate

Above, I described the performance of our experiment when atoms are loaded into the
optical transport system directly from laser cooling within the 3D MOT chamber. Alternatively, to produce even higher atomic phase space densities in the science chamber, we adopt
a different slower approach where we introduce an intermediate stage of magnetic trapping
between the laser cooling and optical transport stages. The specific sequence is as follows.
As before, we load atoms into a 3D MOT, then compressed MOT and then turn on
PG cooling. Next, we ramp on a large magnetic field gradient of over 100 G/cm for forced
microwave evaporation. We shone in microwaves from an rf horn to flip hot atoms from the
trapped |F = 2, mF = +2i hyperfine states into the anti-trapped |F = 1, mF = −1i states.
We swept the microwave frequency to continuously eliminate the hottest atoms within the
trap. Next, we ramped on the transport ODT and ramped down the magnetic trap to form
a hybrid magnetic and optical trap [88]. Finally we performed hybrid evaporation in this
combined trap by reducing the magnetic field gradient and reducing the optical trap depth.
At this point we had a dense cloud of atoms trapped in the transport ODT in the atom
preparation chamber.
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Figure 2.10: TOF images of atomic gas at various stages during the final optical evaporation.
Evaporation proceeds from left to right. Notice the bimodal distribution apparent in the
third panel and the complete disappearance of the thermal background in the fourth panel.
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These initial conditions within the transport ODT were sufficient, following further evaporative cooling out of the optical trap, to produce Bose-Einstein condensed gases. We verified
that we could produce BECs in two different configurations: 1) within the 3D MOT chamber
and 2) following optical transport into the dummy chamber before the science chamber was
installed.
To realize a BEC in the 3D MOT chamber we continued the hybrid evaporation described
above until condensation. To realize a BEC in the dummy chamber we turned off the
magnetic field gradient and transported the atoms into the dummy chamber as described
above. We installed another 1064 nm laser with a 50 µm waist and similar power as the
transport ODT at 90° to the transport ODT in the dummy chamber. This ODT was referred
to as the cross ODT. By overlapping the cross ODT with the transport ODT in the dummy
chamber and ramping up the cross ODT we were able to tightly confine the atoms in all
three dimensions. We then performed a final evaporation in this joint cross ODT trap by
reducing the optical power in both the cross and transport ODTs. The evaporation resulted
in a sufficient increase in phase space density to again realize Bose-Einstein condensation.
I show representative TOF images of the atomic gas at various stages during the final
optical evaporation in the dummy chamber in Fig. 2.10. In the third image we begin to see
a bimodal structure in the atomic distribution, characteristic of the BEC transition. In the
final image there is no clearly visible thermal background indicating that we have realized
a high condensate fraction. We estimate that the BEC has order ≈ 5 × 105 atoms at a
temperature of about 200 nK.
We don’t have very precise quantification of the conditions that produced these BECs
because, at the time, we were only briefly testing out this approach in the dummy chamber
prior to installation of the science chamber. It would be beneficial for the present experimental team to recreate a BEC, now with the high-finesse science cavity in place in the
science chamber, and to carefully characterize the conditions under which it is produced as
an important benchmark for future work.
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Chapter 3
Optical Cavity Theory
In this chapter I will outline, from very basic principles, the general theory of a high
finesse optical resonator. Much of this chapter can be understood as providing the relevant
background information to ease the calculation of the relative beatnote between a 780 nm
and 1560 nm cavity superlattice presented in Sec. 3.6. However, I hope this chapter will also
serve two additional purposes. 1) To present readers with a coherent and complete classical
theoretical framework for the dynamics of the optical field inside of an optical cavity and 2)
to serve as a reference for various useful definitions and formulas such as, for example, the
relationship between input or output power and the intracavity photon number.
I will begin this chapter by writing down a matrix formalism for the reflection of light
from a single cavity mirror, Next, I will explore the geometric, temporal, and spectral properties of a two-mirror optical cavity. Sec. 3.5 provides an experimentally useful reference
discussion about power flow and energy within an optical cavity. Finally, Sec 3.6 discusses
the superlattice beatnote mentioned above. Much of the material presented here is covered
in more or less detail in [103, 104].

3.1

Scattering Matrix for Single Mirror

We begin by exploring a detailed description of an ideal (lossless) optical mirror as a two
port scattering network. At the end of the section, I will include a brief discussion of how
loss can be included in such a model
The mirrors we consider are typically glass substrates with dielectric coatings on one
surface. We imagine a single mirror as a two port network, each port consisting of an input
and an output plane wave as depicted in Fig. 3.1. Each of the four fields is of the following
form, for example:
EAin e+ik(z−zA ) e−iωt .
in

(3.1)
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Figure 3.1: Field configuration for mirror transmission and reflection scattering matrix. Here
the cavity is depicted as a glass substrate (gray) with a high reflectivity coating (blue) on
one surface. Four input and output plane waves are depicted and labeled along with their
respective reference planes.
Each term consists of a positive frequency temporal complex exponential as well as a positive
or negative wavevector spatial complex exponential depending on whether the field is left or
right propagating.
Maxwell’s equations at and within the dielectric interfaces on the mirror constrain the
complex amplitudes of these four fields to be related by a 2×2 scattering matrix with certain
properties:
 out  
 
EB
rB
tA EBin
=
.
(3.2)
EAout
tB
rA EAin
Each element of the scattering matrix is a complex number. Conservation of energy constrains this matrix to be unitary and time-reversal symmetry constrains the magnitude of
the off-diagonal elements to be equal [103]. We can implement these constraints by writing
the scattering matrix as
 out   −iφ
  in 
ER
e rB r
e−iφtA t
ER
,
(3.3)
out =
−iφtB
−iφrA
EL
e
t
−e
r ELin
where r and t are real with
r2 + t2 = R + T = 1.

(3.4)


e−iφrB e−iφtA e−iφtB −e−iφrA = −1
φrB + φtA + φtB + φrA =2πn

(3.5)

The complex phases satisfy
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with n an integer. We will assume that each phase satisfies 0 < φ < 2π.
In most optical applications these optical phases are not of importance and, in fact,
the scattering matrix is typically presented with all of these phase factors set to zero and
r and t simply taken to be real. We will see later in Sec. 3.6 that these optical phases
have importance when considering the spatial overlap between two simultaneously resonant
optical cavity modes, thereby motivating a more thorough exploration here. The effect of
mirror phases is also considered carefully in Ref. [105], in which the spatial overlap of multiple
cavity modes is of importance.
Reference [103] Section 11.1 provides a thorough discussion of these scattering phases for
a laser mirror. There, it is discussed that the reference plane for each of the four input and
output beams can be shifted in position, with the net effect of altering the phases of the
elements of the scattering matrix in a symmetric way depending on which reference plane is
shifted. In fact, there is no single preferred physical plane where the entire reflection occurs
in a discontinuous sense. The reflection is rather distributed and built up interferometrically
as the beam penetrates further into the dielectric coating. This leaves the choice for the
location of the reference plane open to convention.
One natural choice would be for all four reference planes to be located at the air-side
physical surface of the dielectric coating. However, this choice has the disadvantage that in
general the reflection phase φrA is non-zero as it would be in the case of a perfect reflector.
The other phases in the scattering matrix are also in general non-zero. An alternative
choice which is sometimes taken [106] would be to move each reference plane by an amount
φrA λ
into the dielectric coating such that the transformed scatting matrix has no
∆L = 2π
2
reflection phase on port A. This means that we intuitively would think of the light as
reflecting from a slightly different location than the physical mirror surface. This distance
∆L is the penetration depth of the light into the mirror (modulo λ2 ).
When considering multiple wavelengths of light within an optical cavity it is general
possible that the penetration depths differ between the two mirrors and that the penetration
depths differ between the different wavelengths. This means that the relative position of the
two cavity modes may not be symmetrically overlapped as one would naively expect. Here
I choose appropriate conventions that allow me to capture these effects while keeping the
notation simple. I will choose to enforce the following constraints:
1. The scattering matrix element for reflection on port A is the most important because
this is the one that determines the location and properties of the cavity mode within
the chosen coordinate system. For this reason we will take the two reference planes for
port A to be located at the air-side physical edge of the dielectric mirror. This means
the location of the reference plane (and thus our mental picture of the location of the
mirror) does not vary for different wavelengths but is fixed in space. Yet, we pay the
price that φrA may be non-zero, so we cannot assume that light simply acquires a π
phase shift upon reflection.
2. We don’t care about the physical location of either of the port B reference planes.
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Thus, we will adjust the position of these planes to simplify the scattering matrix. We
will place these planes so that the two transmission phases φtA and φtB vanish.
The resultant scattering matrix under these conventions will be

 +iφ
e rr
t
.
t
−e−iφr r

(3.6)

Note that there is just one extra phase φr that we must keep track of under this convention
choice.

3.1.1

Mirror Loss

In all of the above we have neglected mirror loss. There are two sources of loss important
for our optical cavity. Loss from light absorption within the dielectric coating substrate,
and loss from light which is scattered off of surface impurities in the mirror surface. A
more thorough discussion of the experimental aspects of mirror losses will appear in Sec. 4.3.
Here I will consider only the theoretical implications for losses on the form of the scattering
matrix.
A thorough theoretical treatment of such loss mechanisms might include these loss channels as additional ports in the scattering matrix. That is, the two port network could be
expanded to a three or four port network where the new ports indicate new loss channels.
In a quantum optics formalism these loss ports could be introduced by including fictitious
beam-splitters in front of the mirror which scatter some light away. This is a bit less than
perfect because a beam-splitter introduces two new ports rather than just one as needed.
Regardless, I bring this up to point out that in the presence of loss the 2 × 2 sub-matrix
of the full scattering matrix describing reflection and transmission will no longer be unitary.
As a result, its elements are not be constrained in the same way as above. Nevertheless,
in the case that these losses are small (as in our experiment), they perturb the unitarity
conditions only slightly and can be neglected for now.
We will still choose the reference planes as above with the caveat that it may not be
possible to eliminate both transmission phases simultaneously. However, since we do not
care about the phases for transmission and reflection off of the back surfaces we will neglect
these effects entirely and the only adjustment we will make to the scattering matrix in
Eq. (3.6) will be to adjust the transmission and reflection amplitudes r and t for energy
conservation such that
r2 + t2 + l2 = R + T + L = 1.

3.2

(3.7)

Conditions for Cavity Resonance

In this section we will calculate the spatial properties of the optical modes supported by
a pair of cavity mirrors. See Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Optical cavity formed by two mirrors. The cavity mode electromagnetic field
amplitude and phase is shown between the cavity mirrors. Positive phases are indicated
by red shading and negative phases by blue shading. The spatial amplitude of the mode is
indicated by the color saturation.
The basic principle for an optical cavity is that light enters through one of the mirrors.
This light then bounces off of each mirror many times. The light that is continuously pumped
into the cavity interferes with the light that is circulating within the cavity. If 1) the spatial
mode of light repeats itself after traveling a round trip through the cavity and 2) the phase
collected by the light on a round trip through the cavity is an integer multiple of 2π, then
the light entering the cavity will constructively interfere with the circulating light resulting
in a large amount of stored optical electromagnetic energy with the cavity. If the round
trip phase deviates from 2π, then destructive interference dominates in the cavity such that
the stored optical energy within the cavity is minimal and the pump field is nearly entirely
reflected from the cavity input mirror. Here, we will explore mathematically the conditions
under which the constructive interference, or cavity resonance, described above is achieved.

3.2.1

Gaussian Modes

An optical cavity can support a range of transverse spatial modes. To this end we write
down the general formula for a Hermite-Gaussian optical beam. A standard TEM00 Gaussian
beam centered is described by
 2



x + y2
x2 + y 2
w0
exp −
exp ik
E00 (x, y, z, t) = E0
w(z)
w(z)2
2R(z)
× exp (ikz − iωt) exp (−iψ(z)) .
(3.8)
This expression represents the scalar field. The vector nature of the electromagnetic field
has been suppressed with the understanding that there are two vector polarizations possible.
The terms of this equation are as follows.



E00 (x, y, z, t): The scalar electric field as a function of space and time
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E0 is the complex field amplitude. E00 (0, 0, z0 , 0) = E0 .
w0 is the beam waist at z = z0 where z0 is by definition the location of the beam waist.
r
 
w(z) = w0

1+

∆z
zR

2

is the expanding beam waist as a function of z.

∆z = z − z0 where z0 is the location of the beam waist.
πw02
λ

is the beam Rayleigh range or confocal parameter.


zR 2
R(z) = ∆z 1 + ∆z
is the evolving wavefront radius of curvature as a function of
z.
zR =

k=

2π
λ

is the beam wavenumber where λ is the wavelength of light.

ω = ck is the beam temporal frequency where c is the speed of light.
 
ψ(z) = arctan ∆z
is the Gouy phase.
zR

The standard Gaussian beam described above is the fundamental mode of an infinite
family of Gaussian beams. These higher-order beams have mode functions of the form
√ !
√ !
2x
2y
Enm (x, y, z) = E00 (x, y, z)Hn
Hm
e−i(n+m)ψ(z) ,
(3.9)
w(z)
w(z)
where Hn are Hermite polynomials. The n index indicates the mode order for the x-direction
and the m index indicates the mode order for the y-direction. The Hermite polynomial Hn (·)
has n nodes.

3.2.2

Fitting a Mode Between the Mirrors

The first condition for cavity resonance, as stated above, was that the spatial mode of
the electromagnetic field repeats itself after traveling a round trip. This condition is satisfied
if a beam impinging onto one of the cavity mirrors reflects exactly back onto itself. For a
complicated spatial mode, this condition is met if the mirror surface is normal to the local
wavevector for the optical beam, a condition that is equivalent to the mirror surface being
a surface of constant phase for the beam. For paraxial Gaussian beams, the wavefronts are
approximately spherical with radii of curvature R(z) given above. For this reason, the cavity
mirrors that we use are fabricated with spherical reflective surfaces with radii of curvature
Ri . In this section, we will explore how the choice for Ri for each mirror affects the geometry
of the mode supported by a cavity formed from these mirrors.
We set up our coordinate system as follows. The waist of the beam is located at z0 = 0,
the left mirror is at z1 and the right mirror is located at z2 so that the cavity length is given
by Lcav = z2 − z1 .
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The condition that both mirror surfaces overlap with wavefronts of a Gaussian beam is
then given by


zR2
R(z1 ) = −R1 = −z1 1 + 2 ,
z

1
2
z
R(Lcav ) = R2 = z2 1 + R2 .
(3.10)
z2
This system of equations can be solved to yield
L − R2
,
R1 + R2 − 2Lcav
R1 − L
z2 =L
,
R1 + R2 − 2Lcav
s
(Lcav − R1 )(Lcav − R2 )(R1 + R2 − Lcav )
zR = Lcav
.
(2Lcav − R1 − R2 )2
z1 =L

(3.11)

For a given cavity geometry, we see that the Rayleigh range is independent of the wavelength
of light used to form the optical mode.
These less-than-beautiful expressions can be written more compactly by introducing the
cavity stability or degeneracy parameter:1
gi = 1 −

Lcav
.
Ri

The Rayleigh range can then be re-expressed as
s
g1 g2 (1 − g1 g2 )
zR = Lcav
.
(g1 + g2 − 2g1 g2 )2

(3.12)

(3.13)

In this expression the quantity under the square root must be positive to ensure zR is real
and positive. This is equivalent to the condition that 0 < g1 g2 < 1, the famous cavity
stability criterion. If this criterion is not met, it is an indication that there is no Gaussian
mode that has the property that both mirrors are surfaces of constant phase for that mode.
It is, then, impossible for this cavity to exhibit a resonance condition and thus we say there
is no cavity.
In this work, we will consider geometrically symmetric cavities for which R1 = R2 so
that g = g1 = g2 . For such a cavity, the stability criterion reduces to −1 < g < 1.
In the limit that g → 1 we have that Lcav → 0. Such a cavity is referred to as near planar
because, compared to the length of the cavity, the mirror radius-of-curvature (ROC) is so
1
The font for g for the cavity degeneracy parameter is distinguished from that for g which is used to
notate atom-photon coupling parameters. While the distinction is notationally subtle it should be clear
which quantity is intended from context.
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large that the mirror surface is effectively planar. Near-planar cavities have historically been
used for cQED due to their very small mode volumes which result in large cQED coupling
parameters g [17, 66, 107–110].
In the limit that g = 0 we have that Lcav = R. Such a cavity is called a confocal cavity
because the focal points of the two mirrors, when thought of as focusing optics, overlap in
the center of the cavity. In Refs. [79, 111], a tunable-length, near-confocal cavity is used
to realize coupling of BECs to many high order optical cavity modes to realize short range
interactions between the atoms within the BECs.
In the limit that g → −1 we have that Lcav → 2R. Such a cavity is referred to as nearconcentric. A near-concentric cavity is the longest cavity that can be made with mirrors
of fixed radii of curvature before the mode becomes unstable and vanishes. The optical
cavity designed and assembled for E6 is in the near-concentric regime, so we will explore
the properties of such cavities thoroughly. There are a few other efforts to realize cQED
interactions within near-concentric cavities using both neutral atoms and ions [21, 112, 113].
It will be useful to define the distance to concentric:
δconc = 2R − Lcav .

(3.14)

With this definition in hand we can express the basic beam properties for the optical modes
supported by a geometrically symmetric cavity in terms of Ri , Lcav and g:
Lcav
,
z2 = − z1 =
2
s
r
Rp
1p
Lcav 1 + g
δ
R
conc
=
−1=
zR =
(1 − g2 ) =
2
Lcav δconc ,
2
1−g
2
2
δconc
2
p
λ p
λp
λ
R 1 − g2 =
δconc 2R − δconc .
(3.15)
w02 = zR =
π
2π
2π
We see that for a symmetric cavity the beam waist appears at the center of the cavity as
expected, and again, zR depends only the mirror and cavity geometry. For reference, I have
given multiple expressions for zR to demonstrate differing dependences.
The waist of the cavity mode on the cavity mirrors is given by
s
r
2
R
wmir = w(z1,2 ) = w0
= w0 2
.
(3.16)
1+g
δconc

3.2.3

Round Trip Phase

The second condition for cavity resonance mentioned above is that the round trip phase
for light within the cavity must be an integer multiple of 2π to ensure constructive interference for each reflection within the cavity.
Looking at Eq. (3.9) we see that the phase on-axis for a Gaussian beam is given by
exp (i(kz − (n + m + 1)ψ(z))) .

(3.17)
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A beam propagating from the left mirror to the right collects a phase
= (kz2 − (n + m + 1)ψ(z2 )) − (kz1 − (n + m + 1)ψ(z1 ))
=kLcav − (n + m + 1)(ψ(z2 ) − ψ(z1 )).

(3.18)
(3.19)

At this point we re-express k in terms of the optical oscillation frequency f :
k=

ω
2π
=
f,
c
c

(3.20)

so that
kLcav = π

f
2Lcav
f =π
,
c
fFSR

(3.21)

where have introduced the cavity free spectral range fFSR = 2Lccav .
It can also be shown with some work [103] that φG , the Gouy phase collected from one
end of the cavity to the other, can be expressed as
√
φG = ψ(z2 ) − ψ(z1 ) = arccos(± g1 g2 ) = arccos(g).

(3.22)

Here the positive sign is taken if g1 , g2 > 0 and the negative sign is taken if g1 , g2 < 0. The
final equality follows if g1 = g2 .
The total phase traversing from one end of the cavity to the other is given by
π

f
fFSR

− (n + m + 1)φG .

(3.23)

The round trip phase is twice the single traversal phase. In addition, the round trip phase
includes the reflection phases for each mirror, φr1 and φr2 . The condition for cavity resonance
is that this round trip phase is an integer multiple of 2π:
φRT = 2π

f
fFSR

− 2(n + m + 1)φG − φr1 − φr2 = 2πq

(3.24)

for integer q. We will see that the Gouy and mirror phases do not adjust the frequency
spacing between the cavity resonances but that they do affect the absolute position of the
family of resonances.
With the above considerations we can then solve for the cavity resonance frequencies:




2(n + m + 1)φG + φr1 + φr2
φC
f = fFSR q +
= fFSR q +
,
(3.25)
2π
2π
where we have defined the ‘extra’ round trip phase φC = 2(n + m + 1)φG + φr1 + φr2 .
For fixed values of n and m, the cavity resonance is satisfied for modes which are evenly
space by fFSR , with the lowest frequency mode occurring at fFSR × (φC /(2π)). Next, we see
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that, because of the Gouy phase, the transverse modes are spaced from each other and the
fundamental modes by integer multiples of the cavity transverse mode spacing:
fTMS = fFSR

arccos(g)
φG
= fFSR
.
π
π

(3.26)

For a near planar cavity we have g ≈ 1 which means that arccos(g)  1 so that fTMS  fFSR .
In this case the transverse modes cluster about the fundamental modes with higher order
modes appearing at slightly higher frequencies. See Fig. 3.3.
For a confocal cavity we have g = 0 meaning arccos(g) = π2 so that fTMS = 12 fFSR . In this
case all even-numbered transverse modes cluster exactly degenerately at the frequencies of
the fundamental modes and the odd-numbered modes cluster at half-frequencies in-between
the fundamental modes.
For a concentric cavity we have g ≈ −1 which means that arccos(g) ≈ π. With this condition we have fTMS → fF RS while maintaining fTMS < fFSR . As concentricity is approached,
all of the transverse order modes of any particular longitudinal mode cluster around longitudinal modes of higher frequency longitudinal modes. See Fig. 3.3 for more clarity. In
this case it becomes more useful to consider not the spacing between the transverse modes
and their corresponding longitudinal mode, but, rather, the spacing between the transverse
modes and the new longitudinal modes to which they are clustering. For this reason we
redefine
fTMS → fFSR − fTMS ,


arccos(g)
.
fTMS = fFSR 1 −
π

(3.27)
(3.28)

When looking at the spectra of a near-concentric cavity one would see longitudinal modes
spaced by fFSR with transverse modes clustering nearby at lower frequencies spaced by fTMS .
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Transverse Mode Structure vs. Cavity Geometry
Near Planar
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Cavity Mirror Degeneracy Parameter (g)
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Relative Frequency (fFSR)
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3.0
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of how the transverse mode structure changes as the cavity geometry
is continuously tuned from near planar (top) to near concentric (bottom) by increasing
the cavity length. The colored lines represent the frequency of various cavity modes at a
given value of g. Lines with the same longitudinal mode number have the same hue while
transverse modes are displayed in increasingly fainter tones. The positions of modes are
indicated by vertical black lines for g = (0.98, 0.05, −0.98). Modes with increasing transverse
mode numbers are decreasing in height. Note that for near planar cavities many transverse
modes of the same longitudinal mode number are clustered whereas for a concentric cavity
modes of different longitudinal mode numbers are clustered. Note also for the near confocal
configuration that modes with even numbers for their transverse mode number are clustered
at the positions of the TEM00 modes while modes with odd transverse mode number are
clustered at the halfway points between the TEM00 modes.
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Quantifying Concentricity

With the geometric and spectral conditions for cavity resonance laid out, we are now in a
position to state what it means for a cavity to be near-concentric and quantify concentricity.
There is an increased interest in using near-concentric optical cavities in atomic cQED
apparatuses [112–115]. Near concentric cavities are advantageous for cQED because they
permit a small mode waist as needed for a large cooperativity parameter (referring back to the
discussion in Sec. 1.3.4) while allowing a large NA transverse to the cavity axis. However, as a
cavity is brought closer to concentricity, it becomes more sensitive to geometric misalignment
presenting a trade off between cooperativity and geometric tolerances. It will be useful then,
for the purpose of comparing different systems, to have a method to quantify concentricity.
A number of different quantities have been used to quantify the concentricity of a particular optical cavity. Here I will present a brief glossary of the different quantities.
In Sec. 3.2.2 we encountered two quantities that already quantify the distance to concentric:
δconc =2R − Lcav ,
δconc
− 1.
g=
R

(3.29)
(3.30)

The distance to concentric δconc is a length that quantifies how much further the cavity
mirrors could be separated while still in principle supporting an optical mode. The mirror
degeneracy parameter g is a dimensionless quantity which approaches −1 for a perfectly
concentric cavity. The sum 1 + g is a dimensionless ratio between δconc and R. This ratio
approaches 0 from above for a near-concentric cavity.
We saw in Sec. 3.2.3 that fTMS depends on the cavity degeneracy parameter g.
arccos(g)
fTMS
=1−
.
fFSR
π

(3.31)

This ratio approaches 0 as the cavity approaches concentricity. The smallness of this ratio
is then also a measure of concentricity. This is why near-concentric cavities are considered
to be degenerate or near-degenerate.
Above, I mentioned that part of the usefulness of a near-concentric cavity is the small
waist. The waist itself then can be taken as a dimension-full measure of concentricity and is
useful when assessing misalignment tolerances. We can also consider the NA of the cavity
mode as a metric for concentricity that is essentially equivalent to the waist:
r
r
1

1
λR
λ
w0 =
1 − g2 4 =
(Lcav δconc ) 4 ,
2π r
2π
r
 1
1
2λ
2λ
λ
2 −4
tan(θ) =
=
1−g
=
(Lcav δconc )− 4 ,
πw0
πR
πR
NA = sin(θ).
(3.32)
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Here θ is the Gaussian beam divergence angle. The waist vanishes at concentricity and the
NA approaches unity. Note that when ω0 ≈ λ the paraxial approximation breaks down
meaning some of these measures may need to be adjusted from the analytic forms presented
here. This breakdown also helps us to understand why no mode is possible beyond the
concentric limit. See Fig. 3.4 for a comparison of these different parameters for different
values of R.
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My opinion is that when building and designing an optical cavity with chosen values for
R, the distance to concentric, δconc , is the most practically useful measure of concentricity,
because it relates to a quantity – length – that is directly measured and controlled as part of
the cavity design. The degeneracy parameter, g, is most useful as a dimensionless parameter
for more abstract comparisons between different concentric cavities which may have different
values for R.

3.4

Optical Cavity Dynamics and Lineshape

In this section, I will derive a number of key properties regarding the dynamics of an
optical cavity in both the time and frequency domain including the impulse response function,
the transfer function, the finesse, and the transmitted, reflected, and intracavity optical fields
as a function of a given input field. The derivations here are similar to those in Refs. [103,
116].
We imagine an input optical field which impinges on the left side of an optical cavity
described by the scalar time-dependent on-axis electric field Ein (t):
(+)

(−)

Ein (t) = Ein (t) + Ein (t).

(3.33)

(+)

We will consider only the positive rotating part Ein (t) and take the real part at the end
if needed to recover the full real electric field. Note that the e∓iωt factors are included in
(±)
Ein (t).
When a wave is incident on an optical cavity it results in four new fields we must consider: a reflected field, a transmitted field, a right propagating intracavity field, and a left

Figure 3.5: Light field Ein incident on one side of an optical cavity creates 4 new fields: A
field reflected from the cavity ER , a transmitted field, ET , and right and left propagating
intracavity fields Ecav,R and EcavL . The two intracavity fields interfere to create the cavity
standing wave.
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propagating intracavity field as shown in Fig. 3.5. In this section, we will determine expressions for these fields as a function of the input field and properties of the cavity and cavity
mirrors. Each of these fields can be determined by taking an infinite sum of plane waves
that have undergone a number of round trips within the cavity plus some minor additional
propagation.
The infinite sums for these four fields are as follows:
(+)

ET (t) =t1 t2

∞
X

(r1 r2 )N e−iφC

N

(+)

Ein



t−

N =0
(+)
ER (t)

+iφr1

=r1 e

(+)
Ein (t)

−

t21 r2 e−i2φG e−iφr2


τ
− Nτ ,
2

∞
X

(r1 r2 )N e−iφC

N

(+)

Ein (t − τ − N τ ) ,

N =0



∞
X

z − z1
(+)
(+)
−i(ψ(z)−ψ(z1 ))
N
−iφC N
Ecav,R (z, t) =t1 e
(r1 r2 ) e
Ein
t−
− Nτ ,
c
n=0


∞
X

τ
z2 − z
(+)
(+)
−iφr2 −iφG +i(ψ(z)−ψ(z2 ))
N
−iφC N
Ecav,L (z, t) = − t1 r2 e
e
e
(r1 r2 ) e
− Nτ .
Ein
t− −
2
c
n=0
(3.34)
I’ve defined the cavity round trip time τ :
τ=

2Lcav
1
=
.
c
fFSR

(3.35)

A round trip begins with the beam at the left end of the cavity and propagating towards
the right. The round trip is completed after the beam propagates to the right, collecting
a factor of e−iφG , reflects of the right mirror collecting a factor of −r2 e−iφr2 , propagates to
the left now collecting a phase of e−iφG again, and finally reflecting off of the first mirror
collecting a factor of −r1 e−iφr1 for a total factor of (−r1 )(−r2 )e−(2φG +φr1 +φr2 ) = r1 r2 e−iφC .
Each round trip takes time N τ so this means that, at time t, the field which has undergone
N round trips corresponds to the field that entered the cavity a time N τ in the past.
The previous paragraph explains the infinite sum which appears in the expression for
each beam:
∞
 X
N (+)

A t, t̃ =
(r1 r2 )N e−iφC Ein t − t̃ − N τ .

(3.36)

N =0

The prefactors to the summation and the extra temporal delay t̃ that appear for each term
in Eqs. (3.34), correspond to parts of the optical path which occur before and after the beam
undergoes round trips within the cavity. For example, for the transmitted field, the beam
must first enter the cavity acquiring a factor of t1 and, after circulating, leaves the cavity
acquiring a factor of t2 . The time delay t̃ = τ2 corresponds to the fact that, after the last full
round trip, the beam must propagate once across the entire cavity to get to the location of
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the transmitted field, i.e. the right cavity mirror. For higher order cavity modes we must
replace φG → (n + m + 1)φG and ψ(z) → (n + m + 1)ψ(z).
These fields can be written more compactly as:
 τ
(+)
,
ET (t) =t1 t2 A t,
2

(+)
ER (t) = r1 − t21 r2 e−iφC A(t, τ ) e+iφr1 ,


z − z1
(+)
−i(ψ(z)−ψ(z1 ))
,
Ecav,R (z, t) =t1 e
A t,
c


τ
z2 − z
(+)
−iφr2 −iφG +i(ψ(z)−ψ(z2 ))
e
e
A t, +
Ecav,L (z, t) = − t1 r2 e
.
(3.37)
2
c
(+)

In the expression for ER , I expressed the excess phase −2φG −φr2 equivalently as −φC +φr1
for later convenience.
Now we would like to express the infinite sum A(t, t̃) as the convolution of the input field
with a cavity convolution kernel or impulse response function. We will begin by re-expressing
the reflection loss factor r1 r2 :
p p
r1 r2 = R1 R2 .
(3.38)
Recalling that Ri = 1 − Ti − Li and Ti , Li  Ri we can Taylor expand to find
p p
1
1
R1 R2 ≈ 1 − (T1 + T2 + L1 + L2 ) ≈ e− 2 (T1 +T2 +L1 +L2 ) ,
2

(3.39)

where we have also Taylor expanded e−x ≈ 1 − x.
We then see
1

1

(r1 r2 )N = e− 2 (T1 +T2 +L1 +L2 )N = e− 2 (T1 +T2 +L1 +L2 )

tN
τ

.

(3.40)

Here I introduced a discrete time label tN = N τ to give the expression in terms of time
1
rather than number of round trips. With this manipulation and recalling τ = fFSR
we can
express
1
κ
(T1 + T2 + L1 + L2 )fFSR =
2
2

(3.41)

so that
κ

(r1 r2 )N = e− 2 tN .

(3.42)

Here, κ is an effective energy decay rate over time for a pulse within the cavity. The factor
of 12 appears because κ is an energy rather than amplitude decay rate and the factor (r1 r2 )N
appears in an amplitude expression.
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We define the angular frequency free spectral range ωFSR = 2πfFSR and look at the ratio
2π
ωFSR
=
= F.
κ
T1 + T2 + L1 + L2

(3.43)

Here we have defined the important finesse parameter F as the ratio of the cavity’s free
spectral range to the energy decay rate for a pulse of light within the cavity. It makes
intuitive sense that the decay rate should be proportional to the round trip transmission and
losses.
We can write the decay time κ1 in terms of the round trip time as
1
F
=
τ = (T1 + T2 + L1 + L2 )τ.
κ
2π

(3.44)

For example, if there is a T1 + T2 + L1 + L2 = 1/10, 000 chance for a pulse to transmit or
scatter or absorb on a single round trip we see that F = 2π × 10, 000 and that the cavity
storage time is exactly κ1 = 10, 000 × τ . We will see that in addition to κ being the energy
decay rate for the cavity it is also the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the cavity
energy transfer function.
We can begin to rewrite the factor involving the round trip phase factor phic :
e−iφC

N

φC

= e−i 2π ωFSR tN .

(3.45)

The overall expression can then be written as
A(t, t̃) =

∞
X

φC

κ

(+)

e−i 2π ωFSR tN e− 2 tN Ein (t − t̃ − tN ).

(3.46)

N =0

We can rewrite this as a convolution by introducing a chain of Dirac delta functions in
time
!
Z +∞
∞
X
φC
κ
(+)
A(t, t̃) =
Ein (t − t0 )
e−i 2π ωFSR tN e− 2 tN δ(t0 − t̃ − tN ) dt0
t0 =−∞



(+)

N =0



= Ein ∗ ht̃ (t),

(3.47)

where we’ve defined the impulse response function
ht̃ (t) =

∞
X

φC

κ

e−i 2π ωF SR tN e− 2 tN δ(t − t̃ − tN ).

(3.48)

N =0

Below we will calculate the Fourier transform of this impulse response function, which is
the frequency transfer function for the cavity. We see that the impulse response function is a
train of impulse functions in time, modulated by a decaying exponential decaying exponential
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with rate κ2 and also by a complex exponential oscillating at angular frequency φ2πC ωF SR . Note
that this oscillating exponential in the impulse response function will only correspond to a
shift of all of the frequencies in the transfer function by an amount φ2πC ωF SR .
We now Fourier transform the impulse response function to get the transfer function:
Z
Ht̃ (ω) =h̃t̃ (ω) = e+iωt ht̃ (t)dt
Z
∞
X
φC
κ
= e+iωt
e−i 2π ωF SR tN e− 2 tN δ(t − t̃ − tN )dt
N =0

=eiωt̃

∞
X

κ

ei(ωτ −φC )− 2 τ

N

.

(3.49)

N =0

Since

κ
τ
2

=

π
F

 1 this is an easily summable geometric series:
1

Ht̃ (ω) = eiωt̃

.
(3.50)
1−
This is the full transfer function for an optical cavity. The only approximation we have made
here is that F  1.
To bring this transfer function into a more familiar Lorentzian form for the cavity lineshape, we expand this function about its resonances. We can see that this function will have
the largest amplitude when the imaginary exponential in the denominator is equal to unity.
This occurs when


φC
,
(3.51)
ω = ωq = ωF SR q +
2π
κ
ei(ωτ −φC ) e− 2 τ

with integer q. This is of course the exact same expression for cavity resonance we found
above in Sec. 3.2.3. let us now expand the cavity transfer function for a small detuning ∆
about the cavity resonance frequency ωq . That is let ω = ωq + ∆. In this case we have
ωτ − φC = 2πq + ∆τ . If ∆τ = 2π ωF∆SR  2π then we can expand the transfer function as
Ht̃ (ωq + ∆) = eiωt̃

1
.
1 − (1 + i∆τ ) 1 − κ2 τ

(3.52)

Expanding the denominator and dropping the doubly small term proportional to ∆κτ 2 :
Ht̃ (ωq + ∆) =eiωt̃

F
π

κ
2
κ
2

− i∆

.

(3.53)

Let us pause now and de-construct this expression for the cavity transfer function. It
consists of four parts which we will explore from right to left as this is the order of importance.
The far right term is the normalized cavity lineshape:
χ(∆) =

κ/2
.
κ/2 − i∆

(3.54)
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The transfer function has a Lorentzian profile centered at ω = ωq . The lineshape is normalized so that χ(0) = 1. If we look at the squared amplitude of the transfer function
(proportional to the energy transferred) we get
|χ(∆)|2 =

κ2
.
κ2 + 4∆2

(3.55)

We see that this squared amplitude falls to half of its peak value when ∆ = κ2 so κ is
the FWHM. Remember we saw earlier that κ2 , the half-width at half-maximum (HWHM),
was the amplitude decay rate of the amplitude impulse response function ht̃ (t). This is the
expected relationship between the amplitude and energy decay rates and linewidths. Finally
we have that
Z
π
(3.56)
|χ(∆)|2 d∆ = κ
2
The next term is a scaling factor Fπ . This is the term responsible for the build-up of
energy within the cavity. This term captures the fact that, for resonant light, the electric
field within the cavity is the sum of light which has reflected thousands or more times within
the cavity, meaning that the electric field within the cavity can be many times larger than
the electric field of the incident beam.
The final term, eiωt̃ , corresponds to the extra delay each of the four fields experiences
after additional propagation after completing the round trips within the cavity.
Taking the inverse Fourier transform of Ht̃ (ω) we find the single-mode cavity impulse
response function, which is an exponential ringdown with decay rate κ2 :
κ

ht̃ (t) = fFSR e−iωq (t−t̃) e− 2 (t−t̃) .

(3.57)

We’ve now calculated the impulse response function and transfer function for an optical
cavity. We can now, using the transfer function, easily calculate the transmitted, reflected,
and intracavity fields for a monochromatic input field
(+)

(+)

Ein (t) = Ein,0 e−iωt ,

(3.58)

with ω = ωq + ∆. We have, for example


(+)
(+)
ET (t) =t1 t2 Ein ∗ h τ2 (t)
(+)

=t1 t2 Ein,0 e−iωt H τ2 (ω).

(3.59)
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Using the transfer function on resonance we can calculate the magnitude of the transmitted, reflected and intracavity fields as
= Ein,0 t1 t2

(+)

= Ein,0 1 − t21

ER

(+)

F
,
π

(+)

ET

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

(+)

F
,
π

F
,
π
F
t1 .
π

Ecav,R = Ein,0 t1
Ecav,L = Ein,0

(3.60)

Here we’ve approximated r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 1. A more thorough treatment can capture the magnitudes and phases of these fields on and off resonance. In fact, I’ll now show the result of
(+)
(+)
calculating the sum of Ecav,R and Ecav,L while keeping track of these phases to determine the
(+)
(+)
real intracavity field Ecav (z, t) = Ecav,R + Ecav,L + c.c.:



φr1
1
F
(+)
−π q+
Ecav (z, t) = Ein,0 4t1 cos ωq t −
π
2
2


φr1 − φr2
π
× cos kq z − ψ(z) −
− (q + 1) .
(3.61)
4
2
Eq. (3.61) was derived assuming zero detuning,and making 
use
 of ωq τ = 2kq Lcav = 2πq +φC .
A−B

A+B

We also used the identity2 eiA + eiB + c.c. = ei 2 + c.c. ei 2 + c.c. and have taken
care with the various phases in the problem.
This expression is almost complete. Throughout this section, we have assumed that the
cavity mode has no transverse structure, i.e., the waist is constant throughout the cavity or,
more simply, that the cavity is driven by a plane wave. In any real cavity, and especially in
a concentric cavity, the waist is spatially varying. The electric field will then be enhanced
at the cavity center where the mode waist is smallest. Here, I have expressed Ecav in terms
(+)
of Ein,0 , which I take to be defined at the location of the left cavity mirror where the beam
mir
giving
waist is wmir . The field in the cavity is then enhanced by ww(z)



F
φr1
1
(+) wmir
Ecav (z, t) = Ein,0
4t1 cos ωq t −
−π q+
w(z)
π
2
2


φr1 − φr2
π
× cos kq z − ψ(z) −
− (q + 1) .
(3.62)
4
2
This expression determines the optical field on axis as a function of z and t. In Sec. 3.6,
where we explore the relative z-positions of the anti-nodes of two cavity modes, we will be
interested in the spatially varying part of Eq. (3.62).
2

2 cos

This is a restatement/derivation

A+B
cos A−B
2
2

of

the

standard

cosine

identity

cos(A) + cos(B)

=
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We define
F
4t1 ,
w0
π


φr1
1
φt = −
−π q+
,
2
2
π
φr − φr2
− (q + 1),
φz = − ψ(z) − 1
4
2
(+) wmir

Ecav,0 =Ein,0

(3.63)

so that, with ρ2 = x2 + y 2 , we can express the electric field magnitude everywhere within
the cavity:
2

2
w0
−2 ρ 2
2
2
w(z)
|Ecav (x, y, z, t)| = Ecav,0
e
cos2 (ωq t + φt ) cos2 (kq z + φz ) .
(3.64)
w(z)

3.5

Optical Cavity Energy Flow

For an optical plane wave defined with electric field E = E (+) + E (−) the local intensity
can be calculated as
I = 20 c|E (+) |2 .

(3.65)

For a Gaussian beam we can convert this peak intensity into a power by integrating over the
beam area:
Z
w2 −2 ρ2
πw2
(3.66)
P = I0 0 2 e w(z)2 dA = I0 0 ,
w(z)
2
with ρ2 = x2 + y 2 .
We can then calculate the transmitted, reflected and intracavity powers on resonance
using Eqs. 3.60:

Pcav,R

PT =4η1 η2 Pin ,
PR =(1 − 2η1 )2 Pin ,
2
= Pcav,L = Fη1 Pin .
π

(3.67)

We’ve approximated r1 ≈ r2 ≈ 1 and defined the two cavity input and output coupling
efficiencies:
ηi = Ti

F
Ti
=
2π
T1 + T2 + L1 + L2

(3.68)

+L2
We can account for losses by defining ηL = T1 +TL21+L
and PL = 4η1 ηL Pin so that
1 +L2
PT + PR + PL = Pin . In addition to energy conservation, we see that the circulating power
within the cavity, Pcav,R,L , is enhanced by a factor of the cavity finesse F relative to Pin .
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We can use Eq. (3.64) to calculate both the mode volume for the cavity field and the
total stored energy. From Eq. (1.6) we have
Z 
Vmode =

w0
w(z)

2

−2

e

ρ2
w(z)2

cos2 (kq z + φz ) dV =

Lcav 2
πw0 ,
4

(3.69)

where the z-limits of the integral span over the length of the cavity from − Lcav
to + Lcav
. It
2
2
makes intuitive sense that the mode volume for the Gaussian mode in the cavity is directly
proportional to both the length of the cavity and the area of the mode waist. The mode
volume is needed for the calculation of the cQED coupling parameter g.
The total energy in the field is then calculated according to Eq. (1.7) as:3
1
1
U = 0 Vmode |Ecav,0 |2 = 4η1 Pin .
2
κ

(3.70)

We notice that this allows us to express
PT =κη2 U,
PL =κηL U.

(3.71)

The reflected field is the interferometric sum of two terms. The second term corresponds
to light leaking out of the cavity in the reflected direction, and the power in this term would
be (in absence of the interference):
PR,leak = κη1 U.

(3.72)

So we can see that κηi corresponds to an energy loss rate for each individual cavity loss
mechanism: transmission through either the input or output mirror and losses anywhere
within the cavity.
The discussion throughout this chapter has been purely classical. However, as per the
discussion in Sec. 1.3.1, we can easily draw quantum conclusion by noticing that U = ~ωn̄,
where n̄ is the average photon number in the cavity. We see, then, that we can easily
calculate intracavity photon number n̄ if we know the transmitted or reflected power, the
linewidth κ, and the relevant coupling efficiencies. This formal parallel between the classical
and quantum descriptions of an optical cavity is developed further in Appendix C.

3.6

Relative Beatnote Between Two Cavity Modes

The E6 science cavity is designed to support two wavelengths of light to create a bichromatic optical lattice. One wavelength is 780 nm, which is near-resonant with the 87Rb
3
Note that Eq. (1.7) was expressed in terms of the amplitude of the positive rotating part of the field
but the equation used here is expressed in terms of the real field amplitude, hence a factor of 12 .
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D2 transition. This light is referred to as the probe light and facilitates cQED interactions.
The other wavelength is 1560 nm, which is very far red-detuned from atomic resonance. This
light creates a mechanical potential that serves to trap atoms optically at the anti-nodes of
this lattice. The 1560 nm cavity mode is referred to as the cavity ODT.
For many applications one might desire that the anti-nodes of the probe beam would be
co-located with the anti-nodes of the cavity ODT to ensure the atoms are trapped at the
points of maximal probe coupling. More generally, one might desire arbitrary control over
the relative phase of the probe and trap lattices.
In this section, I will calculate what we call the cavity beatnote. The cavity beatnote is
a map, as function of distance along the cavity axis, of the local intensity of the probe at
the location of the trap maxima. One can see that the advantage of using a 1560 nm cavity
ODT is that, because it is precisely twice the wavelength of the probe, this beatnote can in
principle have a very long wavelength correspond uniform coupling throughout the cavity.
In fact, this trick has been used previously in cQED applications [21, 77] and a detailed
discussion of some of the more subtle concepts affecting the beatnote, such as the effect of
the Gouy phase, is found in Ref. [105].
We can quickly come up with a simple picture for the cavity beatnote in the center of
the cavity using some naive symmetry considerations that I discuss shortly. However, there
are two non-trivial details that motivate the extended discussion that appears in the rest of
this section. These details are the effects of 1) the Gouy phase, φG and 2) non-trivial mirror
reflection phases φr1 and φr2 on the beatnote.
For the moment let us neglect these two effects by letting φC = 0. If the longitudinal
mode number for a given mode is (even) odd then an (even) odd number of half-wavelengths
fit between the cavity mirrors. By symmetry this means that even (odd) modes will have a
node (anti-node) at the center of the cavity. In Fig. 3.6, I show the cavity intensity profiles
near the center of the cavity for all possible combinations of longitudinal parity modes for
the cavity ODT and the probe. We see that, for a symmetric cavity, the trap and probe will
have a favorable beatnote in any case as long as the probe drives an odd longitudinal mode.
This tells us that it is important to have the ability to tune the cavity length so that, with
a fixed probe frequency, we can drive either an even or odd longitudinal mode as desired.
The case of a symmetric cavity is reasonable to consider for a cavity made from two
identical mirrors. However, as described later in Sec. 4.1.2, the E6 cavity is one-sided to
optimize detection efficiency. This means there is no guarantee that φr1 = φr2 for each
wavelength. As described in Sec. 3.1, we can imagine φr1 and φr2 as shifting the left or right
mirror away from the center of the cavity by a fraction of a wavelength. If these phases differ
for the left and right mirror, then the cavity mode will no longer be centered at the geometric
center of the two mirrors. While this shift of the cavity mode is not problematic for a single
cavity mode, it can cause large shifts in the relative position between two cavities modes,
resulting in dramatic changes to the cavity beatnote relative to the naive symmetry picture
given in the previous paragraph. Below, I will calculate the beatnote across the cavity in
the presence of non-trivial mirror phases and the Gouy phase and for various cavity ODT
modes relative to a particular probe mode. The amplitude profile of light along the cavity
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Figure 3.6: Naive cavity beatnote at the center of a symmetric cavity for 780 nm probe (red)
and 1560 nm cavity ODT (blue) intracavity fields. Both configurations with an odd probe
mode have anti-nodes overlapped as desired. Both configurations with even probe modes
have nodes of the probe overlapped with anti-nodes of the cavity ODT which is the worst
case scenario.
axis is proportional to



φr1 − φr2
π
− (q + 1) ,
cos (Φcav ) = cos kq z − ψ(z) −
4
2

(3.73)

and we recall that
ωq
ωFSR
kq =
=
c
c



φC
q+
.
2π

(3.74)

If we neglect the Gouy phase, we will be able to get a simple, intuitive, analytical form
for the relative beatnote between the probe and the trap. This approximation is valid when
the cavity length is much shorter than the Rayleigh range, which is explicitly not the case
for a concentric cavity. Nonetheless, we’ll pursue it for our intuition and include a numerical
calculation of the beatnote including the Gouy phase at the end. The mth anti-node of the
cavity ODT occurs at position z m where
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ΦTcav =mπ,
kqT z m

φTr1 − φTr2 π T
=mπ +
+ (q + 1).
4
2

(3.75)

Here the T superscript indicates the cavity ODT.
We then define
kqP =pkqT + ∆k,




ωFSR
φPC − pφTC
2π ∆n φPC − pφTC
∆k =
∆n +
=
+
.
c
2π
Lcav
2
4π

(3.76)

where I’ve defined q P − pq T = ∆n, the number of free spectral ranges away from the perfect
doubled frequency condition. For reference in the E6 cavity q T ≈ 12, 000. The wavelength
associated with ∆k is the cavity length Lcav divided by a half-integer ∆n
plus a correction
2
related to the mirror phases.
We can then plug these anti-node positions into the probe cavity phase

ΦPcav =∆kz m + pkqT z m −


φPr1 − φPr2
π P
−
q +1
4
2

(3.77)

so that the probe lattice is given by


(φPr1 − pφTr1 ) − (φPr2 − pφTr2 ) π
m
cos ∆kz −
− (∆n − p + 1) + pmπ
4
2

(3.78)

We will now pick apart this phase factor to get an intuitive feel for the form of this
beatnote, in particular I would like to cut through some of the complexity involving all of
the different phase factors both in this final expression and in the expression for ∆k. The
factor pmπ tells us that, for odd p, the sign of the probe flips as we step from one cavity
ODT anti-node to the next. In our case p = 2 so this term has no effect.
Next, we calculate the phase of the beatnote on each end-mirror by letting z m = ±Lcav /2
in Eq. (3.78):
φPr2 − pφTr2
π
− ∆nπ + (p − 1) ,
2
2
T
P
pφ − φr1 π
ΦP2 = r1
+ (p − 1) .
2
2

ΦP1 =

(3.79)
(3.80)
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The main effect we see is that the phase of the beatnote on the end mirrors is set by the
relative difference in the mirror reflection phases for the two wavelengths. Next, we notice
the periodicity of the beatnote is approximately
λbeat =

2Lcav
2π
≈
.
∆k
∆n

(3.81)

In summary, then, we see that the beatnote will be a sinusoidal function with the following
behavior. The phase is given by ΦP1 at the left mirror. The beatnote has ∆n half-wavelengths
within the cavity mode. The phase is given by ΦP2 at the right end mirror. When we neglect
the Gouy phase, we see that the phase of the beatnote increases linearly, meaning that the
beatnote is a perfect sinusoid within the cavity.
The Gouy phase spoils the analytical treatment given above because it changes the effective wavelength of the cavity modes within the Rayleigh range, which can cause slight relative
shifts in the positions of their anti-nodes giving the beatnote phase a slight nonlinearity:
λef f =

2π
dΦcav
dz

=

2π
k+

dψ(z)
dz

.

(3.82)

At the waist of a beam we have
dψ(z)
1
,
=
dz
zR

(3.83)

so we see that the change in the effective wavelength in the vicinity of the waist will be large
when zλR is appreciable.
This cavity beatnote function is plotted in Fig. 3.7. We see that in some cases, the Gouy
phase results in either a slight suppression or enhancement of the cavity beatnote relative to
the analytic expectation.
I also plot the beatnote corresponding to the amplitude of the derivative of the probe
amplitude along the cavity axis at the location of the anti-nodes of the trap. This latter
derivative beatnote is of interest because the extrema of this beatnote correspond to the
points where coupling to the probe is strongly linearly varying across the cavity ODT potential wells. These so-called linear spots have historically been used to great effect in the E3
apparatus to explore quantum optomechanics by strongly coupling the motion of an atomic
cloud to the photonic cavity mode [28, 66, 67].
I’d now like to take some time to discuss the implications of these beatnote investigations
on our cavity design and science outlook for this experiment. More will be said about the
experimental details of the cavity mirror fabrication in Chapter 4. However, here, it suffices
to say that we are using mirrors with different optical coatings for the input and output
mirrors, and that we did not control the reflection phase when designing the cavity mirror
coatings. In light of this we wanted to answer the question what can we do in the event that
we find out, after the cavity is under UHV, that the mirror phases present us with the worst
case cavity beatnote in the center of the cavity.
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Figure 3.7: Cavity beatnotes representing the amplitude and derivative of the probe along
the cavity axis at the location of the cavity ODT maxima for differing values of ∆n and
mirror reflection phases. Analytical calculation for beatnote neglecting Gouy phase from
Eq. (3.78) (solid blue line) as well as numerical calculation including Gouy phase (blue dots).
The red dots show the amplitude of the derivative of the probe intensity at the locations
of the trap maxima. Maxima of the red curves are what we would refer to a ‘linear spots’.
w0
The beatnote is modulated by the cavity waist profile w(z)
. Vertical gray lines indicate the
P
Rayleigh range. (a) Best case scenario ∆n = 0, φr1 = π, φTr1 = 0, φPr2 = 0, φTr2 = π2 . (b)
Even probe mode ∆n = 0, φPr1 = φTr1 = φPr2 = φTr2 = 0. (c) Worst case scenario ∆n = 0,
φPr1 = φTr1 = φPr2 = φTr2 = 0, π2 . (d) Worst case scenario with higher frequency beatnote
∆n = 4, φPr1 = φTr1 = φPr2 = 0, φTr2 = π2 .
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What would be a worst case scenario for us? Suppose we choose ∆n = 0. The best case
scenario is depicted in Fig. 3.7(a) in which the beatnote is maximal throughout the cavity.
This essentially corresponds to the panels on the left side of Fig. 3.6 in which all cavity ODT
anti-nodes overlap with an anti-node of the probe. One, naively, might think that Fig. 3.7(b)
is the worst case scenario since the coupling is low everywhere, corresponding to Figs. 3.6(b)
and (d) with an even probe mode. However, if the cavity length is adjusted by one free
spectral range (FSR) then the probe switches to an odd mode resulting in a maxima of the
beatnote in the center of the symmetric cavity. This means that the scenario in Fig. 3.7(b)
is actually ok as long as the length of the cavity can be tuned by at least 780 nm.
The worst case scenario is depicted in Fig. 3.7(c), in which the relative phase between left
 √
and right side of the beatnote is π2 . In this case, the beatnote reaches a value of cos π4 = 22
in the center of the cavity and this value does not change no matter how ∆n is adjusted.
However, there is recourse. We can step the cavity ODT by multiple FSRs until the beatnote
does exhibit a maxima somewhere in the vicinity of the center of the cavity, e.g. within the
cavity mode Rayleigh range. This technique is shown in Fig. 3.7d where, for ∆n = 4, a point
appears within the beatnote that realizes almost maximal coupling. This strategy is possible
because we can adjust the exact position that the atoms are loaded within the science cavity
by adjusting the alignment of the transport ODT. The disadvantage is that the coupling has
a larger spatial variation within the cavity. However, the atomic cloud will only occupy only
10s of µm along the cavity axis representing such a tiny fraction of the beatnote wavelength
(proportional to Lcav ≈ 1 cm), that the atoms will all experience effectively uniform coupling.
It is worthwhile to make note of and comparison with the cavity beatnote utilized in
E3. For details of the E3 cavity beatnote see Refs. [66, 69, 71, 72]. In E3, a similar cavity
beatnote is utilized to achieve variable coupling of the atoms to probe. However, E3 does not
utilize a wavelength doubled trap. E3 typically works with a trap at approximately 850 nm.
This choice of trapping wavelength means the beatnote has quite a large spatial frequency
and varies rapidly over just a few maxima of the trap. In general it would be very difficult
to place the atoms at exactly the location which has the coupling one is interested in. E3
overcomes this difficultly by utilizing the tight magnetic confinement provided by a nearby
atom chip to load almost the entire atomic sample into a single well of the optical dipole
trap. This confinement and control allows E3 to select maximal, minimal, or linear coupling
to the probe as desired.
E6 has no atom chip to provide such tight spatial specificity. Instead, E6 relies on the
long wavelength of the beatnote to ensure that atoms loaded into many neighboring wells
will all experience the same coupling to the probe field. For some experiments, E6 may
desire a way to realize spatially varying coupling between different subsets of atoms. It may
be possible to achieve this by translating the transport ODT in-sequence to load multiple
spots in the cavity with different couplings.
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Chapter 4
Science Cavity
Here, I will describe in detail the design and construction process for the optical cavity
at the heart of the E6 apparatus – the science cavity.

4.1

Design Criteria

The science cavity for E6 was designed according to three major, and several minor,
design criteria. The major criteria are the following:






High cooperativity: We saw in Sec. 1.3.4 that the cooperativity, C, is a critical figure
of merit for cQED interactions. It expresses the ratio between coherent dynamics and
decoherence.
High output coupling efficiency: the output coupling efficiency, ηout , expresses the
percentage of photons inside the cavity which leak out towards the detection setup.
Each photon carries information about the atoms within the cavity. Therefore, for
efficient measurement of the quantum state of the atoms within the cavity we desire
to collect as many of these photons as possible
Large transverse NA: One of the goal of E6 is to be able to locally resolve and address
small spatial structures within the optical cavity. This requires a large transverse NA,
for tightly focused optical fields to enter and leave the geometric volume of the cavity
mode.

Let me now discuss these major criteria in greater detail.

4.1.1

High Cooperativity While Maintaining Transverse NA

In Sec. 1.3.4, the cQED cooperativity was defined as
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C=

6 λ2
4g 2
= 3 2F
κΓ
π w0

(4.1)

Historically, a push was made to enhance C by increasing g by fabricating cavities with
the smallest possible mode volumes.[17]. This resulted in near-planar cavities with cm-scale
radii of curvature and sub-millimeter cavity lengths [15, 66, 107–110]. The finite size of the
near-planar cavity mirrors typically dramatically limits the transverse NA. This difficulty
can, in principle, be avoided by aggressively ‘coning down’ the mirrors to a diameter of a
few tens of µm, but this is technical difficult to do while maintaining high finesse.
Alternatively, if we instead focus on the geometric interpretation fo C, we see that having
a small mode waist is already a sufficient condition for high cooperativity. Eq. (3.15) reveals
that w02 ∝ R(1 − g2 )1/2 can be maximized by making either a near-planar cavity with g → 1,
or a near-concentric cavity with g → −1. Due to the large cavity length, near-concentric
cavities offer abundant transverse NA. Because of this, for this work, we choose to work with
a near-concentric optical cavity.
I must mention a few cautionary points about this approach. First, for two cavity mirrors
with ROCs of R one could make both a near-planar and near-concentric cavity with the same
waist w0 and, thus, the same cooperativity C. The difference would be that for the nearg2
concentric cavity g0 and κ would both be smaller with κ0 staying constant between the
two. The possible issue here is that one can move into a regime where Γ > g0 , κ. For
applications in which C is truly the only figure of merit, the dominance of Γ is of no concern.
However, other applications may require g, κ > Γ in order that spontaneous emission can
be neglected. In such cases, a near-concentric approach may be problematic. Second, if
one is attempting to use the signal measured by the cavity for real-time measurement then
κ will act as a low pass filter. In this case, κ must be compared to relevant dynamical
time-scales within the atomic system to determine if it will be a problematic choke on the
information flow rate. That said, the regime in which κ is greater than other dynamical
time-scales within the system allows one to work in the resolved sideband regime, and can
allow for quantum non-demolition measurements [10, 117]. Finally, it should be noted that
near concentric cavities are generally much more sensitive to small geometric misalignment
making the cavity assembly possibly more complicated than that of a near planar cavity.
Geometric tolerances for a near-concentric cavity will be further explored in Sec. 4.4.

4.1.2

High Cooperativity While Maintaining Detection Efficiency

In Sec. 3.5, I showed that the power exiting the cavity through either mirror is related
to the stored intracavity field energy by
Pi = ηi κU,

(4.2)

where i indexes the cavity mirror and cavity input and output coupling efficiencies are given
by ηi = Ti /(T1 + T2 + L1 + L2 ). We pump our cavity from one side through mirror 1 and
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detect the light coming out of mirror 2; thus, we identify ηin = η1 and ηout = η2 . In a
quantum input-output formalism [118] the energy flow out of a cavity is captured by the
input-output formula:
√
(4.3)
âi,out = ηi κâcav + âi,in .
I make the correspondence between Eqs. (4.2) and (4.3) explicit in Appendix C.
Because of the cQED interaction between the atomic sample and the optical field, the
operator âcav carries quantum information about the atomic system. If we want to extract
maximal information about the quantum system, it is important that ηout does not seriously
suppress this term in the output signal. Stated differently, if every photon carries quantum
information, it is important that we detect as many photons as possible. In fact, as we will
see in Sec. 6.3.2, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) will scale directly with ηout .
I will now address the question of how to select optical mirror coatings, i.e. setting T1,2
and L1,2 , in light of the simultaneous requirements for large cooperativity and large detection
efficiency. The first design constraint on the optical mirrors is that, unfortunately, it is not
possible to make perfect lossless mirrors. This constraint means that there will necessarily be
some of loss of quantum information and detection fidelity. State of the art high-reflectivity
(HR) mirrors are able to achieve minimum total reflection losses at the few parts-per-million
(ppm) level [119]. In Sec. 4.3, I will go into more detail about mirror losses. Here, we
will simply suppose that the loss on a single mirror is limited to a minimum value Lmin by
fabrication limitations. The maximum achievable finesse and cooperativity are then given
by:
π
,
Fmax =
Lmin
6 λ2
Cmax = 3 2 Fmax .
(4.4)
π w0
A nice reference value is that Lmin = 10 ppm corresponds to a Fmax of over 3 × 105 .
The question, given the non-zero value of Lmin , is how should the values for T1 and T2 be
chosen to set C and ηout ? We will work under the assumption that we would like as much
light as possible to go towards our detector which lies on the one of the cavity corresponding
to T2 . This condition means that, to maximize ηout = η2 we must set T1 to be as small as
possible. Such a cavity with T1  T2 is called a one-sided cavity because light inside of the
cavity mostly leaves through one side.
For a one sided cavity with fixed geometry and fixed mirror losses, the only parameter
we have left to tune is the transmission of the second cavity mirror, T2 = Tout . We can easily
express the trade off between cooperativity and detection efficiency by noting
C
Lmin
=
,
Cmax Lmin + Tout
Tout
ηout =
.
Lmin + Tout

(4.5)
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Figure 4.1: Cooperativity, C/Cmax , and detection efficiency, ηout versus mirror transmission
T2 expressed as a fraction of total losses Ltot = L1 + L2 . For a critically coupled cavity with
T2 = Ltot both cooperativity and detection efficiency fall to half of their maximum value.
This figure shows how the choice of mirror transmission allows us to trade cooperativity for
detection efficiency.
These functional dependencies are shown in Fig. 4.1. There is a simple physical intuition
behind the trade off between C and ηout . Cooperativity quantifies the coherence of the atomphoton interaction and is maximized if the photon remains within the cavity for as long as
possible, necessitating small Tout . Detection efficiency requires that the cavity transmission
is boosted beyond the mirror losses by having a large Tout .
Then how should we choose Tout to balance these two figures of merit for our system? The
answer depends on what science we would like to explore with the system. If we would like to
explore pure coherent cQED then we should make Tout as small as possible to maximize C.
However, if we would like to use the cavity to make a sensitive measurement of the quantum
state of the atoms within the cavity, then we require a non-zero ηout .
We explored two different thought experiments to help us come up with a figure of merit
to guide our choice of mirror transmission.

4.2

Test Cases for Cooperativity vs Detection
Efficiency Optimization

In this section I will consider two test cases to demonstrate the trade-off between detection
efficiency and cooperativity in cQED experiments. Consider the interaction part of the cQED
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Hamiltonian when the cavity is tuned to atomic resonance:
ĤJC = g(â† σ̂ + âσ̂ † ).

(4.6)

This gives rise to the following Heisenberg-Langevin equations of motion when cavity decay
κ and spontaneous emissions Γ are included
κ
â˙ = − igσ̂ − â,
2
Γ
σ̂˙ = − igâ − σ̂.
2

(4.7)

For large κ we can perform an adiabatic elimination of the cavity mode by formally setting
â˙ = 0:
â = − i

2g
σ̂.
κ

(4.8)
(4.9)

This relationship between the atomic spin σ̂ and the intracavity field â will be used for both
test cases.

4.2.1

Continuous Readout of Atomic Excitation

For the first test case the challenge is to directly monitor the light, âout leaking out of
the cavity and using it to extract information about the atomic spin σ̂. The figure of merit
will be the shot-noise-limited SNR for the photodetection of â. According to Eq. (4.3), the
output field is given by:1
p
√
√
aout = ηout κâ = −i ηout C Γσ̂
(4.10)
If we detect âout either directly or in a homodyne or heterodye configuration the shot-noise
limited SNR will scale with the√square root of the photon number, â†out âout . Or, in other
words, the SNR will scale with ηout C. Letting Tin = 0, Tout = T and Lmin = L, the figure
of merit for this scheme is then
βcont = ηout C =

LT
Cmax
(T + L)2

(4.11)

This quantity is maximized when T = L. In this case ηout = 12 and C = 12 Cmax . Such a cavity
where the total transmission is equal to total losses is called a critically coupled cavity. In
this case detection efficiency and cooperativity are traded in equal measure to optimize the
detection SNR.
1
Here I’ve ignored the âin term. If we are measuring in transmission, and âin is in the vacuum state,
then it will make no measurable contribution to the signal.
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Single Excitation Readout

As a second test case, we consider how to design the cavity so that it operates as the
best single-photon source. We have the following setup in mind: consider that an atom is
placed within the cavity in an optically excited state. After the atom/cavity system emits a
photon, what is the highest probability that the emitted photon is received in at one-sided
detector. This probability will be the product of the probability for the photon to emit into
the cavity mode (as opposed to a free-space mode) multiplied by the probability for the
photon to leave the cavity towards the detector (this is exactly the detection efficiency).
Using the adiabatic elimination made above we can determine a renormalized atomic
decay rate:
 2

˙σ̂ = − Γ 4g + 1 σ̂ = Γ (C + 1)σ̂.
(4.12)
2 κΓ
2
In this regime the spontaneous emission is enhanced by a factor of the cooperativity, C.
This is exactly the physics of Purcell enhanced spontaneous emission [20, 73, 120]. One
interpretation of this phenomenon is that light which is spontaneously emitted by the atom
is able to reflect off of the cavity mirrors back towards the atom, thus leading to rapid
stimulated emission of the atom. The decay rate into the cavity is given by C × Γ/2 while
the decay rate into free space is given, as usual, by 1 × Γ/2. For C  1 free space emission
can be neglected.
The probability for the atom to decay into the cavity is then given by:
C
,
(4.13)
C +1
and the total probability for the atom to decay into the cavity and leak out towards the
detector is given by



Cmax L
T
C
ηout =
(4.14)
βsp =
C +1
Cmax L + T + L
T +L
I’ve defined the figure of merit βsp which quantifies the single photon detection fidelity in
this scheme.
This figure of merit, βsp is maximized when
p
p
T = L Cmax + 1 ≈ L Cmax .
(4.15)
We can plug this in to find that this leads to a cooperativity of
p
p
C = Cmax + 1 − 1 ≈ Cmax .

(4.16)

In the large cooperativity limit, we see that this figure of merit is optimized for a much
lossier cavity than in the continuous readout case.
Above I identified two figures of merit, βcont and βsp and a strategy to choose T to
maximize each. We will keep these results in mind until Sec. 4.3.2 in which I discuss our
choice of optical coatings in light of actual fabrication considerations.
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Fabricating Cavity Mirrors

For ideal cavity mirrors we have seen that there are essentially three important construction parameters that play a role in the resulting cQED parameters for a given cavity. These
are the radius of curvature, R, the mirror losses L, and the mirror transmission T .
Using Eq. (4.4) for the cooperativity and (3.15) for the cavity waist as a function of δconc ,
we can write
C=

λ
λ
12
12
√
√
F ≈ 2√
F.
2
π δconc 2R − δconc
π 2δconc R

(4.17)

In this form, we see that cooperativity is increased by decreasing both R and δconc . We will
see in Sec. 4.4 that, for a near-concentric cavity, the positioning tolerance becomes more
sensitive with decreasing δconc . This motivates us to choose cavity mirrors with very small R
because this allows us to decrease the mode waist without making major sacrifices in terms
of alignment sensitivity.
The primary method for fabricating low-loss, high-reflectivity mirrors for atomic cQED
experiments has been to use ground and polished cylindrical glass substrates. These substrates begin as stock rods of high quality fused silica that are ground down to an appropriate
length and radius. The cylinder has two ends, one which will become the very high quality
cavity surface and one which will become the, typically flat, polished, back surface. The
cavity mirror surface is ground down and polished to the appropriate ROC. The mirror
surface is then ‘super-polished’ to achieve exceedingly low root-mean-square (RMS) surface
roughness, σRMS , to minimize surface scattering. Polishing of glass surfaces consists of lapping the optical surface against a mold while flowing a liquid slurry with small particles to
perform the polishing. Superpolishing often happens with the optic entirely immersed in the
slurry and with a very specially chemically composed and calibrated slurry to ensure optimal
surface quality. State of the art superpolishing can typically achieve surface roughness specs
 level [119].
at the 1 A
An alternative approach for building high finesse cavities for atomic cQED and other
applications has been developed [121] and is gaining popularity in which the end of an
optical fiber is formed into a HR concave mirror by using a high power CO2 laser to ablate
a precisely shaped concavity into the fiber tip prior to the application of a HR coating. This
technique has the advantages that the cavity mode is automatically fiber coupled, the mirrors
are very small in size allowing for a large transverse NA (even for near-planar cavities), and
the exact form of the mirror surface can be carefully controlled. This laser ablation technique
can be used for glass substrates other than fiber tips as well.
Surface scattering dominates loss in both ground-glass and fiber cavities. The scattering
losses can be calculated as a function of σRMS as [122]

Lscatter =

4πσRMS
λ

2
(4.18)
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 surface roughness with λ ≈ 1 µm corresponds to scatter losses
For reference, σRMS ≈ 1 A
of Lscatter ≈ 1.5 ppm.
The back-surface is a non critical surface as losses there do not contribute to decreases
in F (which may be sensitive to ppm level losses) but rather only leads to a decrease in ηout .
Of greater concern are reflection losses and etalons that can arise at the back-surface due to
the glass-air interface. These losses are minimized by applying an AR coating to all back
surfaces.
The next critical step in the mirror fabrication process is to apply the HR coating to
the superpolished curved surfaces. The HR coating consists of a dielectric stack of dozens
of alternating quarter wave (λ/4) layers of high and low index of refraction materials, often
Ta2 O5 and SiO2 [106, 119]. The coatings are applied to the surface using an ion-beam
sputtering (IBS) deposition process in which high energy ions are directed towards a target
to eject target material. The substrates are geometrically within line of sight of the target
so the ejected target material is deposited onto the substrate surface. Precise calibration of
this process allows for precision optical coatings. HR coatings with transmission losses at
the ppm level can routinely be achieved.
Note that the optical field penetrates some depth into the dielectric coating. This is
related to the mirror reflection phase discussed in Sec. 3.1. This optical field can be absorbed
by the coating leading to absorption losses. However, these absorption losses within the
dielectric coating are typically at the sub-ppm level and are thus negligible.
Similarly, if the cavity mode is sustained within an optically lossy medium, this will of
course lead to additional round-trip losses. However, ultracold atomic physics experiments
are performed in UHV conditions at pressures below the 10−10 torr level making intracavity
absorption or scattering losses non-existent. That said, it is interesting to note that absorption and subsequent spontaneous emission of photons by atoms in a cQED setting has the
same effect on the cavity mode as increasing the round-trip losses.
4.3.1

Fabrication of Glass Mirror Substrates

A survey of atomic cQED apparatuses reveals that ‘Kimble-style’ optical cavities fabricated from super-polished glass substrates typically have a minimum mirror ROC of 1 cm
to 2.5 cm [15, 21, 32, 66, 80, 107–110]. For the E6 science cavity, motivated by the discussion above, we worked with supplier PPD to have them fabricate state-of-the-art, custom,
small-dimension, extra-small-ROC, superpolished, ground-glass, mirror substrates.
During this fabrication process we learned about the following technical limitations faced
when trying to fabricate small ROC mirror substrates.



The physically small size of the substrates made it difficult to handle the substrates and
move them through the various steps of fabrication process. This includes difficulty
during cleaning of the substrates.
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The small radius of curvature, depending on the exact diameter of the curved surface
and other mirror dimensions can result in sharp features persisting at the rim of the
mirror. These sharp features are especially susceptible to breakage.
The small size of the substrates makes it difficult to hold the substrates during the
super-polishing process and ensure that each substrate is subject to equal and balanced
polishing pressure during the super-polishing process (multiple substrates are polished
simultaneously).
Fabrication is often limited by metrology. Surface roughness of optical substrates
is often measured using an interferometric microscopy technique, or, possibly, using
atomic force microscopy. Both of these imaging techniques can provide sub-nm vertical
resolution of the substrate topography. However, they are limited in how large of
vertical features they can handle in a single measurement. For our substrates, the large
curvature restricts microscope scans to small regions at the center of the substrate
before the measurement is impacted by the large curvature. Scans were typically
restricted to regions with sizes on the order of a few hundred µm.

Despite these difficulties, PPD has been able to deliver substrates that repeatedly meet
our specifications. In early fabrication cycles, we had substrates produced with both 5 mm
and 10 mm ROC substrates with the idea to use the 10 mm ROC substrates as a more reliable
reference against which we could compare the more experimental 5 mm ROC substrates. We
didn’t notice any measurable difference in surface quality between these different batches.
Note that a 5 mm ROC corresponds to a cavity length of Lcav ≈ 1 cm for a near-concentric
cavity.
 would correspond to L = 2.6 ppm
According to Eq. (4.18), a surface roughness of 1 A
for 780 nm and L = 0.65 ppm for 1560 nm. During the design process, we conservatively
. A surface roughness of 2 A
 would
assumed the surface roughness may be higher than 1 A
correspond to L = 10 ppm for 780 nm and L = 2.5 ppm for 1560 nm. We used L = 10 ppm
as a rough estimate for losses for the 780 nm mode throughout the design process. We are
less concerned about the losses for the 1560 nm mode because, as we will see in Sec. 4.3.2
below, we don’t require as high of finesse for this mode.

4.3.2

Optical Coatings

We worked with FNO to produce the optical coatings for the mirror substrates. Each
different optical coating involves a separate coating run in the IBS coating machine and
coatings are quoted per coating run. Each fabrication round includes coating runs for the
AR coatings on the backsides of the substrates as well as a number of various HR coating
runs which will be described here.
As explained previously, the E6 science cavity will support an optical mode at 780 nm to
serve as the cQED probe mode as well as an optical mode at 1560 nm to serve as a cavity ODT
mode. This means all optical coatings must support these two wavelengths. The backside
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Mirror

Shear Stack Piezo

Vee Block

Cavity Alignment
Block

Figure 4.2: (a) Fabrication schematic for cavity mirror, dimensions in mm. 5 mm ROC,
3 mm diameter and approximately 3.4 mm overall length. Curved surface is superpolished
. There is approximately 185 µm of ‘sag’ of the
to an RMS surface roughness σRMS ≈ 1 A
curved surface below the ‘rim’ at the front of the substrate and the mirror surface is angled
by about 15° to the optical axis at the edge of the mirror clear aperture (CA). (b) Photograph
of cavity mirror in mirror alignment assembly. Glossy front surface visible showing dielectric
HR coating. The mirror is epoxied into the glass vee block. The vee block is epoxied onto
a shear stack piezo which is in turn epoxied onto the white Macor alignment block. The
alignment block is held in metal vice grip for mechanical stabilization during epoxy cure.
AR coatings are dual wavelength and narrowband around 780 nm and 1560 nm. The AR
coatings were measured by FNO to have reflectivity less than 100 ppm at the wavelengths
of interest
State-of-the-art HR coatings can be reliably realized with transmission coefficients measured at the single ppm level. However, such coatings are most easily achieved for single
wavelength and narrowband coatings. Broadband and multiwavelength coatings require
more complicated patterns to be implemented in the dielectric stacks. Even for a single
wavelength, the dielectric stack may be dozens of layers thick. For a complicated coating with many layers, small uncertainties in layer thickness can compound to limit coating
performance.
For the E6 science cavity, we requested dual wavelength HR coatings for 780 nm and
1560 nm. Because we were designing a one-sided cavity for the probe, the HR coatings for
the input and output cavity mirrors will necessarily be different.
The transmission coefficients for the 1560 nm mode determine the cavity linewidth, κ,
finesse, F, and input and output efficiencies at this wavelength. The finesse and input
efficiencies are important because they, through Eq. (3.67), determine the enhancement of
the cavity ODT trap depth for a given input power, Pin . A large F and ηin is desirable
because we can realize a large trap depth for a small input power. If the cavity ODT light
is intensity stabilized using the transmitted light then the output detection efficiency will
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factor into the detection SNR and loop gain for the feedback lock circuit.
The cavity linewidth is also important for reasons having to do with stabilization of
the cavity ODT. As will be described in Sec. 6.2, the science cavity length is locked to the
wavelength of the cavity ODT via a PDH lock feeding back to the science cavity piezo at
low frequencies.2 if κ1560 is very small, then residual frequency fluctuations of the cavity
ODT laser relative to the cavity resonance will be converted, by the cavity, into amplitude
fluctuations which could lead to heating of the atoms. Even more, if the cavity linewidth
is small compared to the laser linewidth, it may be difficult, if not impossible, to achieve a
stable or high quality laser lock. On the other hand, the advantage of a small linewidth is a
large enhancement of the intracavity circulating power by a factor of F relative to the input
power so that it is possible to generate deep ODTs with very little input power.
We choose what we deemed to be moderate parameters for the 1560 nm HR coating
properties. We designed to have all cavity mirrors (regardless of transmission properties for
the 780 nm mode or whether the mirror is an input or output mirror) to have T = 100 ppm
for 1560 nm. This corresponds to F ≈ 25, 000 and κ ≈ 2π × 600 kHz and ηin,out = 50%.
The choice of transmission coefficients for the 780 nm probe mode turned out to be more
difficult for two reasons. First, during the design process, we had not yet finally decided
for which figure of merit from Sec. 4.2, βcont or βSP , to optimize. Second, the optimal
transmission is related to the mirror scattering losses which could not be known a-priori due
to the experimental nature of the small ROC cavity mirrors we were planning. To keep our
options open, we took the following approach.
The substrates were fabricated in batches of approximately 10 substrates per fabrication
run. We were aware throughout the design process of the importance of having extra mirror
samples in case any samples were lost due to either the mirror surface being damaged or loss
of the part after an irreversible incorrect epoxying positioning step (many more details on
the cavity assembly will follow in Sec. 4.5). This meant that we could divide these multiple
substrates amongst a variety of different HR coating runs.
For a one-sided cavity, the input mirror should have very low transmission, Tin . In
practice, FNO can spec transmission coefficients as small as 2 ppm. This level of transmission
is low enough that it will allow us to realize a one-sided cavity, but not so low that it will
be impossible to couple any light into the cavity through this mirror.
Next, if we decided we wanted a cavity optimized for the continuous excitation readout
described in Sec. 4.2.1, then we must optimize βcont by choosing a critically coupled cavity
with Tout = L1 +L2 . Our design losses were at the few ppm level. However, we conservatively
estimated L1 + L2 = 20 ppm. This estimate led us to order a batch of ‘critical coupling’
output mirrors with T = 20 ppm.
Finally, if we wanted to optimize for single
excitation readout, as described in Sec. 4.2.2,
√
we must optimize βsp by choosing T = L Cmax . The maximum cooperativity Cmax depends
on the mirror losses and the cavity waist w0 . We did not know what size the cavity waist
2

In the future, if necessary, we can, also feedback to the cavity ODT laser frequency to lock it to the
science cavity resonance at high frequencies.
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would be because we didn’t know how near-concentric we would be able to make the cavity.
Based on reviews of other near-concentric cavities and estimates of positional tolerances we
targeted a 13 µm waist. Combined with total losses of 20 ppm, this corresponds to a Cmax of
a little more than 200. With these values, βsp is maximized for T on the order of 300 ppm.
We chose to have a batch of mirrors fabricated with T = 250 ppm.
One of the most important science targets for E6 is the ability to perform real-time
quantum feedback conditioned on the cavity photon signal. For such experiments, it will
be beneficial to maximize the efficiency of detecting cavit photons. This batch of high
transmission mirrors then served the dual purpose of providing a hedge for the detection
efficiency against unexpectedly high losses.
This turned out to be a good strategy. Indeed, the first cavity installed into the E6
science chamber utilizes one low transmission (T = 2 ppm) mirror and one high transmission
(T = 250 ppm) mirror which we used after observing unexpectedly high cavity losses during
the characterization of our test cavities. More will be said about this in Sec. 4.7.2.

4.4

Near Concentric Cavity Alignment Sensitivity

In this section, I will lay out the requirements for a near-concentric cavity to be aligned,
and outline the difficulties and geometric tolerances involved in meeting these requirements.
What does it mean for an optical cavity to be aligned or misaligned?
The normal picture of an optical cavity is presented in Fig. 4.3a, for example. Two
cavity mirrors are aligned with their optical axes coincident such that an optical mode is
supported between the two mirrors whose axis is also coincident with the optical axes of the
two mirrors. In Fig. 4.3a only the optical axis for the cavity mode is depicted. In Fig. 3.2
the amplitude profile of the cavity mode is depicted as well. In Fig. 3.2 we see that the
spatial extent of the optical mode at the mirror surface is smaller than the mirror surface
itself ensuring that the optical energy does not ‘leak out’ of the cavity by passing by the
outside edge of the cavity mirrors.
This final stipulation, that the optical mode does not ‘fall off’ of the cavity mirror will be
central to the concept of cavity misalignment. Imagine the mirrors are decreased in diameter
until the mirror surface is smaller than the optical mode. If we imagine the optical mode
bouncing between the two mirrors as in Sec. 3.4 then we see that in addition to optical power
being lost on each round trip due to mirror losses, power will also be lost due to light simply
falling off of the reflective surface of the mirror. These losses are referred to as diffractive
losses (because the mode diffracts out of the cavity) and contribute to round trip losses and
thus reduction in the cavity finesse F. Note that instead of decreasing the mirror diameter
one could increase the cavity length closer and closer to concentricity having the effect of
decreasing the mode waist at its minimum and increasing the beam waist on each cavity
mirror as per Eq. (3.16). In the extreme limit that the mode is much larger than the mirror
waist the finesse is ruined and it is fair to say there is no longer an optical cavity.
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Figure 4.3: Geometric conditions for alignment of near-concentric optical cavity. Large
dashed circles represent the continuation of the spherical surface for the left and right cavity
mirror and the centers of these spheres are indicated by black dots. Red dashed lines indicate
the optical axes of the two cavity mirrors. (a) Perfectly aligned optical cavity. The two optical
axes of the mirrors are collinear resulting in an optical mode whose dominant k-vector is
collinear with the optical axes of the two cavity mirrors (dashed blue line). (b) Misaligned
cavity. Here we see that the optical axes of the two mirrors are misaligned. The ‘mode’ which
would be supported by these two mirrors is indicated by the dashed blue line which passes
through the centers of the two spheres. Such a mode would have the possibility to be driven
if the mirrors took up a larger solid angle, but in this case the mode ‘falls off’ the two cavity
mirrors. Distance to concentric indicated by δconc , transverse misalignment indicated by δy
and angle made between cavity mode and the nominal cavity axis (horizontal) indicated by
δθ.
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In addition to ‘falling off’ the mirror surface because the mode is too large, an optical
mode can also fall off of the mirror surface due to a misalignment of the cavity mirrors. See
Fig. 4.3b. Here, the right cavity mirror is positioned as before but the left cavity mirror
is slightly tilted and shifted in position. When we first began thinking about the nearconcentric cavity we puzzled over where the cavity mode would exist for such a misaligned
cavity. For example, would it be possible to drive the original aligned cavity mode as in
Fig. 4.3a using a cavity drive mode aligned to that original mode? Would the new mode
align with the left mirror or the right mirror as depicted by the red dashed lines?
The answer to these questions came from reconsidering the discussion at the beginning
of Sec. 3.2.2. Recall that for a cavity mode to be interferometrically self-sustaining and amplified in the cavity it is required that the optical mode reflects exactly back onto itself upon
reflection from each cavity mirror requiring that the phase front of that mode is coincident
or fits into the mirror surface. The only way this can occur is if the axis of the Gaussian
mode passes through the center of curvature for the spherical mirror surface. In fact, this
must happen for each cavity mirror meaning the optical mode must pass through the center
of curvature for each mirror. Since two points in space fully determine a line, the position
of the optical mode is fully determined by the spatial position of the two cavity mirrors as
indicated in Fig. 4.3(b). Said more simply, we know that at the center of the beam the
optical axis for the mode must be perpendicular to the mirror surface. Any line which is
perpendicular to a spherical surface passes through the center of the sphere and the only
way for this to hold for both surfaces is if that line passes through the center of both spheres.
The above discussion allows us to determine the spatial location of the optical mode
given the positioning of the two cavity mirrors. We then use this to determine a criterion for
whether the cavity is substantially misaligned or not. In fact, in Fig. 4.3(b), it is clear that
the cavity is grossly misaligned because the cavity mode misses both mirrors. The criterion
we used to estimate misalignment tolerances in the design for the E6 cavity is, not only that
the mode axis should land on both cavity mirrors but that the 3w0 radius of the beam should
fall on the mirrors. This condition ensures that diffractive losses are much less than 1 ppm.
We can express this mathematically as follows. We assume the optical axes of the two
mirrors are approximately horizontal. Each mirror then subtends an angle which is given by


2rmir
,
(4.19)
θmir ≈ arctan
Lcav
where rmir is the physical radius of the CA of the mirror surface. From Fig. 4.3b we see that
the angular deflection of the optical mode is given by


δy
δθ = arctan
,
(4.20)
δconc
where δy is the relative transverse displacement of spherical centers for the two cavity mirrors
and δconc is the distance to concentric. Finally, the divergence angle for the 3w0 radius of
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the beam can be calculated from Eq. (3.32)

θ3w0 = arctan

3λ
πw0


.

(4.21)

The condition for alignment is then
δθ + θ3w0 < θmir .

(4.22)

We can come up with a slightly more stringent requirement for alignment which is that
the 3w0 radius of the beam should not only fall on the front mirror surface but that it should
also fall within the back mirror surface. While this is less critical from the perspective of the
cavity mode itself, it is important for input and output coupling to ensure that the cavity
mode is not aberrated by its passage through the substrate (we will discuss aberrations due
to the glass substrate more in Sec. 4.6.3):

θback = arctan

rmir
Lcav
+ Lmir
2

!
.

(4.23)

Here Lmir is the length of the glass substrate. The angular tolerance is then given by
δθ ≈

δy
δconc

< θback − θ3w0 .

(4.24)

For our cavity mirrors in a near concentric configuration we have that θback ≈ 170 mrad.
During our design process we imagined achieving cavity waists sizes of w0 ≈ 15 µm − 20 µm
which corresponds to θ3w0 ≈ 40 mrad − 50 mrad leading to a misalignment tolerance of
δθ . 120 mrad. With this number in hand and with some small angle approximations we
can see that the positional misalignment we can tolerate is

δy .

δconc
.
10

(4.25)

So we can clearly see that as we move closer to concentric our positional tolerances
become more difficult to achieve. As a rough point of comparison I will note that other
alignment tasks in the lab such as fiber coupling or optical coupling of a tapered amplifier
require coupling of beams to targets which are a few µm in size. This would indicate we
might be able to realize distances to concentric on the order of 10’s of µm using traditional
alignment techniques.
The discussion above assumes purely translational misalignment of the cavity. Angular misalignment of the cavity mirrors can be analyzed similarly however the discussion is
slightly complicated because it requires a choice of rotation misalignment axis. If we assume
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the mirror rotates about an axis passing through the center of the mirror surface (but perpendicular to the optical axis) then a tilt of the mirror by angle δθtilt about this axis leads to
. This means the maximum
a translation of the center of the mirror sphere by δy ≈ δθtilt Lcav
2
tilt which can be tolerated is
δconc
(4.26)
5Lcav
For a distance to concentric as small as δconc = 200 µm this corresponds to a tilt tolerance
of δθtilt . 5 mrad. For comparison, standard Thorlabs kinematic mirror mounts provide
sensitivities of about 10 mrad per rotation of one of the alignment screws and I note that it
is easy to achieve alignment sensitivities at a very small fraction of a rotation of one of these
micrometer screws.
In summary, depending on how close to concentric we go, we will be dealing with lateral
positioning tolerances on the order of 10’s of µm and angular tolerances on the order of
mrad. We will keep these numbers in mind in the following sections discussing the geometric
assembly and alignment of the E6 science cavity.
δθtilt .

4.5

Science Cavity Mounting Assembly

In the previous section I described the cavity mirror design and fabrication. In this
section I will describe the cavity mirror mounting hardware and in the following section I
will describe how the cavity was assembled and characterized.
There were a number of constraints present when designing the optical cavity mounting
assembly. First, the optical cavity would of course need to be mounted to something in the
science chamber. We designed a three-stage Macor vibration isolation structure onto which
we would mount the optical cavity. This vibration isolation system will be described in more
detail in Sec. 5.2. For now suffice it to say that the cavity sits on a flat section of the final
Macor stage of the vibration isolation system, which is referred to as the science platform.
See Fig. 4.4.
Within the science chamber the optical cavity is oriented horizontally with respect to
gravity in the center of the chamber. Two re-entrant vacuum viewports (bucket windows)
penetrate from the top and bottom of the Kimball physics spherical square vacuum chamber
towards the optical cavity. The goal is to get these viewports as close to the optical cavity as
possible so that an out-of-vacuum high-NA objective can be brought towards the atoms in
the center of the cavity with as short a working distance as possible. The upper viewport is
brought within a few mm of the optical cavity mirrors from above while the lower viewport
comes within about a cm of the cavity from below. The lower viewport cannot come as close
because it is impeded by the science platform and the rest of the cavity assembly which is
used to physically hold the cavity. See Fig. 4.4. From the above discussion it is clear that
the space between the re-entrant viewports in the center of the chamber is quite small so we
had to be very efficient with the geometric volume for holding the mirrors.
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Figure 4.4: CAD visualizations of the science chamber and science platform. (a) Section
view of the science chamber. Upper and lower re-entrant viewports are seen with high-NA
objective (green) entering upper re-entrant viewport. The cavity mirrors (red) are mounted
atop the science platform. (b) Section view zoom in on the science cavity assembly including
the two mirror alignment assemblies. The circular hole in the center of the science platform
allows optical access from below.
In the next subsections I will describe how we mounted the optical cavity mirrors in a
way to satisfy the geometric constraints suggested above, to meet the positioning tolerances
laid out in Sec. 4.4 and to meet additional constraints which will be introduced as they arise.

4.5.1

Vee-blocks

The mate between the glass cavity mirror substrates and the first mounting element is
very important. Any strain induced within the dielectric stack mirror coatings (as may be
introduced by typical optics mounts) will induce a linear birefringence which can be observed
as a polarization dependent frequency splitting of the cavity modes. For very high finesse
cavities this frequency splitting can result in two distinguishable peaks. While such a feature
may be desirable for certain applications [123], we sought to avoid this effect. Experience
from E3 taught us that an effective way to avoid birefringence in an optical cavity made
from ground-glass cavity mirrors is to attach the mirrors into ‘vee-blocks’ using a very small
amount of epoxy. The vee shape provides geometric stability, the small amount of glue
ensures low strain and finally, if the vee-block is made from the same material as the cavity
mirrors (fused silica in this case) strain arising from differential thermal expansion effects is
suppressed.
At the suggestion of colleagues, and after some experimentation we chose to use UVcuring epoxy to attach the mirrors to the glass vee-blocks. UV-curing epoxy is epoxy which
cures rapidly upon exposure to adequate fluences of ultraviolet light. The main advantage of
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UV-curing epoxy is that its cure time is measured in seconds, or at most up to a minute, and
that it does not require heat to cure. In addition, there are UV-curing epoxies which have
very low shrinkage (how much the epoxy changes size during curing), thermal expansion
coefficients, and low outgassing for UHV compatibility. Finally, UV-curing epoxy is most
effective for bonding transparent components so that the ultraviolet light used for curing can
penetrate through the components being bonded to ensure all epoxy is equally exposed to
the UV-light. This combination of properties makes UV-curing epoxy an extremely attractive candidate for optical assemblies with very tight positioning tolerances, such as for the
assembly of a near-concentric optical cavity.
We preferred UV-curing epoxies to heat curing epoxies for this assembly because we had
concerns about the optics becoming misaligned due to thermal heat cycling during the long
cure time. The long cure time would also slows down the iterative prototyping cycle for
testing cavity assemblies.
For cavity assembly we have chosen to use OPTOCAST 3553 UV-curing epoxy from
EMIUV.3
The cavity mirrors were thus epoxied to the glass vee-blocks by gently placing the mirror
into the vee,4 applying the minimal amount of UV-curing epoxy possible using the tip of a
small piece of high gauge (UHV-cleaned) magnet wire and then applying the UV-lamp to
cure. Note that the cavity mirrors were bonded to the vee-blocks prior to cavity assembly.
This means that there was no critical positioning tolerance for this bond.

4.5.2

Cavity Piezos

There are a few more links in the mechanical chain connecting the cavity mirrors to the
science platform. The next element in each cavity mirror assembly is a small shear-stack
piezo. We require in-vacuum z-piezo positioning of the cavity mirrors for two reasons.
1. We require the ability to tune the length of the optical cavity by order λ = 780 nm to
overlap the cavity resonance with the cavity probe laser which is set to a fixed detuning
relative to atomic resonance. Furthermore, we must be able to tune the cavity length
far enough to ensure we can overlap either an even or odd longitudinal cavity mode
with the probe. See Sec. 6.2 for more details.
2. Though we work to vibrationally isolate the optical cavity from acoustic vibration
within the lab there will always be some amount of residual vibration. High finesse
cavities are especially susceptible to mechanical vibrations. The in-vacuum piezos allow
3

We worked with a small amount of the OPTOCAST 3553 for the science cavity assembly. However, we
found NOA61 and NOA81 UV-curing epoxies (available from Thorlabs) to be very nice for other general lab
purpose optics epoxying requirements such as, for example, mounting beam-splitting cubes.
4
All small components including the mirrors themselves were typically handled using UHV-cleaned metal
tweezers. It may have been more reasonable to use softer tipped tweezers such as Teflon tipped tweezers,
however, in the end I saw no issues working with the metal tweezers. I was of course very careful to never
let the tweezer tip touch the mirror surface.
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us to feedback to the length of the cavity to actively suppress acoustic vibrations of
the cavity length.
In each cavity mirror assembly we installed a Noliac NAC2402-H2.3 shear-stack piezo
to adjust the cavity length. The piezo stacks are oriented such that the electrical leads
point away from the center of the cavity towards the vacuum chamber walls where they
eventually make electrical connections at electrical feedthroughs. These piezos have a ‘free
stroke’ (maximum travel range) of 3 µm meaning that with a single piezo we are nominally
able to tune the length of the cavity by a few spectral ranges for both cavity ODT and the
probe mode. Note that it is not strictly necessary for us to have a piezo for each cavity
mirror, we technically only require one piezo to tune the cavity length. We put a piezo in
each assembly because it 1) provides redundancy in the case of a technical failure 2) for the
right driving polarities it is possible to realize a greater cavity length tuning range by driving
both piezos and 3) it was easier to design two identical cavity assemblies than to have the
designs differ for each mirror. The vee block is bonded to the top of the shear-stack piezo
using MasterBond heat cure epoxy EP21TCHT-1.
We considered including additional in-vacuum piezos or positioning stages to allow us
to perform in-vacuum alignment of the optical cavity given the tight positioning tolerances
required for a near-concentric optical cavity. However, we realized that more in-vacuum
piezos wouldn’t have enough throw to really help with any coarse alignment and in-vacuum
translations stages would have been very bulky, increased the mechanical path length between
the cavity mirrors, and introduced drift. Due to these consideration we chose to go with the
monolithic design described here to minimize the overall complexity of the assembly.

4.5.3

Macor Cavity Alignment Blocks

The final pieces in the cavity mirror assemblies are the cavity alignment blocks. The
purpose of the cavity alignment block is to serve as a jig which (1) supports the cavity
mirror assembly including piezo, vee-block, and mirror, and (2) which is easy to grab with
a macroscopic clamp to facilitate xyz and tip-tilt positioning using macroscopic micrometer
translation stages during cavity alignment. See Fig. 4.5
The bottom of the shear-stack piezo is bonded to the center of the alignment block also
using the EP21TCHT-1 heat-cure epoxy. The two alignment blocks are each bonded to
the science platform using the OPTOCAST 3553 UV-curing epoxy. We use the UV-curing
epoxy to bond the Macor alignment block to the Macor science platform despite Macor being
optically opaque because these bonds are the position critical bonds in the cavity assembly
and we wanted epoxy which would cure rapidly and without heat. To avoid the epoxy
‘running’ under the alignment block prior to curing — which would result in uncured epoxy
in the UHV chamber which could outgas — we chose a higher viscosity epoxy.
In practice we made the two heat-cure bonds (alignment block to piezo and piezo to veeblock) initially. Next we made the mirror to vee-block bond. The alignment block to science
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Figure 4.5: (a) CAD drawing of Macor cavity alignment block. Dimensions in mm. Central
flat spot is where the shear-stack piezo is epoxied. The small grooves on the side are to make
the block easier to grab with a macroscopic clamp for alignment. (b) Photograph of optical
cavity near the end of assembly. The cavity mirrors, vee bocks, piezos and alignment blocks
are clearly seen. The strain relief for the cavity piezo wires on the right can be seen. The
cavity alignment block on the left is being grabbed by two angle tipped set screws protruding
from a 3D-printed cavity grabber piece. The cavity grabber is mounted to a Thorlabs tip-tilt
optics mount which is in turn mounted on a 3-axis translation stage. Here the mirror on the
right is already epoxied to the science platform and the mirror on the left is being positioned
in preparation for the final alignment-sensitive epoxy step to complete the cavity assembly.
platform is the last bond. This means that this is the bond which determines whether or
not the cavity will be aligned appropriately.
We utilized a 3D printed cavity alignment block grabber with tapped holes to grab the
alignment blocks with angle tipped set screws. This grabber piece mates to a Thorlabs
translation stage so that we can manipulate the pitch, yaw, and positioning of the cavity
mirrors.

4.6

Cavity Assembly and Characterization

In this section I will describe the alignment procedure for aligning the optical cavity as
well as the characterizations which were performed before and after installation in the UHV
science chamber. The general task of the alignment of the E6 cavity mirrors was to 1) build
an optical cavity which was as close to concentric as possible given the tolerance constraints
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f = 150 mm

f = 50 mm

f = 35 mm

from laser table

f = 75 mm

Figure 4.6: Science cavity assembly test setup. Light from an ECDL on the laser table
is delivered via a fiber onto a breadboard in the flowhood assembly and mode-matched
into optical cavity. The light is then analyzed using a two-lens imaging system with either
an avalanche photodetector (APD) or complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
camera. A regular power meter can also be placed in the beampath instead of the APD.
outlined in Sec. 4.4 to maximize cooperativity C as per Eq. (4.1) and 2) to maintain maximal
finesse F, again to maximize C. First I will describe the general cavity alignment procedure
used to realize a stable cavity mode and next I will describe the characterizations performed
to optimize the cavity geometry for maximal cooperativity.

4.6.1

The Cavity Assembly and Characterization Setup

To ensure UHV cleanliness of the cavity assembly during construction and characterization prior to installation within the science chamber we performed the cavity construction
inside of a custom built flowhood. The flowhood frame was constructed out of 80-20 components which supported, about 7’ above the ground, a HEPA filter salvaged from an old
Budker lab. The 80-20 frame stands over a standard lab work bench on which a 3’x4’ optics
breadboard was placed. The flowhood walls are formed by plastic shower curtains on all 4
sides. The internal surfaces were wiped down with solvents to ensure cleanliness and most
components and tools brought into the flowhood were likewise wiped down. While working
in the flowhood users wore gloves, clean arm coverings, a surgical face covering5 , and a hair
bouffant cap. It was of course discouraged for the user to bring their face into the flowhood
but sometimes this was necessary to get a closer look at optics alignments. The particle
count was occasionally monitored using a particle counter and we regularly realized class
100 or ISO 5 cleanroom conditions in the flowhood.
The optical layout for the science cavity test setup is shown in Fig. 4.6. 5 mW to 10 mW
of 780 nm light from the probe ECDL laser was delivered via a fiber from the laser table into
the flow hood. The fiber out-coupler includes a lens on a translation stage for subsequent
5

These face coverings, purchased in 2019, were later re-purposed for lab safety during the COVID-19
pandemic in 2020.
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adjustment of the beam collimation and the ultimate position of the beam focus. The
beam then passed through a polarization cleanup cube then hit two steering mirrors before
passing through the aspheric cavity in-coupling lens with f = 150 mm and focusing down
at the cavity position. This is the same lens which is used for the real science cavity setup
in the science chamber. In anticipation of epoxying the cavity to the science platform, the
vibration isolation stage for the science cavity was mounted below the focus of the test probe
beam or ‘cavity position’ so that a successfully aligned cavity could be immediately epoxied
down to the science platform and characterized when necessary.
We had to iterate and learn before coming up with our final optimal cavity characterization setup. To measure the transmission coefficient for the mirrors required us to first
measure the laser power directly, typically a few mW, and then measure the laser power again
with a mirror in place with few ppm transmission resulting in a few nW of laser power. Such
low light levels meant we were sensitive to very small amounts of stray light. We found
that it was not possible to measure the mirror transmission by, for example, simply putting
a power meter directly behind the cavity mirror. It would be necessary to perform spatial
filtering.
In the end we used a re-imaging system to perform this spatial filtering. We installed a
short focal length ‘objective’ lens (this lens was simply a f = 50 mm singlet) to create an
image of the cavity mirror and the focused input laser beam (image through the mirror) a
few cm downstream of the cavity mirror. We then installed a second lens to relay this image
onto both a CMOS camera and an APD.6 With the camera in place we then placed an iris
at the position of the first image of the cavity mirror and laser beam and irised it down so
that any background light, arising from diffuse scattering for example, was filtered out. We
could then use the APD or a power meter to accurately measure the transmitted power to
determine the cavity transmission value.
The CMOS camera was also very important during the alignment of the cavity itself
because it allowed us to observe the spatial structure of the transmitted cavity mode including
the waist size of the mode, the location of the mode on each cavity mirror and some crude
ideas about the surface quality of the cavity mirrors at those locations.

4.6.2

Mirror Transmission Measurement

The first step in the construction of the science cavity was characterization of the mirror
transmission for any mirror which was to be tested in the setup. For this characterization
a single mirror under test would be held using a self-closing tweezer in the position of the
optical cavity. The mirror position and tilt would be adjusted so that the beam was centered
on the mirror (as verified by the CMOS camera) and the reflected beam was overlapped back
onto the input beam. The iris was then closed to ensure there was no diffuse background
light as described above. The transmitted light level could then be measured using an
6
Initially we used a regular photodetector but this did not have sufficient sensitivity to detect the pulses
of light arriving as the cavity was detuned across resonance.
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optical power meter. For the lowest transmission mirrors (2 ppm) it was necessary to block
the probe beam and subtract off a background light level. Finally the mirror could be
removed by translating it and the power could be used to measure the input light level. The
transmission could then be calculated. We typically found the mirrors to be within at least
10% of their specified transmission value. We were concerned that, due to the large mirror
curvature, the transmission coefficient would vary depending on the position and angle of
the beam on the mirror surface, however, fortunately, we did not find this to be the case
after testing.
Each cavity mirror could be held in one of two ways. The mirror could be held directly
using a pair of self-closing tweezers or the mirror could be held within a mirror assembly
with the cavity alignment block grabbed as demonstrated in Fig. 4.5 In either case the pitch
and yaw as well as xyz position of each mirror can be adjusted using translation stages.

4.6.3

Aligning a Cavity

After the transmission values had been characterized for two mirrors the next task was
to create an optical cavity. First the input mirror was put into the optical beampath and positioned so that the beam was centered on the mirror and the back reflection was overlapped
with the input beam.
The axial position of the mirror was then be adjusted following a few considerations.
First, the probe beam was focused just above the central hole in the science platform. The
cavity input mirror was then positioned above to one side of the hole in the science platform
so that a 10 mm cavity would be centered on the hole.7
The task of nicely matching the axial position of the probe beam and the input and
output cavity mirrors is made slightly more difficult due to what I will call the substrate
lens effect. See Fig. 4.7. As described previously, the cavity mirrors are glass substrates,
one side of which is curved and one side of which is flat with optical coatings on each side.
The cavity mode itself has no support within the substrate itself and only exists between the
cavity mirrors. However, the light which is input and output from the cavity mode does pass
through the glass mirror substrates. Light which passes from the cavity mode, through the
mirror surface into the substrate is unaberrated because, as necessitated by the existence of
a cavity mode, the cavity mode wavefronts are perpendicular to the mirror surface. However,
the flat back surface of the mirror is not matched to the diverging cavity mode at all. As
the light passes through this back surface into air or vacuum the beam experiences excess
divergence and spherical aberration. In a ray optic picture this effect occurs because the
substrate can be thought of as a thick lens with a focal length of f ≈ 10 mm according to
the lensmaker’s equation. One of the effects of this substrate lens is that, in contrast to the
case where there is no significant substrate lens effect, there will 1) be a shift in the focal
position of the input beam and 2) the retroreflected light from a beam which is optimally
7
In some cases we used 10 mm ROC mirrors in which case the resultant near-concentric cavity would
have been 20 mm in length.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of cavity substrate lens effect. Rays emanate from the center of
curvature of the curved surface — approximately at the location of the cavity mode focus for
a near-concentric cavity. The rays pass from vacuum into the substrate without refraction
because they are already perpendicular to the surface. However, the flat back surface of
the substrate is not matched to the optical wavefront and as a result the rays are deflected
outwards exhibiting a larger divergence angle than they had on the other side of the substrate.
In addition this surface introduces spherical aberrations for light passing into or out of
the cavity. This substrate lens effect will 1) cause a relative divergence mismatch between
perfectly coupled input light and the promptly retroreflected beam and 2) limit the input
coupling efficiency achievable with a pure Gaussian input beam.
coupled to the cavity mode will appear with a divergence relative to the convergence of
the input beam. The spherical aberration will limit the maximal input and output modematching efficiencies if the mode-matching is attempted with a Gaussian beam.
In practice this was handled by positioning the mirror in the appropriate position relative
to the science platform and then adjusting the position of the fiber collimation lens for the
probe beam so that the retroreflected beam was roughly the same size along its beampath
as the input beam. We know from the discussion in the previous path that this is not the
optimal condition for cavity mode matching but it turned out to be close enough to allow
us to see a first signal of a cavity mode.
One approach to mitigating the substrate lens effect is to utilize a mirror substrate whose
back surface is molded into a spherical or aspherical shape so that the wavefronts of the cavity
mode are matched to both the mirror surface and back surface of the substrate as was done
in [124]. This process makes the substrate fabrication more complex and it will be more
difficult to demonstrate very high finesse cavities with this approach.
After the input mirror was aligned the next step involved reversibly removing this mirror
from the optical path. This was done either by simply translating the mirror upwards or by
removing the final stage of the translation stage and relying on the stage’s dovetail mechanism
to position the mirror in the same spot later. The output mirror was then aligned using a
second translation stage in a similar way as the first. The beam was centered on the mirror
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and the mirror pitch and yaw were adjusted so that the backreflected beam was collinear
with the input beam. Finally the axial position of this mirror was adjusted so that the beam
size of the reflected beam matched that of the input beam. Note that for this mirror the
beam does not pass through the substrate prior to retroreflection so we didn’t need to not
worry about the substrate lens.
At this point, it was helpful to move the output coupling mirror in closer to the position
of the input coupling mirror to make the resultant cavity further from concentric ensuring
easier subsequent detection of and alignment of the optical cavity mode. A calipers or
dimensioned spacer was used to estimate the length of the resultant cavity.
Finally the input mirror was put back into position. At this point the two cavity mirrors
had been positioned such that 1) the two mirrors in fact supported a cavity mode and 2) the
input beam was well coupled to low-order transverse cavity modes. It was now time to find
and characterize the cavity modes by monitoring the APD and camera as the cavity-probe
detuning was swept. The detuning was swept by driving shear stack piezo to modulate
the cavity length by distances on the order of λ to search for cavity modes as peaks in the
transmitted power as a function of piezo voltage.8
The very first time we formed an optical cavity with these mirrors we noticed, when
looking at the image of the cavity mirrors and cavity mode on the camera, two spots on the
cavity mirrors which moved around as we adjusted the mirror positions or input coupling
alignment. In hindsight I believe these were the corners of high order TEM modes we were
driving. We adjusted the input coupling to try to overlap these two spots and when we did
so, if we were sweeping the probe detuning, we began to see low order TEM modes appear
on the camera. We were also able to see cavity peaks appearing on the APD signal. Note
that in early attempts it was often necessary to adjust the position of the imaging lens to
ensure the output cavity mode was not aberrated in the imaging system. The necessity of
this adjustment may have been related to the strong substrate lens effect.
At this time the camera and APD were monitored while adjusting the input coupling
via the fiber out-coupling lens and the two input mirrors to optimize the power transmitted
through the TEM00 mode. See Fig. 4.8 for representative images of high order modes which
are observed as the cavity length is swept.
After coupling to the TEM00 mode is optimized, the tasks which remain are to measure
the cavity finesse and transverse mode spacing and to pull the mirrors further and further
apart to realize a more concentric cavity.

8
For early searches the mirrors were not mounted on piezos so we were forced to rely on modulating the
ECDL current to turn the laser frequency. This proved difficult since it is difficult to tune the ECDL by a
cavity FSR of 15 GHz or more without mode hops.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Simulated amplitude profile for a number of higher order Hermite-Gaussian
optical modes. (b) Representative image of an optical cavity TEM00 mode seen in the cavity
characterization imaging system. (c) Images of various transverse cavity modes imaged at
the cavity output.

4.7

Science Cavity Characterization

There are two important characterizations of the science cavity. The first is the measurement of the cavity Finesse which is related to the cavity mirror transmission and loss
coefficients and the second is the measurement of the cavity transverse mode spacing which is
related to the cavity degeneracy parameter and mode waist which affects the cQED coupling
parameter g.

4.7.1

Cavity Ringdown Finesse Measurement

We measure the cavity finesse by performing a fast swept cavity ring down measurement.
This measurement works by observing the transmitted probe intensity in time as the detuning
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Figure 4.9: (a) Measured and fitted probe ringdown data. Assuming Lcav = 9.5 mm allows
us to extract κ780 = 2π × 1.1 MHz and F780 = 14700. (b) Measured and fitted cavity
ODT ringdown data. We extract κ1560 = 2π × 0.67 MHz and F1560 = 23400. (c) Example
ringdown functions for various values of ν̃. Note that as ν̃ is increased the signal exhibits
more pronounced ringing, the temporal width of the transmission pulse is reduced, and the
peak amplitude is reduced as well.
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between the probe and the cavity, ∆P C , is rapidly swept across resonance.9 If the detuning
is swept such that it changes by more than κ in an amount of time which is less than κ1 ,
then the field built up within the cavity is not able to adiabatically respond to the change
in the detuning. The circulating light within the cavity from the ‘old’ value of the detuning
is still present within the cavity when light at a new detuning enters the cavity at a later
time. This leads to an interference or beating effect in the transmitted optical power as a
function of time as this interference evolves. See [125–127] for derivations and details.
Note that κ, and equivalently F could be straightforwardly measured by sweeping the
detuning across resonance and extracting the width of the Lorentzian profile in frequency
units. However, this would require a precise calibration of the frequency sweep. In the case
of a piezo or swept laser diode current, it may be difficult to perform this calibration. One
major advantage of the fast ringdown measurement, as we will see, is that no such calibration
is necessary.
The lineshape for the transmitted optical field when the detuning is swept linearly across
˙ is given by
resonance at a rate ∆
2π 2 −t0 − i t0 2 ν̃+ i
Ptrans (t)
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with the terms defined below. In the following the cavity half-linewidth is denoted κH = 21 κ
and τH = κ1H = 2τ = κ2 is the cavity field (as opposed to energy) decay time.
t0 =

t
,
τH

˙ =
ν̃ =τH2 ∆

˙
∆
.
κH /τH

(4.28)

Here t0 is time scaled into units of cavity field decay time and ν̃ is a measure of the detuning
˙ expressed in units of cavity half-linewidths κH per cavity field decay time,
sweep rate, ∆,
τH . For ν̃  1 the observed line shape is simply a typical Lorentzian cavity profile whose
amplitude is set by ηin . However, for ν̃  1 the interference effects described above dominate
giving the distinctive oscillating ringdown behavior demonstrated in Fig. 4.9(c).
Wee see that ν̃ determines the oscillatory behavior of the function so for ν̃  1 we have
that ν̃ can be extracted from ringdown data independent of any other parameters. τH can
then be independently extracted from the overall width of the transmission feature. We can
then extract κ and, if fFSR is known, we can extract F.
The ringdown data and fits for both the probe and science cavity which was ultimately
installed into the science chamber are shown in Fig. 4.9. These cavity mirrors had T1 =
9
There is another kind of cavity ringdown measurement in which the cavity mode is driven with a
constant intensity which is then rapidly extinguished. The transmitted power will exponentially decay with
time constant κ. The interference ringdown measurement described in the main text has the advantage that
it does not require a fast optical switch to extinguish the drive tone.
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3.5 ppm, T2 = 250 ppm for 780 nm and T1,2 = 100 ppm for 1560 nm. For these data fFSR ≈
15.8 GHz is estimated by assuming Lcav ≈ 9.5 mm which is consistent with a crude direct
measurement of the cavity length. The distance to concentric was also estimated to be
about 500 µm by looking at the transverse mode spacing as will be described in the following
section. In principle it would be best to directly measure fFSR by placing and scanning
electro-optical modulator (EOM) sidebands on the probe or cavity ODT.
The result of the ringdown measurements are that κ780 = 2π × 1.1 MHz, F780 = 14700
and κ1560 = 2π ×0.67 MHz, F1560 = 23400. This corresponds to total losses of about 170 ppm
for 780 nm and about 70 ppm for 1560 nm and thus an outcoupling efficiency for 780 nm of
about ηout = 60%. The input efficiency for 780 nm is less than 1%. According Eq. (4.18) we
expect (4×) larger scattering losses for 780 nm compared to 1560 nm. The increase in losses
for shorter wavelength light is strong evidence that the large losses we observe are due to
surface roughness scattering.
Here we have relied on the out-of-vacuum measured mirror transmission coefficients to
estimate the losses and detection efficiencies. In the case of perfect mode matching efficiency
(and no optical path losses) it would be straightforward to measure ηin and ηout by measuring
the incident, reflected, and transmitted optical power when the cavity is on-resonance and
using Eq. (3.67). In the presence of non-zero mode matching losses this task becomes more
complicated. For the case of a symmetric cavity it turns out that the above measurements
still suffice to extract ηin and ηout if the measurement results are manipulated appropriately
[106, 128]. However, for an imbalanced cavity one must repeat the measurement with the
cavity flipped, i.e. with the light being sent in through the output mirror and the transmitted
and reflected beams being measured appropriately.

4.7.2

Excessive Mirror Losses

The scattering losses we observe are almost 100 ppm for 780 nm. This is about an order of magnitude worse than even our conservative expectation based on surface roughness
characterizations from PPD. A representative surface roughness characterization is shown
in Fig. 4.10(c). Unfortunately, during the cavity assembly process we were never able to
reliably realize cavities that exhibited losses much lower than this level. In this section I’ll
give a brief discussion of our attempts to improve the cavity finesse and our hypotheses for
why we were unable to do so.
Crunched Mirrors
During the IBS HR coating process, the mirrors were loaded into a jig which was used
to hold each cavity mirror in place during the coating. Unfortunately, this jig had a geometry such that the mirror was fastened with force against the front rim around the curved
superpolished surface. This rim is especially susceptible to breakage and, in fact, we observed that this breakage did occur on many cavity mirrors by inspecting them in a (40×)
bright field microscope. After being loaded into these jigs, the mirrors were coated, with the
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(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.10: (a) (40×) magnification microscope image of 250 ppm output mirror installed
into the science cavity. Note there are some visible dust features. While these features are
small and difficult to see in this image they are likely at the 1 µm scale or larger which is
 scale we are interested for ultralow losses. (b) image of a
very large compared to the 1 A
very badly damaged cavity mirror. Note that the very large glass shard at the top left of the
mirror likely originated from the gash as the right side of the rim. (c) Interferometric surface
roughness characterization performed by 4D Technology at the request of PPD prior to
shipment of second batch of mirrors to FNO. PPD now has in-house metrology capabilities.
(d) Nomarski interferometric measurement of the same mirror shown in (b) performed by
FNO after we sent this mirror back to them for analysis. We were surprised to see such a
clean looking surface after seeing the image in (b). We wonder if image (d) is evidence that
the ‘background’ surface is clean and smooth with a low RMS surface roughness but that
the damage created a high density of gashes or shards such as those that are seen in (d)
which reduce the losses. If this is the case it would be possible, at least with a small beam,
to find low loss regions of the cavity mirrors.
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coating itself essentially laminating these glass shards in place so that they could never be
subsequently cleared off of the surface.
The presence of large glass shards would certainly contribute to a large increase in the
cavity losses. We inspected each cavity mirror we received in the microscope and tested
many different cavity mirrors by using them to form a cavity and measuring their finesse to
estimate their losses. Confusingly, we only occasionally observed a correlation between the
results of the visual inspection and the losses measured by the sensitive finesse measurement.
Some mirrors that had visible large and small glass shards all across the surface sometimes
had slightly lower losses and some mirrors which had very clean looking surfaces had higher
losses.
We repeatedly cleaned the cavity mirrors using the procedures described below to rule
out contamination on the air side of the dielectric coating which we could access. Assuming
these cleaning procedures were effective in leaving a pristine mirror surface,10 we have one
hypothesis for the lack of correlation between on qualitative microscope inspection and the
measured losses. The microscope measurement we performed did not have the spatial reso level which would be enough to explain the
lution to detect surface deviations at the few A
excess losses we detected. It may be possible that all of the mirrors which underwent this
loading procedure exhibited some breakage of the mirror rim resulting in, at minimum, a fine
dust of glass shards which is undetectable by our crude microscope inspections but nonetheless contributes to mirror scattering losses at the 100 ppm level. We had FNO perform an
interferometric measurement of one of the coated mirrors to try to test this hypothesis. They
 level but
generally found the surfaces to have a background RMS roughness below the 1 A
did see a presence of localized features such as digs, with a width of a few µm and likely
similar heights. We didn’t get any quantitative estimate for the spatial distribution of these
features. We were not able to conclude from their data whether the features they did see on
our ‘clean’ looking substrates were enough to explain the losses we observed via our finesse
measurement.
Again, we draw no firm conclusions about the ultimate cause of the high losses. We
believe that damage caused to the mirrors certainly contributed to high losses on some
samples but can’t be entirely certain that this is the reason for high losses on all samples.
Witness Samples
In each coating run for our science cavity mirrors we included ‘witness samples’. These
are larger diameter and ROC (OD 1/2”, ROC 2.5 cm) stock mirror substrates from FNO
which we used to serve as reliable samples for which we wouldn’t have to worry about mirror
size effects limiting the mirror performance. The witness samples were helpful as control test
samples we could use to learn more about our processes and the small-dimension samples.
10

Our cleaning procedures were shown to be effective at least on larger dimensioned witness samples. See
below. It is of course still possible that our procedures had variability or issues for the small dimension
samples.
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We were able to make cavities using the witness samples with measured values for the
finesse over 100k. These measurements were made with witness samples with nominal T =
20 ppm so we could estimate losses at the 10 ppm per mirror level. This rules out that
there was some problem with our finesse measurement (such as electronic bandwidth) which
limited us from measuring higher finesse than 30k or so.
The fact that we could measure finesses of 100k also gives us a baseline for the cleanliness
of our flowhood environment. We had concerns that if our flowhood was not clean enough
then any mirror we brought in there would immediately become slightly ‘dirty’ resulting in
high losses. The high finesses we measured were realized after cleaning the witness samples
using the methods described below so this tells us that our cleaning procedures could be
effective, at least in some cases.
One of the issues with the finesse measurement is that it only allows you to estimate the
total losses Ltot and does not allow you to determine how those losses are split between the
two mirrors in the cavity. However, if you have one mirror with confirmed low losses, such
as the witness sample then, if you form a cavity using this low-loss ‘reference’ mirror and
another ‘mirror under test’ and observe high losses then you know you can attribute the
losses to the mirror-under-test.
10 mm ROC Substrates
Though we never saw finesse above about 26k for a cavity with two 5 mm ROC mirrors
we were able to rarely see finesse as high as 60-80k for 10 mm ROC mirrors. Perhaps the
5 mm mirrors were more susceptible to breakage during the loading procedure due to the
tighter radii of curvature or, perhaps there is another effect which prevented the 5 mm ROC
mirrors from having lower losses. There were not significant differences between the 5 mm
ROC and 10 mm ROC mirrors in the microscopy images.
Errors in the Measurement of Cavity Length
Recall that we extract the finesse, and subsequently losses by performing a ringdown
measurement to extract ν̃ and t0 from which we can extract κ. We can only convert κ
to F if we know fFSR which we estimate by measuring Lcav , with calipers, for all of the
measurements described here. Incorrect measurements of Lcav would contribute to incorrect
estimations of F. However, these errors would scale linearly and are not large enough to
explain the excess losses we observed.
Moving the Cavity Mode on the Mirror Surface
It is possible that the cavity modes we created were always, unluckily, falling on ‘dirty’
sections of the cavity mirror. Where the mode falls on the mirrors cannot be changed by
changing the input coupling but it can be changed by adjusting the relative mirror positioning
and tilts. See Fig. 4.3. We attempted adjusting the cavity alignment in this way to see if it
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had any effect on the measured finesse but we saw none. Note that for our near-concentric
cavity the waist on the mirror is order 100 µm.
We performed this test with different length cavities to see if the spot size affected the
finesse, or if we could more easily ‘get lucky’ when using a smaller spot to find a small clean
region of the mirror. We did tend to see that larger spot sizes correlated with slightly higher
losses.
In hindsight, however, I believe that the mode positioning adjustment procedure we
followed did not allow us to move the cavity mode very far. The problem is that a small
motion of one of the mirrors may results in a major change to the required adjustment to
the input beam positioning and pointing. What we did not know originally was that as the
cavity mode is moved we must also adjust the output imaging lens so that it captures an
unaberrated image of the cavity mode. It is possible we may have seen a larger variation in
the finesse had we adjusted the mode positioning more dramatically, adjusting both input
and output optics as we did so.
Transmission Variations?
When measuring the mirror transmission we ensured that the transmission was constant
for a range of input beam positions and angles so the low finesse likely cannot be explained
by excessively large transmission.
Repeat Measurements
The same two mirrors did not always give the same finesse as expected. Variations form
say 14k-20k might be routine for a pair of mirrors. This variation may be due to unlucky
positioning of the cavity mode on the mirror surface. Occasionally we might see very large,
persistent drops in the finesse. We interpreted this to be as a result of us somehow damaging
the mirrors during handling.
Other Possibilities?
It is possible there is some effect of the tight mirror curvature that we are simply not
accounting for which is not captured by our models for mirror losses and cavity finesse. At
the edge of the mirror CA the mirror surface is angled at ∼ 15° to the optical axis. We’ve
wondered if this might lead to either a coating aberration that could cause issues. However,
it’s not clear why this would lead to losses rather than a change in transmission, and, as
mentioned previously, the transmission does not vary appreciably across the mirror surface.
We also only utilize a small area of the mirror near the center of the mirror.
Cleaning Procedures
There were two ways we cleaned the mirrors. The first crude way was lightly wiping the
mirror surface with either a folded optics tissue or optics q-tip soaked in ultra clean optical
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grade methanol. The second way was using First Contact cleaning solution [129].
First Contact is a polymer which you paint onto an optic similarly to painting on nail
polish. Depending on the volume and thickness of the solution used the solution is left to
harden in air for at least 30 minutes and as much as a few hours. The first contact is then
peeled off of the optic as a single mass, pulling any dust and particulates off with it. It was
a little tricky to use first contact with the very small mirrors. When using First Contact
on the mirrors I would place a drop of First Contact within the mirror concavity that was
up to a mm or more in thickness. Then I would place a small piece of uncoated dental
floss (supplied with the First Contact) into solution, trying to be careful not to let the first
contact spill over the edges of the mirror. This piece of floss is then used to pull of the first
contact after hardening. It was also possible to remove the first contact by grabbing it with
a tweezers but this method posed a very high risk of damaging the cavity mirrors. We also
learned that, during the peel-off step, the optical surface can become charged, attracting any
charged dust particles onto the surface. For this reason we installed an ionizer bar within the
flow hood to eliminate any ionized particles which might contaminate the mirror surfaces.11
Both cleaning techniques occasionally, but not always, reduced mirror losses. Sometimes
the cleaning lead to an increase in losses. This is not surprising as the cleaning procedure
runs the risk of scratching or otherwise damaging the mirror surfaces.
Going Forward
Going forward we have ordered mirrors for a third round of fabrication which did not
undergo the destructive loading procedure. Measurements of the finesse of these mirrors will
reveal if that procedure was the cause of the high losses. The improved procedure and our
improved understanding of the cavity alignment procedure should allow us to build a new,
next generation E6 cavity with a higher finesse, higher output coupling efficiency, and close
to concentric to allow us to access more interesting regimes of cQED than the first generation
cavity in the experiment now.

4.7.3

Transverse Mode Spacing Concentricity Measurement

In Sec. 3.2.3 we saw that the cavity transverse mode spacing (TMS), fTMS , is related to
the cavity degeneracy factor g which is in turn related to the distance to concentric, δconc . In
particular we see that as the cavity is brought closer to concentric that fTMS → 0 which is
why near-concentric cavities are described also as being near-degenerate. Additionally, δconc ,
for given mirror ROCs, R1,2 , is directly related to the mode waist which is related to the
cQED coupling coefficient g0 and the cooperativity C. For these reasons we are interested
to measure fTMS so that we can estimate the above parameters.
11

We learned this tip from Dr. Osip Schwartz, then post-doc with the Mueller group. We learned a lot
about mirror cleaning and characterization from Osip since him and his team were working on a high finesse
cavity experiment simultaneously and had visited LIGO facilities to learn about mirror cleanliness.
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Figure 4.11: Cavity transmission versus z-piezo voltage. Two TEM00 modes are indicated in
red and corresponding TEM10 modes are indicated in blue. Note that the splitting appears
slightly different for the first pair compared to the second pair. This is likely due to a
nonlinearity or hysteresis in the piezo response. The extracted ratio rTMS = 0.179, 0.128
depending on which pair is chosen to estimate fTMS .
to estimate
In fact we did not measure fTMS directly but rather the ratio rTMS = ffTMS
FSR
g according to Eq. (3.31). We performed a crude estimate of rTMS by applying a sinusoidal
voltage ramp to one of the cavity piezos and monitoring the piezo voltage and cavity transmission. By modulating the length of the cavity by at least λ2 we observed at least two
TEM00 modes and higher order modes in-between. The ratio rTMS was then estimated from
the spacing of the various peaks.
The result of this measurement are shown in Fig. 4.11. The extracted value of rTMS is
between 0.128 and 0.179. There appears to be a non-linearity or hysteresis in the response of
the piezo which contributes an appreciable error to this measurement. Assuming the average
value rTMS = 0.154 we extract g = −0.885. If we assume R = 5 mm12 , we can extract
Lcav = 9.427 mm and δconc = 573 µm. All of this leads to a cavity waist of w0,780 = 17 µm
and w0,1560 = 24 µm. Recalling the formula for the mode volume of an optical cavity,
Eq. (3.69), the formula for g0 , Eq. (1.19), and using dge = 2.534 × 10−29 C m we can estimate
g0 = 2π × 3.1 MHz.
In the future this measurement would be improved by using an EOM sideband at a fixed
cavity length to put sidebands on the probe to directly measure both fFSR and fTMS .
12

We have data from PPD which confirms that the deviation in the ROC from 5 mm is very small.
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Final Cavity Alignment and Epoxy Cure

Above I’ve demonstrated how a TMS measurement can be used to estimate the cavity
degeneracy, waist, and g0 for the science cavity which is installed in the setup now. Prior
to epoxying down the science cavity mirrors this measurement was performed to determine
how close to concentric a given cavity was. The goal was to make the cavity as concentric
as possible without the mode becoming unstable or the finesse dropping dramatically. The
procedure then was to build a cavity and then, using a motorized translation stage, increase
the length of the cavity to bring it closer to concentric. In this way we were able to realize
cavities that were very close to concentric, I would estimate 10s of µm or less. However, these
cavities were very sensitive to mechanical misalignments. A challenge was determining how
close we could go to concentric while having enough mechanical tolerance to epoxy down the
mirrors and vacuum bake the system while still having a well aligned optical cavity. Our plan
was to target δconc ≈ 200 µm which would have corresponded to g ≈ −0.96, w0,780 ≈ 13 µm,
and g0 ≈ 2π × 4.0 MHz.
In the earlier sections I described the procedure for aligning an optical cavity. For the final
science cavity assembly these steps were performed with two mirrors, one low transmission
(T = 2 ppm) input mirror and one high transmission (T = 250 ppm) output mirror, each of
which was epoxied onto a cavity mirror vee block, cavity piezo, and cavity alignment block.
The cavity mirrors were positioned using the translation stages so that both cavity alignment
blocks were resting on Macor science platform. We found under these conditions that it was
possible to form an optical cavity. We had some concern about this being possible because
we had no degrees of freedom available to adjust the height of either cavity mirror. In the
end it appeared that we were able to slightly adjust the pitch of the two cavity mirrors, even
with their alignment blocks in contact with the science platform.13
After a cavity was successfully assembled with the cavity alignment blocks resting on
the science platform and we realized that it would be possible to adjust the cavity to be
near-concentric we applied UV epoxy to the two corners of the output mirror alignment
block closest to the hole in the science platform. We then cured the epoxy and removed
the alignment block grabber by retracted the set screws. After alignment adjustments and
characterizations of the cavity the next step was to epoxy down the input coupling mirror
as well. We followed a similar procedure, again applying epoxy to the two corners, or edge,
of the input mirror alignment block closest to the hole in the science platform.
After the cavity demonstrated a high enough finesse and good enough concentricity we
then cured the epoxy while monitoring the output spatial modes on the camera and the cavity
mode structure on the APD. After the alignment block was epoxied down we removed the
cavity alignment block grabber to determine if the cavity would still support a good mode
after being unclamped. On a number of unsuccessful initial attempts we saw the cavity mode
structure drift or become badly aberrated on the camera. We also saw the mode coupling
get very bad on the APD, i.e. we saw that there was no single low order mode which was
13

This seems to have been possible by not having the alignment block be perfectly flush with the science
platform.
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coupled, but rather dozens or more modes were partially coupled. We noticed this cavity
deterioration occur both during the epoxy curing process as well as during the unclamping
process.
Fortunately, we found that it was possible to pretty easily pry off the cavity alignment
block from the science platform after an unsuccessful epoxy attempt to try again. If this were
not the case we would have required a new science platform and cavity mirror assemblies
for each attempt. After prying off the cavity alignment block we used a tool (typically a
UHV-cleaned flathead screwdriver or razor blade) to scrape off excess cured epoxy from the
science platform and cavity alignment block before a new attempt was made.
After some unsuccessful attempts we decided to move a little further away from concentric
in hopes that the shift during curing and unclamping would still leave a well-aligned cavity.
On the final attempt we still saw a shift after curing and unclamping but we noticed that the
mode alignment could be recovered by adjusting the pitch of the input mirror by applying
a slight pressure to the back side of the cavity alignment block which had just been epoxied
down. We then applied some epoxy to the backside of the alignment block, applied the
pressure to recover the alignment, and then cured the epoxy with the pressure in place.
After the epoxy was cured we were able to release the pressure and the alignment held in
place.
After the final resultant cavity was epoxied down and characterized it waited in the
flowhood until the science chamber assembly was complete at which point the two lower
vibration isolation stages were lowered into the science chamber and finally the science
platform was lowered onto the vibration isolation stack. The science platform was lowered
into the vacuum chamber by stringing wire through the three vertical alignment holes around
the rim of the platform and using these to lower the platform, like a puppet, into the science
chamber and onto the prior vibration isolation stage then slipping out the wires.
After the science chamber was closed it was pumped down and baked out. We were able
to monitor the cavity by looking at the cavity spectrum during pump down and we saw no
issues with the cavity alignment. After the bake out, we re-characterized the cavity and
again saw no deterioration in finesse or alignment. The bakeout was limited to 125 °C so
as not to exceed the glass transition temperature for the UV epoxy and also to ensure no
thermal stresses that might affect the cavity alignment.
I will close this section with one final note. In each case when we epoxied down a cavity
but saw the mode structure deteriorate we believed the cavity had become dramatically
misaligned. This was because on the camera we could observe the cavity modes to be
extremely skewed and aberrated. However, modes were present nonetheless. At one point
we measured the finesse of one of these high order modes which was apparently coupled into
the cavity and we saw a finesse as high as we had seen for the TEM00 mode. In hindsight my
suspicion is that at these times the mirrors were still geometry able to sustain good cavity
modes. The issue is that the input mirror had slightly shifted 1) causing the input modematching to deteriorate, thus explaining the messy mode structure we had observed and
2) causing the cavity to become misaligned relative to the imaging system thus explaining
the aberrated spatial modes. We attempted to improve the input coupling to no avail.
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However, I believe that if we had improved the mode imaging we would have been able to
better understand what modes we were coupling which would have allowed us to make more
dramatic input coupling adjustments to again optimize coupling to the TEM00 mode. I feel
that had we done this procedure we would have been able to install a more near-concentric
cavity into the science chamber, achieving a value for rTMS of 0.05 - 0.10. That said, it may
have been the case that the substrate lens was dramatically misaligned relative to the cavity
mode making it difficult or impossible to achieve nice modes input coupling or the output
coupling of a nicely shaped mode. I believe that a next generation E6 cavity will be able to
be more near-concentric than this first science cavity.
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Cavity Characterization Summary

Table 4.1 contains a summary of the measured and estimated science cavity parameters.
Some of these values are rough estimates. Any of these parameters related to the length
of the cavity, such as fFSR or fTMS , could be improved with an EOM FSR measurement
as described above. Tout and Tin were only measured directly long before the cavity was
assembled. Tin , in particular, was not measured with very high precision. It would be
interesting if ηin and ηout could be measured directly and in-situ.
Parameter
R1,2
Lcav
δconc
fFSR
fTMS
g
w0
Vmode
g0
Tin
Tout
Ltot
F
κ
ηin
ηout
Γ
C

Value (780 nm)
5 mm
9.4 mm
600 µm
15.9 GHz
2.4 GHz
0.89
17 µm
0.0021 mm3
2π × 3.1 MHz
3.5 ppm
247 ppm
177 ppm
14,700
2π × 1.1 MHz
0.8 %
58 %
2π × 6.07 MHz
5.8

Value (1560 nm)
24 µm
100 ppm
100 ppm
69 ppm
23,400
2π × 670 kHz
37 %
37 %
-

Table 4.1: Measured and estimated science cavity parameters.
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Chapter 5
Science Chamber
In this experiment, we utilize a two-chamber design to facilitate low vacuum pressures and
geometric flexibility with unencumbered optical access in the main vacuum chamber where
the cavity and high-NA system would be located – the science chamber. In this chapter, I
will describe, in detail, the vacuum components and all internal components inside of the
vacuum chamber other than the science cavity, which was described in Chapter 4.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the science chamber. (a) Schematic diagram for the usage of each of
the horizontal vacuum ports on the science chamber. Note that the science cavity is at 45°
to the transport axis. I will refer to the following axes throughout this text: The transport
axis, the cavity axis, the vertical axis, the cross axis, and the absorption or side-imaging axis.
(b) CAD image of the science chamber and science chamber pump arm. (c) CAD section
view of the entire vacuum system. Atoms are collected in the 2D MOT where they are fired
into the 3D MOT where they are cooled, optically trapped, and then optically transported
into the science chamber. (d) Photograph of the science chamber and science chamber pump
arm shortly after the vacuum bakeout and before the installation of many optics.
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Vacuum Components

The main science chamber is Kimball physics spherical square chamber which has (2x)
large 8” CF ports on the top and bottom, (4x) 4.5” CF ports around the horizontal with
an additional (4x) 2.75” CF ports also around the horizontal. Additionally there are (16x)
small 1-1/3” CF ports fit between the other ports around the rims of the chamber. See
Fig. 5.1(a) and (b).
The science chamber is attached to the MOT chamber through a gate valve so that the
science chamber can be opened without having to replace the Rb reservoir and bake the
MOT chamber. The (2x) 8” CF ports are occupied by deep re-entrant viewports that allow
us to get out-of-vacuum objectives and magnetic field coils as close as possible to the atoms
in the center. The pump arm for the science chamber is a custom 6-way cross which was
cannibalized from the E2 apparatus with (4x) 4.5” CF ports and two small 2.75” ports. One
of the 4.5” ports is attached to the science chamber via a conical reducer. The transport
ODT in fact passes through this port and through an uncoated viewport on the opposite side.
One of the other 4.5” ports has an ion gauge and the other 4.5” port hold the non-evaporable
getter (NEG) pump and ion pump.
For this chamber, at the advice of our post-doc Shantanu Debnath, we chose to utilize
a NEG pump rather than an ion pump. This choice was motivated by Shantanu’s previous
success using NEG pumps in ion trapping experiments, which, like this experiment, had a
lot of possibly dirty internal components in the chamber. The NEG pump contains disks of
porous carbon-like getter material that is effective at pumping hydrogen, which is the main
gas load. However, this getter material doesn’t provide any pumping for noble gases, so it is
necessary to have a small ion pump as well. We use a SAES NEXTorr 300 NEG/ion pump
combination.
We had concerns that our vacuum pressure would be increased due to a number of
worrisome materials in the chamber including the following:







Various epoxies holding together the cavity assembly and rf coil mounts
Graphite pencil markings on the cavity mirrors
Large surface areas of Macor
Polymer strain relief on cavity piezo wire connectors
pre-baked Viton rods for vibration isolation

Despite these concerns we have achieved good vacuum pressures in our system, allowing,
for example, the optical trapping of atoms in several µK deep optical traps with trapping
lifetimes of 10s of s. See Fig. 5.2 for time traces from our residual gas analzyer (RGA)
and temperature probes during the science chamber bakeout. Note that the bakeout began
on December 20 but we were not yet recording data. The figure demonstrates repeated
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Figure 5.2: (a), (b) Pressure and temperature over the duration of the bakeout. (b) Zoom
in on repeated activations of the NEG.
activations of the NEG element during which the NEG material is heated to up to over
500 C to condition the elements for subsequent pumping of hydrogen.
Recall from Sec. 2.1.3, that the ultimate vacuum pressure will be limited by outgassing
Q from the various materials within the vacuum system. The purpose for baking out the
chamber is to reduce the outgassing rate Q for the various in-vacuum materials. [98]. A
higher bakeout temperature results in a more substantial long-term reduction in outgassing
rates. We had to limit our peak bakeout temperature to about 120 C due to the glass
transition at 135 C for the UV-curing epoxy we used to assemble the science cavity. Such a
bake out would not dramatically reduce the hydrogen gas load from the SSL chamber walls.
To address this we decided to perform an ‘air bake’ of the SSL vacuum fittings. There
is some evidence that baking SSL vacuum components at high temperatures, at least 400 C,
for example, in air (as opposed to under vacuum) can result in long-term reduction of the
Hydrogen outgassing rate [130, 131]. We thus air baked all SSL vacuum fittings we could at
up to 350 C, including the main chamber, before assembling the science chamber.

5.2

Vibration Isolation System

As described previously, one of the challenges for any cQED experiment is ensuring
stability in the detuning between the cavity probe drive tone and the cavity resonance
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frequency. Such stability requires maximizing the passive absolute stability of the cavity
resonance frequency by ensuring the absolute stability of the cavity length. We recall that
. Following this relation, a
the cavity linewidth (in cyclic units) is given by fF W HM = fFSR
F
λ
change in the cavity length by 2F
≈ 25 pm will displace the cavity resonance frequency by
one cavity linewidth. We conclude, then, that the cavity length must be stable at the pm
level. In this section, I describe the vibration isolation structure we designed and installed
to improve the passive stability of the cavity length.

5.2.1

Vibration Isolation and the Harmonic Oscillator Transfer
Function

The simplest mathematical model for vibration isolation is as follows. Imagine one large
mass that we consider as the ‘base’ of our system. The base may be, for example, a heavy
optics table. The base is nominally motionless but it will in fact exhibit some displacement
fluctuations that we are hoping to suppress. We now have a second mass, the load, which
will be mounted to the base. If the load is mounted rigidly to the base then vibrations of
the base will be transferred with unity gain from the base to the load. However, if the load
is mounted to the base via a spring with spring constant k and viscous damping coefficient
c, then position fluctuations of the base will be transferred to the load according to the
following transfer function (expressed in terms of Laplace transform frequency s):
T (s) =

s − z0
xL (s)
= 2ζω0
,
xB (s)
(s − p− )(s − p+ )

(5.1)

q
√
k
1
where ω0 = m
is the undamped resonance frequency, ζ = ccc = 2Q
where cc = 2 km is
the critical damping value and Q is the quality factor. z0 = − ω2ζ0 is the zero of the transfer


p
2
function and p± = ω0 −ζ ± ζ − 1 are the two poles of the transfer function.
For Q > 1 this transfer function exhibits a resonance at ω0 . Below ω0 motion of the base
is slow enough that the load can adiabatically follow without significant compression of the
spring, resulting in a unity gain transfer function. Above ω0 this transfer function exhibits
two features. For ω0 < ω < Qω0 the transfer function behaves as if only the two poles are
present, giving a rolloff in the magnitude of the gain, |T (s)|2 , at a rate of −40 dB/decade.
At the higher frequencies, Qω0 < ω the zero comes into play effectively canceling out one of
the poles leaving us with a rolloff of −20 dB/decade.
For Q < 1, the system behaves as a single pole lowpass filter with a cutoff frequency
ω0
of Q , rolling off at −20 dB/decade above cutoff. While the −40 dB/decade may sound
attractive and incentivize a high Q design, in practice the large amplification in a narrow
frequency band near the low frequency resonance frequency ends up being more problematic
than the relatively reduced suppression at high frequencies that comes with choosing a lower
Q oscillator. It seems advantageous to choose a near critically coupled oscillator with Q ≈ 1
so that the filter cut off is not increased beyond ω0 but so that you also do not get large
amplification and instability around ω0 .
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Figure 5.3: (a) Mechanical schematic of the vibration isolation system illustrating 3 masses
strung together by springs and damping elements. The symbols at the left of each mass are
meant to represent an inertial platform to which the position of each mass is compared. It
is meant to be a visual representation of the capacitor which will subsequently appear in the
circuit analog for the mechanical schematic. See Appendix A for more details. (b) Electrical
circuit analog for the mechanical schematic shown in (a). The masses are represented by the
circuit nodes at the output of each L-filter stage. The driven base is represented as constant
voltage source. The output of this circuit would be the voltage or velocity appearing at the
output of the third filter stage. (c) Simulated transfer function for this mechanical circuit
using estimated values for the masses and spring and damping coefficients for the actual
vibration isolation system.

5.2.2

The E6 Vibration Isolation System

The Design
For our vibration isolation system, following the example of a number of preceding cQED
experiments [32, 71, 132], we chose to have three stages of vibration isolation. In Appendix
A, I describe an electrical/mechanical analogy, with which we can describe our vibration
isolation system as a chain of three cascaded low pass filters [133]. The mechanical schematic,
analogous electrical schematic, and transfer function for this system are shown in Fig. 5.3.
The three masses in our vibration isolation system are made out of machined Macor. We
chose Macor because we required a material that was UHV compatible, machinable, nonmagnetic, non-conductive, dense, and rigid. We wanted a non-magnetic and non-conductive
material because we didn’t want the vibration isolation structure to become magnetized or
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support eddy currents that would disrupt the experiment. We preferred to a dense a material
so that the vibration isolation system would have low resonance frequencies. Because of the
−20 dB/decade or −40 dB/decade transfer function roll offs, lower resonance frequencies
lead to more noise suppression at high frequencies. We hoped for a rigid material so that
the structural vibrational modes of the science platform would be as high in frequency as
possible. This ensures maximal suppression of any vibration fluctuations resonant with these
structural modes.
The top mass of the vibration isolation system is the science platform, described in
Sec. 5.3, onto which the cavity alignment blocks, piezo strain relief, and cavity shielding
mirrors are attached. The lower two masses are cylindrical annuli that wrap around the
lower re-entrant view port. The three stages are not fastened together. Rather, the masses
rest under gravity onto cylindrical Viton rods that fit into radial vee-slots cut into the top
and/or bottom of each mass. See Fig. 5.4(a), (b). These Viton rods serve as UHV compatible
spring and damping elements between the various masses.
The mating to the science chamber is accomplished via the Kimball physics groove grabber technology. The Kimball physics vacuum chamber has internal grooves machined that
are concentric with the lower 8” CF vacuum port. Kimball physics supplied us with a custom
SSL ‘Heavy Duty Groove Grabber Assembly’ that has components that form a friction fit
into one of these grooves to allow us to fix hardware internally within the chamber. The
central component of the assembly is a disk that, like the vibration isolation stages, has a
central hole through which the lower re-entrant view port can pass and three vee-slots cut
radially. The lowest stage of the vibration isolation system sits on Viton cylinders which sit
in the vee-slots on this groove grabber piece.
We estimated the transfer function of the vibration isolation system. The two lower stages
have a mass of about 180 g and the science platform has a mass of about 400 g. The Viton
rods are approximately 4 mm in diameter and 10 mm in length. For each rod we estimated
the spring constant to be k = 0.5 × 105 N/m and damping constant to be c = 50 N s/m
according to Ref. [134]. There are three rods between each stage so the effective spring and
damping constants1 are ktot = 1.5 × 105 N/m and ctot = 150 N s/m.
The resultant transfer function is shown in Fig. 5.3(c). We can see from this that the
dominant resonance occurs at about 50 Hz with a quality factor below 10. Above 200 Hz we
see a characteristic roll off of −60 dB/decade as expected for a 3 cascaded single pole low
pass filters. Of note, the transfer function exhibits 60 dB of suppression at 1 kHz and 120 dB
of suppression at 10 kHz. For comparison transfer, functions are also plotted for models in
which the bottom two stages are combined into a single mass (2-stage system) and in which
all three stages are combined into a single mass (1-stage system). We see that, at high
frequencies, the vibration isolation greatly benefits from having 3-poles.
1
We might recall that k and c are the respective impedances for the mechanical circuit elements and
that, for a mechanical system, impedances add in parallel.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 5.4: (a) Section view of CAD drawing of vibration isolation structure. Re-entrant
viewport seen at center, three Macor vibration isolation stages (gray), some Viton cylinders
(black), and groove grabber plate (white). Also seen are the cavity mirrors (red), the microscope objective (green), the anti-Helmholtz coils (copper), and the anti-Helmholtz coil
clamps (Blue). (b) Image of science chamber after installation of first vibration isolation
stage. (3x) black Viton cylinders can be seen. (c) Image of the bare science platform atop
the vibration isolation system early in the chamber assembly process.
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Figure 5.5: CAD simulation of the lowest frequency structural deformation of the science
platform. Hotter colors indicate larger fractional strain.
Science Platform Structural Resonances
Are there any frequencies that we are especially interested in suppressing? Recall that
this vibration isolation system is in place to ensure stability of the relative position of the two
cavity mirrors. What vibrations would even cause that relative position to change? In fact,
all I have discussed so far regards displacements of the entire mass of the science platform
treated as a rigid body. Such rigid body motion of the science platform would not even lead
to any change in the cavity length. This is one of the major advantages of the monolithic
design we chose in which the cavity mirrors are mounted onto the same mass with a short
mechanical path between them.
However, we know that the science platform is not a perfect rigid body, it has two zones
of structural weakness that could lead to deformations under stress. Certain portions of the
science platform had to be made very thin to allow for geometric clearances as described
below in Sec. 5.3. One region is the circular rim close to the surface of the lower view reentrant viewport, and the other region is the square recession where the cavity mirrors are
mounted. See Fig. 5.4. The recession that holds the cavity is just over 2 mm thick and has
a hole in the center of it. We had concerns that these thin pieces would contribute to a
low frequency ‘trampoline’ or drumhead mode that would cause the cavity mirrors to deflect
toward and away from each other.
A CAD vibrational normal mode analysis of the science platform was performed, using
Solidworks. From this analysis, we found, indeed, that the lowest frequency deformation is
exactly this drumhead mode occurring at about 2.9 kHz. This mode is shown in Fig. 5.5.
Fortunately according to the simulation, our vibration isolation system suppresses vibrations
at this frequency by over 80 dB. This comparison tells us that, at least in terms of the design,
we succeeded at making the science platform rigid enough so that its lowest order deformation
mode is well above the resonance frequency of the vibration isolation system.
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Sources of Vibration
All of the discussion so far has been quite theoretical. In the remainder of this section
I’ll describe some further experimental considerations and my thoughts on how this system
could be further characterized.
One of the difficulties in designing a vibration isolation system in an optics lab is that,
while we can simulate transfer functions as much as we like, it is often very difficult to
specify quantitatively how much vibration we can tolerate. Further, it is even more difficult
to estimate, a priori, the power spectral density (PSD) of vibrations driving the ‘base’ of
whatever vibration isolation system we are considering. I received some advice early in the
design stage: make sure to include some sort of vibration isolation system, three stages is
probably good and as long as it looks like a few masses separated by springs it will probably
work out.
I think this advice holds because what
q really matters for the vibration isolation is the

k
, which only scales with the square root of k and
resonance frequency of the system ω0 = m
m. This means, that, practically speaking, within the constraints of an atomic physics UHV
chamber, if you put in a little effort you can get the resonance frequency below 100 Hz. With
a lot of effort, you can probably get it below 10 Hz. But you are probably not going to get
it outside of that range. Even if you were able to get a very low resonance frequency, such
strong vibration isolation may already be overkill unless you have a component on board
your isolation system a very low resonance frequency which you’re trying to isolate. So, my
advice to the next person designing a vibration isolation stage would be the same. Make
it three stages, probably use small pieces of Viton as the springs, and try to the make the
stages as heavy as you can.
The case in this experiment is also aided by the fact that there are no substantial sources
of vibration near to the experiment. As long as the experimental enclosure is closed, the
main sources are any building floor noise (due to people walking, air handling pumps and
plumbing) and any acoustic noise (such as people talking, opening and closing drawers or
handling tools). At present, we do not float the optics table on its pneumatic legs. But, in
principle, this additional level of vibration reduction can be accessed if necessary.
Let me note, as a warning to future users of the E6 apparatus, that additional sources
of vibration might be added in the future to the experimental setup. In particular, we have
installed magnetic field coils (described in Sec. 5.9) into the re-entrant viewports which can
be used to control magnetic fields and field gradients at the location of the atoms within the
cavity. Switching these coils may induce vibration through inductive forces. Further, it may
be necessary to cool the coils using water cooling. The turbulent flow of that water, and also
the pulsation from pumps in the water circuit, could be an additional source of vibrational
noise. Note that, due to the proximity of the coils to the microscope objective (described in
Chapter 7), these vibrations from the coils may also cause alignment issues for the objective
as well.
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Science Cavity Lock Performance
At present the cavity system is quite stable providing evidence that this vibration isolation
system works well. We are able to lock the length of the science cavity to the wavelength of
the cavity ODT beam using a PDH lock feeding back to a cavity piezo without too much
difficulty. However, we do observe that this lock must be filtered to have a low bandwidth at
the 100s of Hz or kHz level. It is possible that the instability that limits the lock bandwidth
is the resonance that occurs in the vibration isolation system at around 100 Hz2 . One way
to test this would be to engage this lock and then stimulate the vibration isolation system
using a voice coil across a range of frequencies and perform a spectral analysis of the PDH
error signal. This would allow us to identify any resonances that may be causing issues.
If there is a low frequency resonance that is in fact limiting our feedback bandwidth we
can use a digital finite impulse response (FIR) filter to tailor the filter response function to
compensate for the presence of this resonance [135]. Hopefully at that point the appreciable
suppression of high frequency signals by the vibration isolation system would then allow
the feedback bandwidth to approach at least the mechanical deformation frequency of the
science platform or the piezo bandwidth.

5.3

The Science Platform

The science platform is the top stage of the vibration isolation system and the Macor
base to which the science cavity is epoxied as described in Chapter 4. See Fig. 5.4. At
the center of the science platform is a square recession with a hole in the center. The hole
allows optical access to the cavity volume from below for imaging, for beams to enter from
below, or for beams to pass from above. The two cavity mirrors on their respective cavity
alignment blocks are epoxied into this recession. The purpose for this recession is to minimize
the thickness of the science platform to minimize the distance between the lower re-entrant
viewport and the science cavity. This minimum distance is set by the sum of the thickness of
the cavity mirror radius, the vee-block thickness, the shear stack piezo thickness, the Macor
alignment block thickness and the science platform thickness.
There are also two angled features on either side of the cavity recession. These are piezo
wire routing paths. There are two tapped holes along each of these routing paths. The piezo
wires are routed along these paths and then a small Macor plate with two through holes is
pressed down onto the wire and mated to the science platform using two small PEEK bolts
thus locking the piezo wires in place providing strain relief.
At one corner of the cavity recession is another cutout. This cutout marks the position
where the transport ODT shielding mirrors are placed.
2

I’ll point out here that this is not our only hypothesis. There are also issues with noise in the high
voltage piezo driver which we heavily filter. This electronic filter combined with the PI lockbox settings may
lead to the instability we observe.
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From a side view, the science platform slopes down from the center. The sloping provides additional clearance for sharply focusing optical beams, such as the probe or cavity
and transport ODTs, to get to the center of the vacuum chamber without clipping on the
platform.
Finally, there are three holes cut vertically in the edge of the science platform. These holes
are in fact present for all three vibration isolation stages. They were used during machining
to help realize the appropriate clocking of the Viton vee slots and position routing features
on the science platform. By threading wires through these holes we were able to lower in
the science platform as the final step in the science chamber assembly. We needed to use
this approach since there was not enough space to lower the platform in by hand, especially
with the sensitive science cavity epoxied in place.

5.4

Transport ODT Shielding Mirrors

We deliver atoms into the optical cavity using our transport ODT, which is focused to a
waist size of ≈ 50 µm and has a power of up to 10 W. When the optical focus of this high
power beam occurs within the science chamber, such as at the end stage of transport, the
beam passes through the open space between the cavity mirrors without any clipping. Thus,
even while 10 W of light is directed toward the cavity, none of it is absorbed so there is no
local heating of any solid elements within the cavity setup. However, when the transport
ODT is focused at intermediate locations between the starting (MOT) and final (cavity)
stages of transport, the light diverging from the optical focus will enter the cavity region
with a much larger beam diameter. Under such conditions, some of the 10 W of IR light
used for transport will, indeed, strike the cavity mounts, and, potentially, heat them. We
were concerned that this transient optical heating of the cavity setup would destabilize the
cavity, or, even worse, would damage some of the components of the cavity setup.
For this reason, and inspired by Ref. [132], we installed shielding mirrors to block this
light from hitting the science cavity. These mirrors clip away the portions of the transport
ODT light that could otherwise strike the cavity mirrors and deflect the light out of the
vacuum chamber where the power can be safely dumped. See Fig. 5.6 for photographs of
the shielding mirrors and more details about their construction. We do observe the cavity
lineshape to move by a few linewidths over the course of an experimental sequence. This is
likely due to something being heated by the cavity ODT but the motion is small and slow
enough that the science cavity PDH lock (described in Sec. 6.2) has no problem staying in
lock the during the sequence.
It is very important that E6 users keep careful track of transport ODT light deflected out
of the chamber by the shielding mirrors. Presently, this light is safely dumped. However,
the dumping paths are awkward amidst all of the other optics for the probe, cavity ODT
and other systems. It is very easy, for example, to accidentally burn an IR card or piece of
paper with this deflected light.
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(d)

(a)

3mm

(b)

(c)
Transport ODT

Figure 5.6: Photographs of the cavity shielding mirrors. Each mirrors is constructed from
a piece of a small glass prism, one side of which has been coated with a reflection coating.
The shielding mirrors were epoxied using UV-curing epoxy onto a shielding mirror plate.
the angle was set by eye with reference to stencil. (a) photograph of the shielding mirrors
after being epoxied. (b) Photograph of backside of shielding mirrors with drops of UV-curing
epoxy visible. (c) CAD image of shielding mirrors on shielding mirror platform. (d) Image of
shielding mirrors and cavity mirror assemblies on completed science platform. The shielding
mirror plate is epoxied into a rectangular depression on the top of the science platform.

5.5

In-Vacuum rf coils

We learned from the experience of previous experiments in the group that it can be
difficult to deliver rf fields generated outside of the chamber to the atoms because of geometric
considerations and perhaps the magnetic properties of various vacuum components. For this
reason we installed rf coils inside of the science chamber. We installed (2x) rf coils at 90° so
that we could drive two polarizations of rf fields at the location of the atoms. See Fig. 5.4(b)
for a photograph including the rf coils. We refer to the two coils as the cavity axis rf coil
and the cross axis rf coil.
Each coil is wrapped around a Macor spool so that the coils have a diameter of about
2”. The coils are (10x) turns of 20 AWG Kapton insulated copper magnet wire. The coils
are concentric with (2x) of the 4.5” CF ports on the Kimball spherical square chamber and
the center of the coils are offset by about 80 mm from the center of the chamber. The spools
have small holes into which alumina rods are inserted and epoxied. The alumina rods are
then clamped in place by groove grabber components which hold the rf coils in place and
clamp into groove grabber slots in the 4.5” CF port.
The rods were made out of alumina so that, like the vibration isolation platform and the
rf coil molds, they would be non magnetically or electrically active. Unfortunately, alumina
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is very brittle and the rods must sustain a moderate torque to hold the molds in place in the
science chamber. On at least one occasion the alumina rods broke during assembly and had
to be replaced. In hindsight, they would present such a small mass of conductive material it
would have been fine had they been made of metal, especially given their proximity to the
SSL chamber walls, so for any future upgrades we ordered non-magnetic SSL replacements.

5.6

Viewports

All of the horizontal viewports have a broadband AR coating from below 700 nm to above
1600 nm. The one exception is the viewport on the pump arm, which we left uncoated to
ensure the AR coating wouldn’t block any important unforeseen wavelengths we may install
in the future. For example, in the future we may want UV light to drive 2-photon transitions
to Rydberg states.
Along the vertical axis we carefully considered the AR coatings for the re-entrant viewports. The two surfaces of the lower viewport both have broadband AR coatings from about
750 nm up past 1064 nm. The upper surface of upper viewport has the same AR coating as
the lower viewport, but the lower (vacuum) surface of the upper viewport has an AR coating
from about 770 nm up to about 900 nm but has a HR coating (> 99%) at 1064 nm. This
HR coating could be used to retroreflect 1064 nm light off of the upper viewport ot create a
vertical lattice to strongly confine the atoms along the vertical direction.
(a)

(b)

1 cm

Figure 5.7: Interferometric viewport flatness measurement. (a) Upper viewport. (b) Lower
viewport. Black patches and flatness deviations are seen around the rim of this viewport.
This was due to some solder splatter which occurred when the viewport was being brazed
into the vacuum fitting.
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Postdoc Johannes Zeiher performed an interferometric characterization of the surface
flatness of the two re-entrant viewports. This measurement was performed because deviations in the surface flatness at even the sub-wavelength level could cause difficulties for very
high-NA diffraction limited imaging. The results are shown in Fig. 5.7. The measurement
was carried out by shining collimated green light directly through the viewport and monitoring the interference between the directly transmitted beam and the beam which transmits
through the first surface, reflects once off of both the second and first surface and then
transmits through the optic. Neighboring bright fringes correspond to thickness variations
of λ/2. We see that both viewports exhibit some slight wedge across their central area but
are otherwise generally quite flat. The lower viewport shows some larger surface roughness
variations in the vicinity of solder which was accidentally sputtered onto the viewport when
it was being brazed into the vacuum fitting.

5.7

Feedthroughs

We have (4×) feedthroughs on the vacuum chamber, (1×) feedthrough for each of the
(2×) piezos and (1×) feedthrough for each of the (2×) rf coils. We use the 1-1/3” ports on
the Kimball sphere for the feedthroughs. All of the unused 1-1/3” ports are simply blanked
off.
We have two types of feedthroughs: (3×) of the feedthroughs are 5-pin feedthroughs and
(1×) feedthrough is a barrel BNC connector feedthrough. We originally planned to use a
BNC feedthrough for each rf coil but these types of feedthroughs
The BNC feedthroughs turned out to be difficult to work with because it was difficult to
solder to their very thick shield conductor. We had to have the machine shop weld a small
wire onto the shield conductor that we could weld to. We used a small adapter connector
that makes a press fit onto the center conductor of the BNC feedthrough and makes a screw
clamp connection with the rf coil to connect the rf coil to the feedthrough. The other lead
of the rf coil was soldered to the small wire that the machine shop has welded to the BNC
feedthrough shield. After one of these feedthroughs broke we replaced it with an easier-towork-with 5-pin feedthrough.
We made connections to the 5-pin feedthroughs using crimp connectors that crimped
onto our wires and then made a press fit onto the pins of the 5-pin feedthroughs. We used
one of these feedthroughs for each cavity mirror piezo and one for one rf coil. At each crimp
connector for each of the (4x) piezo wires we fit in a second short jumper cable that has its
own crimp connector. We then attach this second jumper cable to another pin of the 5-pin
feedthrough. This was done for a small bit of extra redundancy since we already had the
extra pins at our disposal.
See Fig. 5.8 for pin diagrams for each 5-pin connector. Note that the piezos can be
driven with positive or negative voltage. It has not yet been determined which voltage
polarity corresponds to which direction of cavity mirror translation.
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Input Mirror Piezo

Output Mirror Piezo

Cross Axis RF Coil

Figure 5.8: Science chamber feedthroughs. Photograph of the connection for one piezo 5pin feedthrough. See (2x) wires coming from a cavity piezo and their jumper cables for
feedthrough redundancy. Pinout diagrams for each 5-pin feedthrough. Similarly colored
pins are shorted together by jumpers.
The feedthroughs make the assembly of the science chamber internal components difficult
because they are fragile and do not have very much clearance from the vibration isolation
stages during assembly or the upper re-entrant viewport. We had to take care that the
wires coming from the feedthroughs did not impede any of the vacuum viewports and even
removed the upper re-entrant viewport after our first attempt at installing it because we had
concerns that a particular wire was blocking a viewport.

5.8

Bolt Washers

The 2.75”, 4.5”, and 8” viewports on the science chamber all have what we call bolt
washers. When putting vacuum compression bolts into SSL UHV CF flanges we use a
washer to distribute the load of the bolt on the flange surface as a best practice. On the
science chamber we have replaced the individual washers with a single SSL disk that has
through holes for each vacuum bolt, but importantly, has a number of tapped holes which
can be used to mount hardware directly to the vacuum chamber. Importantly, for the 2.75”
and 4.5” boltwashers we took care to ensure that the bolt patterns were compatible with
Thorlabs 30 mm and 60 mm cage systems so that we can install cage components directly
onto the vacuum chamber. the 8” boltwashers have rings of easily accessible 1/4”-20 and
8-32 bolt holes.
So far we’ve used the boltwashers for the following:
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(b)

Figure 5.9: (a) photograph of science chamber shortly after construction clearly showing
2.75”, 4.5”, and 8” boltwashers. (b) boltwashers in use. We see a number of uses for the
boltwasher in this image including mounting 3D printed coil molds to bolt washers (blue,
green plastic) as well as the mounting of vertical cage system to the chamber.








Mounting bias coils onto the science chamber. We 3D printed molds with tabs for bolts
that interface with the viewport bolt washers. Coils were wrapped around the molds
prior to installation.
The 4.5” viewports closest to the MOT chamber are quite close to this chamber and
it was difficult to mount a mirror onto the breadboard at that location. We were able
to easily mount a cage-mounted mirror onto the chamber using these bolt washers.
The absorption imaging light enters one of the 2.75” CF viewports via a cage system
which is attached to this bolt washer. The beam is deflected vertically using this system
so that it does not need to take up space on the atom-height optics breadboard. The
imaging optics on the other side of the chamber are similarly lifted using a boltwasher
mounted cage system. The optical path is also shared with a molasses beam.
The chamber feet are attached to the lower boltwasher.
Mounting 3-axis translation stages to both the upper and lower 8” boltwashers to
ensure a tight mechanical connection between high-NA imaging system objectives and
the vacuum chamber containing the microscopic specimen - the atoms. This reduces
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mechanical drift that would occur if the objectives were mounted to a breadboard
which was not attached to the main chamber.



Mounting irises to the chamber with machine precision centration on the viewports for
optics alignment

5.9

Coils

We’ve mounted 3 pairs of bias coils onto the science chamber with axes oriented along
the cavity, cross, and vertical axes. These coils are all wrapped around 3D printed molds
which are fasted to the science chamber bolt washers.
The coils along the cavity and cross axes are formed from 100 turns of 20 AWG magnet
wire. They have a radius of approximately 65 mm and a distance to the center of the chamber
of about 130 mm. We estimate that they generate about 1.8 G/A.
The coils along the vertical axis have 25 turns of 16 AWG magnet wire. Their radius is
110 mm with a distance to the center of the chamber of 75 mm. We estimate they generate
a field of 1.65 G/A.
We installed anti-Helmholtz coils inside the re-entrant viewports to allow us to generate
strong magnetic field gradients at the location of the atoms. These magnetic field gradients
could be used for magnetic trapping or to generate spatially dependent Larmor frequencies
for MRI-like applications. These coils were custom designed and tested by Emma Deist and
fabricated by Custom Coils Inc. They have an ID of 54 mm, allowing clearance for a 2” OD
microscope objective, and an OD of 82 mm. They have a height of about 23 mm and are
offset from the atoms by about 18 mm. There are 4 radial turns and 6 axial turns for a total
of 24 turns. These coils are formed from square-profile hollow magnet wire. We estimate
that they generate 1.6 G/cm/A. In initial tests, we were able to flow 2.5 mL/s of chilled
water through these coils. Each coils is clamped into place within its respective re-entrant
viewport using a two-piece, 3D-printed mount which is attached to the 8” bolt washer for
that viewport.
CAD designs for the coils can be seen in Fig 5.4(a).

5.10

Side Absorption Imaging

The horizontal science chamber axis perpendicular to the transport axis is used for absorption imaging. Onto one of the 2.75” CF port boltwashers we’ve installed a cage system
that couples in circularly polarized imaging and repump light from a single optical fiber. This
imaging light passes through the center of the chamber where the atoms are located and then
passes out the second 2.75” CF port. Another cage system is installed on the bolt washer
for this other viewport onto which is mounted a f = 75 mm lens which re-images the atoms
in the center of the chamber onto a CCD camera (Grasshopper USB3 GS3-U3-15S5M-C,
FLIR). This imaging system has a magnification of 0.77.
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Chapter 6
Science Cavity Laser Systems
In this experiment, the science cavity is driven by a probe laser and cavity ODT laser.
To ensure coherence, reduce heating, and establish the appropriate regime of cQED, it is
critical that there are minimal relative frequency fluctuations between the lasers and the
science cavity. Indeed, it is also important that the relative frequency of the cavity is fixed
in frequency with respect to the atomic transition absolute frequency.
To satisfy these constraints, we utilize a scheme in which we 1) use PDH locks to offset
lock both the probe and cavity ODT lasers to a secondary ulta-low-expansion (ULE) cavity
and 2) use another PDH lock to lock the length of the science cavity to the wavelength of the
cavity ODT. By carefully choosing the frequencies of the lasers and various offset generators,
it is possible to satisfy all of our constraints as I will describe in detail in the rest of this
section.

6.1

ULE Cavity

The ULE1 cavity used for our purposes was purchased from Stable Laser Systems. The
ULE cavity is housed in vibration isolated and temperature stabilized vacuum enclosure
to ensure excellent short and long term frequency stability for the cavity resonances. The
ULE enclosure was based on a design from the Bloch group at the Max Planck Institute
of Quantum Optics. The design was modified and assembled by Aron Lloyd and Johannes
Zeiher. Photographs of the assembly are shown in Fig. 6.1. The cavity includes mirror
coatings for 780 nm and 1560 nm as well as additional wavelengths to support stabilization
of laser for the E8 experiment that is attempting to laser cool transition metal atoms such
as Titanium. The ULE cavity is 10 cm long leading to a FSR of 1.5 GHz.
We treat this cavity as an absolute frequency reference that does not drift in time and
to which we can lock both lasers. The locks between the lasers and the ULE cavity reduce
1

ULE is a glass-like material whose thermal expansion coefficient changes sign from positive to negative
at its so-called zero-crossing temperatures. At this zero-crossing temperature, which can be designed to be
close to room temperature, the length of the cavity is insensitive to temperature fluctuations to first order.
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Figure 6.1: ULE cavity installation into temperature stabilized and vibration isolated vacuum enclosure. (a) The cavity sits on viton cylinders for vibration isolation. The cavity is
housed inside of two nested copper boxes for thermal isolation from the environment. Additionally the larger box is contacted to a Peltier element and thermocouples to allow for
readout and stabilization of the temperature of the cavity to the zero-crossing of the thermal
expansion coefficient. Housing the cavity in vacuum reduces index of refraction and thermal
fluctuations due to air currents. (b) Brushed glass cylinder is the ULE material with an
overall length (OAL) of approximately 10 cm and the transparent cylinder at bottom is one
cavity mirror.
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the frequency fluctuation spectrum (i.e. the linewidth) of the lasers. At low frequencies,
this suppression ensures the lasers stay at the frequencies we desire for long periods of
time (for example over the course of many shots of the experiment or multiple days). At
high frequencies, this suppression ensures that frequency fluctuations of either laser do not
result in amplitude modulation within the cavity during the course of a single experimental
sequence.

6.2
6.2.1

Cavity Lock Scheme
The Frequencies Involved

Cavity Tranmission Profile (arb. unit)

To start thinking about the laser lock scheme we begin with the absolute frequency of
the 87Rb D2 transition in the vicinity of 780 nm or ωA ≈ 2π × 384 THz [65]. See Fig. 6.2. Of
interest for cQED is the frequency ωC of the science cavity TEM00 mode, which is nearest
to atomic resonance. The detuning between the atomic resonance and nearby cavity mode
is given by ∆CA = ωc − ωa . Additionally, we must consider the frequency of the probe laser
itself ωP that drives the cavity. The detuning between the probe and the cavity is given by
∆P C = ωP − ωC . The detuning between the probe laser and atomic resonance is given by
∆P A = ωP − ωA However, ∆P C is typically on the order of κ, which, in turn, is typically
much smaller than ∆CA . We, then, typically consider ∆P A ≈ ∆CA and talk only about ∆CA .
Adjusting ∆CA and ∆P C allows us to access different regimes of cQED physics. For
example, if ∆CA  g, Γ, then the system is in the dispersive limit of cQED in which the

0

2
4
6
8
Detuning from Atomic Resonance (arb. unit)

10

Figure 6.2: Various cavity detunings for easy reference. Arbitrary frequency scale. Atomic
resonance is the red vertical line, the probe laser frequency is the green line and the cavity
profile is the purple curve. In the experiment we typically have that ∆CA  κ, Γ and that
∆P C is on the order of κ. In this picture we would say the cavity is blue-detuned from atomic
resonance and the probe is blue-detuned from cavity resonance.
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atoms and photon fields weakly ‘dress’ each other, resulting in a slight frequency shift of
atomic and cavity frequencies. For ∆CA . g, Γ, the system is in the resonant cQED regime
in which the atom and photon field strongly modify each other, giving rise to a vacuum Rabi
splitting of the cavity transmission profile and a large excited state population. The ability
to tune ∆P C across the cavity resonance is of general interest for various characterizations
and experiments. We would like to have arbitrary control over these two parameters.
Recall that the FSR for the science cavity is fFSR ≈ 15 GHz. We typically only consider
one cavity mode that we drive with the probe laser. However, if this cavity mode is detuned
by & 7.5 GHz then it is in fact no longer the mode that is closest in frequency to atomic
resonance as there is another mode a FSR away from the original mode that is closer. For
this reason, then, we will initially consider only values of 0 < |∆CA | < 12 2π × fFSR ≈ 7.5 GHz
to ensure that the cavity mode that we actively drive is the cavity mode that is closest to
atomic resonance However, it is an open question as to what interesting physics may arise
if we relax this constraint. We will be interested in positive and negative values of ∆P C on
the order of a few times κ, recalling that κ ≈ 2π × 1 MHz.
In Sec. 3.6, we concluded that to ensure a long wavelength spatial beatnote between the
probe and cavity ODT, the frequency of the cavity ODT should be within one or two science
cavity FSR’s away from half of the probe frequency: fODT = f2P + foffset . Here foffset is some
offset frequency less than (but possibly on the order of) fFSR , which arises due to mirror
reflection phase effects. See Sec. 3.6 for details.

6.2.2

Setting the Probe Frequency

I find it easiest to describe the lock-chain by describing how one performs the laser lock in
practice with reference to Figs. 6.3, 6.4, and 6.6. The absolute frequency reference within the
lab is the sub-Doppler saturated absorption spectroscopy used to lock our MOT cooling laser.
Here we can directly observe the individual hyperfine transitions in 87Rb and compare these
with literature values to determine the absolute frequency of the cooling laser. We can send
this cooling light onto our wavemeter (taking into account an AOM shift in the spectroscopy
setup) to calibrate the wavemeter to the spectroscopy. The spectroscopy allows us to know
the MOT laser frequency at the MHz level. The wavemeter has precision/accuracy at the
10s of MHz level.
The probe laser is a narrow, broadly tunable Toptica DL Pro ECDL with a linewidth
< 100 kHz. Light is picked off from this ECDL and directed into three beampaths of interest.
One path goes directly to the wavemeter, one goes to the ULE cavity, passing through a
fiber EOM, and one is shifted down in frequency by a double pass AOM before being sent
to the science cavity. See Fig. 6.4.
We choose a desired value for ∆CA . Our strategy is to first set the probe laser to have
a detuning ∆P A equal to this desired value of ∆CA . This ensures that the cavity has the
desired detuning ∆CA when it is made to be resonant with the probe. During laser locking
the probe AOM is set to a center frequency f0 in the center of its bandwidth.
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Figure 6.3: Frequency locking of the probe laser, cavity ODT laser, ULE cavity, and science
cavity. The frequency spacings and offsets in these diagrams are all representative and not
necessarily reflective of actual values in the experiment. See text for full details. (a), (b):
The 780 ECDL (dark green) is detuned by ∆CA from atomic resonance (red). An EOM
sideband on this laser is locked to the nearest ULE line and finally the probe light (light
green) is shifted from the 780 ECDL frequency by an AOM shift that can be adjusted to
vary ∆P C . The science cavity length is tuned so that one of its modes is resonant with the
probe. (c), (d): The 1560 ECDL (dark blue) is tuned near to the science cavity line that
is nearest to the halved probe frequency (light green). An EOM sideband is then locked to
the nearest ULE line. The cavity ODT is shifted away from the 1560 ECDL carry by an
AOM shift. Because of mirror reflection phase effects, the cavity ODT is detuned from the
halved probe frequency by almost half a FSR. Such a configuration has implications for the
properties of the cavity beatnote.
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We set the 780 ECDL output frequency so that the probe detuning ∆P A is equal to the
desired value of ∆CA , taking into account the AOM shift of −2 × f0 . The ECDL frequency
is monitored on the wavemeter and adjusted by tuning the piezo grating, laser current, and
temperature. When using the wavemeter our accuracy for setting this frequency is at the
10s of MHz level. If we require better accuracy (for example, if we want a value for ∆CA
less than 100 MHz), then we will need to either perform an offset frequency lock between the
probe and cooling laser or we will need to do atomic spectroscopy with the probe.
Our next goal is to lock the probe to this frequency using the ULE cavity. The 780 ECDL
is with half a ULE FSR, ≈ 750 MHz, of the nearest ULE mode. We bridge this frequency
difference with a fiber EOM that puts rf sidebands on the 780 laser before it is sent to the
ULE cvaity. The rf frequencies are setwith a frequency synthesizer. With the 780 ECDL
carrier centered on the appropriate frequency on the wavemeter, we perform small sweeps of
the cavity frequency and monitor the reflection from the ULE cavity to see reflections dips
from the carrier and the two sidebands resonating with the cavity. We tune the frequency of
the sidebands until one sideband is resonant with the nearest ULE mode to the carrier at the
same time as the carrier is at the appropriate value for ∆P A as monitored on the wavemeter.
The rf tone from the synthesizer is mixed with a 20 MHz modulation tone before being
sent into the fiber EOM. This allows us to perform a PDH lock between one of the sidebands
of the 780 ECDL and ULE cavity by demodulating the light reflected off of the cavity and
feeding back to the laser. We engage this lock so that 780 ECDL frequency, and thus ∆P A ,
are now locked.

6.2.3

Overlapping the Cavity ODT and Probe on the Science
Cavity

The next tasks in the lockchain are to lock the cavity ODT to the ULE cavity in a manner
similar to the probe lock and to lock the science cavity to the cavity ODT. The trick is to
do this so that the probe and the transport ODT can be simultaneously resonant with the
science cavity!
The 1560 nm laser is also a narrow-linewidth Toptica DL Pro ECDL. The beampath is
also split into three paths, one for the wavemeter, one for the ULE cavity (which also goes
through a fiber EOM) and one that passes through a fixed frequency AOM and is sent to
the science cavity as the cavity ODT. The AOM allows us to intensity stabilize the cavity
ODT.
We move through the lockchain in stages of increasing frequency precision. First, by
monitoring the wavemeter and tuning the ECDL, we set the cavity ODT frequency to be half
the frequency of the probe to maximize the wavelength of the probe/cavity ODT beatnote.
At this point, if the length of the cavity were tuned so that the cavity is resonant with the
probe, the cavity ODT would be within half a FSR, fFSR /2 ≈ 7.5 GHz, of the nearest science
cavity mode.
By sweeping the length of the science cavity and monitoring the transmitted 780 nm and
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1560 nm light, we can observe the probe and cavity ODT TEM00 resonances.2 Note that the
full scan of one of our cavity piezos allows us to access 3 FSRs of the cavity ODT and about
5 FSRs of the probe. We choose to lock to a probe mode near the center of the scan range.
Recall from Sec. 3.6 that the behavior of the cavity beatnote varies depending on whether
this an even or an odd longitudinal probe mode. In the future, if the parity of the probe
mode needs to be adjusted, one should return to this step and select a different probe mode.
After identifying a target probe mode, the 1560 ECDL should be tuned until one of
the cavity ODT resonances is overlapped with the target probe mode on the science cavity.
Once this condition is met, the next task is to lock the 1560 ECDL to the ULE cavity. We
follow the same procedure as for the probe, adjusting the EOM sidebands until one of the
sidebands is resonant with the nearest ULE cavity mode at the same time that the cavity
ODT is overlapped with the probe on the science cavity.
We modulate the current to the 1560 ECDL at 20 MHz to allow us to perform the PDH
lock. When the above condition is roughly met, we engage the 1560 EOM sideband PDH
lock to the ULE cavity. In practice, after this lock is engaged, the probe and the cavity ODT
will not be exactly overlapped on the science cavity. We make the final correction by tuning
the EOM frequency with the PDH lock engaged. This has the net effect of 1) shifting the
1560 carrier relative to the EOM and thus 2) shifting the cavity ODT transmission peak on
the science cavity relative to the probe. We have found that this in-loop adjustment can be
done reliably for 1 MHz steps and sometimes for steps as large as 10 MHz if the 1560 lock is
performing well.
Finally, with the probe and cavity ODT ‘overlapped’ on the science cavity, the length of
the science cavity is locked to the wavelength of the cavity ODT via another PDH lock in
reflection. This science cavity PDH lock feeds back to the cavity piezos. The performance
of this lock is discussed in the context of the vibration isolation system in Sec. 5.2.
At this point both lasers should be locked to the ULE cavity, the science cavity should
be stabilized to the cavity ODT, and both the probe and cavity ODT should be transmitting through the science cavity. This completes the E6 cavity lockchain. The detuning
between the probe and the science cavity ∆P C can be easily tuned around cavity resonance
by adjusting the probe AOM frequency.
If necessary, this whole process can be repeated locking to a different longitudinal probe
mode by changing the length of the science cavity or locking to a different longitudinal
cavity ODT mode by changing the cavity ODT frequency. Finally, if ∆CA is changed then
this process must, in general, be repeated for the new setting.

2

In the future it may be of interest to lock to higher order TEM modes.
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Figure 6.4: Cavity Probe lock scheme. We generate the fiber EOM sidebands using a Valon
5009 Dual Frequency Synthesizer. We mix this with a 20 MHz tone from a Toptica PPD unit.
We use this same PDD unit for detection and demodulation of the ULE PDH signal. We
generate the reference signal form the probe/local oscillator (LO) phase lock form a direct
digital synthesizer (DDS) on an Analog AD9958 evaluation board. Our voltage-controlled
oscillator (VCO) control boxes include voltage inputs that control both the frequency and
amplitude (via a voltage controlled attenuator (VCA)) of the output rf tone.
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Probe Laser System
Probe and LO Phase Lock

We utilize optical heterodyne detection to allow us to extract the amplitude and phase of
the probe light transmitting out of the cavity. This requires us to interfere the cavity output
mode with a LO beam, which, ideally, has no amplitude or phase fluctuations. We derive
our LO beam from the same ECDL laser as the probe beam. On the laser table, the probe
and LO are split and each one passes through its own double pass AOM and is shifted down
in frequency by −2 × fAOM,probe/LO . The difference between these two frequency shifts gives
the LO detuning: ∆fLO = −2 × (fAOM,LO − fAOM,probe ).
These double AOMs are setup for optimal performance close to the the center of their
bandwidth tuning range near 80 MHz. This allows us to tune the probe and LO AOMs by
as large a range as possible to allow us to tune ∆P C by a large range while maintaining a
fixed LO detuning.
The LO detuning ∆fLO sets an upper bound for the signal bandwidth that can be measured in the heterodyne detector without aliasing. The probe light coming out of the cavity is
already band-limited by the linewidth κ so we sacrifice no signal as long as 2π×∆fLO  κ. It
is also beneficial to have the LO detuning be larger than κ because then LO retroreflections,
which would otherwise be coupled into the cavity, are suppressed by the cavity linewidth.
On the other hand, there are disadvantages to making ∆fLO too large also. The first
reason a large ∆fLO is problematic is that it limits the usable frequency tuning range we can
utilize for the probe and LO AOMs while maintaining the required frequency splitting. Next,
a large LO frequency will require high digital sample rates for acquisition that would result
in datasets that take up a lot of memory. Finally, our heterodyne detector exhibits a 10 dB
increase its electronic noise floor between DC and 60 MHz. With all of these considerations
in mind, we typically work with a LO detuning of 15 MHz
The two beams are transferred via independent optical fibers from the laser table onto
an optics breadboard at the height of the science chamber. Our experience in E3 taught us
that such fiber links add a substantial level of phase noise to the light,3 . To address these
fluctuations, we set up a phase lock system to lock relative phase of these two beams once
they are deployed onto the experiment table.
After the probe and LO are coupled onto the breadboard, some light is picked off from
each and interfered together on a photodiode (Thorlabs PDA36A2). The resultant beat
signal at approximately ∆fLO is then amplified, converted into a square wave, and then
combined on a phase frequency detector (PFD)4 (Analog Devices HMC439QS16G) with a
3

This noise is due to the fibers experiencing mechanical strain or thermal fluctuations along their entire
length (10 m each) which could arise from a number of usual sources within a standard optics lab.
4
A PFD is a device that takes in two rf tones and outputs an error signal. For large detunings, is positive
or negative depending on which tone has a higher frequency. For small detunings, the error signal is positive
or negative depending on which tone is advanced in phase relative to the other. It has a role similar to a
mixer in a standard phase lock with the advantage that, because of its ability to generate meaningful error
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Figure 6.5: Probe/LO phase lock performance. The LO detuning was set to 60 MHz for this
measurement. We see similar performance at 15 MHz.
phase-stable, reference rf tone generated by a DDS [136]. We find that it is necessary to
convert the signal to a square wave to get the desired PFD error signal when operating the
PFD at frequencies below 50 MHz. Finally, the error signal is filtered through a PI lockbox
whose output signal controls the frequency of the VCO that drives the LO AOM.
We can characterize the quality of this phase lock by making another out-of-loop interferometric measurement of the phase of the two beams. Conveniently, the heterodyne detector
(described in more detail in the following section) already serves as such an out-of-loop phase
measurement between the probe and the LO. In Fig. 6.5, I show the PSD measured on the
heterodyne detector when the phase lock is enabled and disabled. With the phase lock
disabled, we see a broad frequency spectrum most likely arising due to relative fiber noise
between the two beams. After the phase lock is enabled, the spectrum becomes much more
narrow, now exhibiting a linewidth at the kHz level. The servo bumps, appearing at about
90 kHz on either side of the carrier, can be tuned in frequency and amplitude by adjusting
the parameters of the PI lockbox in the feedback loop.

6.3.2

Cavity Heterodyne Detection

In the previous section, I described how we phase stabilize the probe and LO in preparation for heterodyne detection. In this section, I will describe the rest of the heterodyne
beampath. These optical paths are shown schematically in Fig. 6.4
Early in the optical path for both the probe and LO, a small fraction of power from each
beam is picked off for detection on a photodiode for intensity stabilization. After intensity
stabilization, the probe passes through an neutral density (ND) filter with an attenuation of
signals even for large detunings, it allows the lock to have a very large capture range in frequency space.
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60 dB. This reduction in optical power is necessary so that the resulting intracavity energy
is at the few photon level.
The probe and the LO then take separate paths to get to the heterodyne detector. The
probe must pass through the cavity and interact with the atoms, while the LO should travel
directly to the detector, picking up as little phase disturbance as possible. We set up the
LO beampath so that it shares as many optics as possible with the probe beampath making
phase fluctuations arising from vibrating optics common mode. To this end, the LO passes
through the science chamber, parallel to the probe but avoiding the science cavity. The LO
shares the same input and output and lens as the cavity probe.
To realize this alignment, the probe and the LO are combined, with slightly different
propagation angles, on a PBS before the science chamber. Then, when the beams pass
through the input lens, the probe is coupled into the cavity but the LO is focused alongside
the cavity. On the output side of the chamber, the two beams are collimated using the
output lens and separated using a PBS. The LO then has a short independent path where it
can be steered before being again combined with the probe on a PBS, this time attempting
to achieve perfect mode-matching for the two beams.
The beams then reflect off of a dichroic that separates the probe and LO from the cavity
ODT. At this point, the probe and LO have orthogonal polarizations, which will not interfere
on the detector. We overcome this by passing the beams through a λ/2 waveplate so that
they are diagonally and anti-diagonally polarized. Then we split the two beams on another
PBS. Each beam then contributes half of its power to each output port of this final PBS. The
output ports of this final PBS are then directed onto the detectors of a balanced photoreceiver
(Newport 1807-FS) where the probe and LO interfere to generate our heterodye signal.
In addition to the heterodyne detector, this path includes a flip mirror that can optionally
direct the beams onto a separate beam analysis path. This path includes a short focal length
lens that focuses the beams (through a beamsplitter) onto an APD and a Thorcam CMOS
camera. These detectors are important diagnostics tools that allow us to easily repeat the
characterization measurements described in Sec. 4.6.3 on the science cavity. In particular,
when overlapping the probe and cavity ODT on the science cavity, we use the APD to
observe the probe transmission spectrum and the camera to ensure we are locking to the
TEM00 mode.

6.3.3

Intracavity Photon Number

We can convert the probe input power into an intracavity photon number using Eq. (3.70):
n̄ =

1 1
4ηin Pin .
~ω κ

(6.1)

This corresponds to about 18 photons per nW of input power assuming perfect input modematching. In practice our input mode-matching is probably 20-50%.
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We can also extract the intracavity photon number by measuring the power transmitted
out of the cavity.
n̄ =

1 1 1
PT ,
~ω κ ηout

(6.2)

corresponding to about 1 photon per transmitted pW.

6.4

Cavity ODT

1560 nm cavity ODT light is delivered onto the experiment table via optical fiber. Early
in the beampath, light is picked off on a 90:10 beamsplitter for intensity stabilization. The
light is then overlapped with the probe beam on a dichroic before being sent through the same
focusing lens as the probe into the optical cavity. The light retroreflected from the cavity
exits through the other port of the 90:10 beamsplitter and is directed onto a photodiode
to derive the PDH error signal that we use to lock the science cavity length to the cavity
ODT. We’re able to generate a PDH error signal because of the same 20 MHz laser current
modulation that was used for the 1560 ECDL lock to the ULE cavity.5
5

In principle this modulation could adversely affect the atoms. Fortunately, it is well outside the cavity
bandwidth so these fluctuations are heavily suppressed inside the cavity.
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After passing through the the science cavity, the cavity ODT is collimated by the cavity
output lens. The cavity ODT is the split from the probe/LO by a dichroic for analysis. The
beam is focused through a 150 mm focal length lens and then split using a beamsplitter and
directed onto an IR CMOS camera6 and an IR APD. Here, as for the probe, we can observe
the cavity ODT transmission spectrum and mode shape to ensure we are driving the TEM00
mode.

6.4.1

Cavity ODT Trap Depth Calculations

In this section, I will first quote some useful formulas for calculating parameters of ODTs
generally, and then I will present details specific to the 1560 nm ODT that use use to form
the cavity ODT.

6.4.2

Generic ODT Calculations

Presently, in E6, we form ODTs using three wavelengths of light: the cavity ODT at
1560 nm, the transport ODT at 1064 nm and the microtweezers are 808 nm. Throughout I
will assume we are driving with π-polarized light, in other words, I will ignore vector light
shifts and assume there is no tensor light shift[60, 65].7 All three of these beams will interact
appreciably with both the D1 and D2 lines. Our calculations will require use of the two
effective transition dipole elements:
deff,D1 = 1.465 C m,
deff,D2 = 2.069 C m.

(6.3)

For an electric field with amplitude E the Rabi frequencies on these two transitions are given
by
|ΩDi |(r) =

|E(r)|deff,Di
.
~

(6.4)

For far-detuned light (∆  Γ, Ω) we can easily calculate the ground state energy shift
using a second order perturbation theory [60, 137]:

X |ΩD (r)|2  1
V (r)
1
i
=
+
.
(6.5)
~
4
∆Di ∆+
Di
i=1,2
Here ∆Di = ωlaser − ωDi is regular laser detuning and ∆+
Di = −ωlaser − ωDi is the detuning
for the corresponding counter-rotating term, which gives rise to the so-called Bloch-Siegert
6

High quality camera sensors active at 1560 nm were more difficult to source than for 780 nm. We use a
Cinology CMOS-1201 camera.
7
The assumption of no tensor light shift is valid for the ground states of Alkali atoms, which have
J = 1/2.
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shift. The Bloch-Siegert term becomes relevant for detunings that are large compared to the
laser frequency. The Bloch-Siegert shift makes an appreciable contribution, in E6’s case, for
the 1064 nm and 1560 nm ODTs.
We see that the potential is attractive for ground-state atoms for red-detuned light. An
atom will be attracted to the point of highest optical amplitude within such a potential:
V0 = V (r = 0). We can Taylor expand around this trap minimum to extract the trap
frequencies of the effective harmonic potential felt by an atom deeply confined in such an
optical potential. If the optical field is that of a focused Gaussian beam these trap frequencies
are given by:
s
2V0
,
ωaxial =
zR2 m
s
4V0
ωradial =
.
(6.6)
w02 m
πw2

Here m is the mass of an individual atom, w0 is the beam waist, and zR = λ 0 is the Rayleigh
range. If the optical field is formed by two counter-propagating beams so that it forms and
optical lattice, the axial frequency is given by
r
2V0 k 2
,
(6.7)
ωaxial =
m
with k = 2π
.
λ
A thermal cloud in such a trap would have a spatial density
ρ(x, y, z) given by the

1
2 2
2 2
2 2
Boltzmann factor ρ(x, y, z) ∝ exp − 2 βm(ωx x + ωy y + ωz z ) , resulting in a cloud with a
Gaussian shape characterized by:
kB T
w2
= 0,
4V0
4η
kB T
z2
=zR2
= R,
2V0
2η
 2
 2
λ
1 kB T
λ
1
=
=
.
2
2
2π V0
2
2π 2 η

σradial =w02
σaxial, Gaussian
σaxial, lattice

(6.8)

Here kB is the Boltzmann constant and I’ve defined η = kVB0T . Rb atoms have a large
scattering cross section and as a result thermalize and evaporate efficiently within a trap.
As a result, when Rb atoms are loaded into a trap they typically equilibrate, through selfevaporation, to a temperature corresponding to η = 10.

Trap Depth (MHz)
Axial Trap Frequency (kHz)
Radial Trap Frequency (kHz)
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Figure 6.7: Cavity ODT trap depth and frequencies as a function of input powers assuming
perfect mode-matching efficiency.

6.4.3

Cavity ODT Parameters

The peak electric field within the cavity for the cavity ODT is given by Eq. (3.63)
r
Pin
4 F
F
(+) wmir
Ecav,0 = Ein,0
4t1 =
t1
,
(6.9)
w0
π
w0 π π0 c
(+)

2

2
Ein,0 = Pin /π0 c.
noting that wmir
The science cavity mode for the cavity ODT has a waist of w0 = 24 µm and finesse of
F = 24, 000. We can use this information, Eq. (6.9), and the results of Sec. 6.4.2 to calculate
the cavity ODT trap depth and frequencies as a function of the input power as shown in
Fig. 6.7.

6.4.4

Excited State Polarizability

In the E6 experiment, all cQED probing and laser cooling to date takes place on the D2
transition: 5 S1/2 → 5 P3/2 . In the previous section, I explicitly calculated the ground state
Stark shift, or polarizability, to determine the trapping parameters for the cavity ODT. The
polarizability relates the energy shift of a particular energy level to the squared amplitude
of the driving electric field.
For Rb, the polarizability for the D2 excited state, 5 P3/2 , is much larger than the ground
state polarizability for driving fields in the vicinity of 1560 nm due to the presence of near
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Figure 6.8: (a), (b): Scalar polarizability for Rb 5 S1/2 ground state (green) and 5 P3/2 excited
state (yellow). (c) Ratio of excited to ground state scalar polarizability. (d) To-scale level
diagram showing the proximity of the 1560 nm probe light to the 5 P3/2 to doubly excited 4 D
manifold (which includes 4 D3/2 and 4 D5/2 ) and 6 S1/2 transitions. Polarizabilities calculated
using ARC python package [138].
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resonant transitions to higher lying excited states shown in Fig. 6.8 (d) [77]. In particular,
there are two fine-structure transitions to 4 D levels with wavelengths of about 1529 nm.
In the previous section, I showed how to calculate the polarizability ‘by hand’ by explicitly
adding up the contributions to the Stark shift from each relevant transition. To calculate
the polarizability of the excited state I used the Alkali Rydberg Calculator (ARC) software
package, which already has a database of the relevant atomic transition data and a built-in
method to calculate the Stark shift contributions from a large number of possible transitions.
The results of this calculation for the ground and excited state polarizabilities are shown in
Fig. 6.8 (a)-(c).
We can see that, in the vicinity of 1529 nm, the polarizability for the 5 P3/2 state is about
(45×) larger than that of the 5 S1/2 ground state. This means that a π-polarized 1560 nm
ODT that is 100 µK deep for the ground state will be 4.5 m K deep for atoms in the excited
state, corresponding to an excited state level shift of ≈ 100 MHz. The vector polarizability
for the excited state (not shown) is similar in magnitude to the scalar Stark shift above
1529 nm.
This excited state shift has important implications for laser cooling and cQED. In Sec. 7.4,
I will describe how we utilize an optical molasses on the D2 line to cool and image atoms
trapped in microtweezers. This molasses is typically red-detuned by 10s of MHz from the
unshifted transitions. The large excited state polarizability could shift the molasses light
from being red-detuned for atoms at the cavity ODT nodes to being blue-detuned at the
cavity ODT anti-nodes, thus spoiling the molasses mechanism [77]. The presence of the
cavity ODT also alters the cavity probe detuning by the same mechanism.
Both of these effects are important to be aware of and understand because they can
cause problems with the experiment. Although this large excited state polarizability can
potentially be troublesome, it can also be seen as an advantageous feature. Indeed, in
Sec. 8.3, I will show the results of an experiment in which we leverage this effect to map out
the local intensity of the cavity ODT by monitoring changes in atomic fluorescence as an
atom in a microtweezer is positioned at different locations within the cavity ODT.
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Chapter 7
High Resolution Imaging and
Addressing
One of the main science target for E6 has been the combination a high cooperativity
cQED cavity system with a high resolution imaging and addressing system to allow us to
explore physics involving local degrees of freedom of a few- or many-body quantum system.
We facilitated this in our system by designing the UHV science chamber with re-entrant
viewports on top and bottom to allow the installation of out-of-vacuum objectives with
short working distance close to the atomic sample in the center of the optical cavity as
described in Chapter 5. In this chapter, I will describe the imaging and AOD based microtweezer systems, which are built around the high-NA objective. I will also briefly mention
future possibilities for this high-NA system.

7.1

The High-NA Imaging and Addressing System

Our goals with this high-NA imaging system are to 1) image individual atoms that may be
separated by as little as 1 µm and 2) to generate arbitrary optical potentials in the focal plane
of the objective to manipulate the atoms within the optical cavity. We target a resolution
on the order of 1 µm, sufficient to resolve single sites of an IR optical lattice. This will allow
us to extract local system parameters and correlation functions as has been demonstrated in
various quantum gas microscope setups [35–40, 42–44]. In fact, the cavity ODT already is
such a lattice with a lattice constant of 780 nm. It is also advantageous to have a resolution
that is much smaller than the waist of the probe mode, w0 ≈ 17 µm so we can clearly control
and measure the relative positioning of atoms within the probe mode. We will typically use
fluorescence imaging rather than absorption since it is very difficult to measure the presence
of a single atom against intensity fluctuations in an absorption imaging beam, though it is
possible [139]. We do have the ability to perform absorption imaging through our high-NA
system if needed.
The addressing system is multifaceted. With high-NA access to the atomic cloud, there
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are several ways to realize addressing schemes for the internal and external degrees of freedom
for atoms within the cavity.





Far-detuned light shone in from the side can create optical potentials that can be used
to put mechanical forces on atoms [48, 49, 140, 141].
Addressing light from the side could be used in combination with cavity photons to
drive local multi-photon Raman transitions between internal atomic states [Davis2018].
Addressing light from the side could be used to create atomic-state-dependent local
Stark shifts [142–144].

These addressing techniques can be used to modulate temporally and spatially the interaction between the atoms and cavity field. Since the cavity field can be used to generate
interactions between atoms and to measure the atoms, these addressing fields give us the
ability to temporally and spatially modulate atomic interactions and our measurement protocols.
We have considered two schemes to generate optical potentials in the objective focal
plane. The first technique is using an AOD driven by multiple rf tones generated by a
software defined radio (SDR) to create multiple beams that can be focused by the objective
onto distinct spots in the focal plane [49]. In this approach if a 2D AOD is used, then
we can generate 2D arrays of optical spots whose positions and intensities are controlled
by the rf signal, which is generated by the SDR. In this approach the different focal spots
will have slightly different optical frequencies due to how the AOD deflection [145]. The
second technique we have considered is to use a digital micromirror device (DMD) in either
an object plane or Fourier plane of the objective focal plane to directly or holographically
generate arbitrary optical potentials in the objective focal plane.
So far in the experiment we have used the high-NA system to realize high resolution
fluorescence images of atoms and to generate 1D arrays of optical traps using an AOD. The
rest of this chapter will be dedicated to explaining these two systems in further detail.

7.2

The Objective

The spacing of individual atoms in an optical lattice is comparable to the diffraction limited resolution for high-NA imaging systems, meaning reconstruction of the atomic density
requires a large SNR in the detected image. Quantum gas microscopes overcame this challenge by leveraging simultaneous cooling and imaging techniques to allow for the collection
of many photons from the single atoms. See Appendix B for details about how the diffraction
limit bounds the ultimate resolution for imaging system. E6 was designed to include this
capability for high resolution imaging of single atoms in conjunction with operation of the
science cavity for cQED.
Many quantum gas microscopes utilize custom designed high-NA objectives to realize
NAs of up to 0.8. In fact, one of the main challenges for realizing high-NA systems is
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Figure 7.1: Measured point spread function (PSF) for the high-NA objective in a test setup.
Here we are using the high-NA objective to measure the light coming out of a sub-micron
hole in a test pattern. Line cuts with a fitted Gaussian are shown at right. The extracted
Gaussian deviations are σ = (386, 337) nm. The corresponding Rayleigh range spacing
characterizing this PSF is then ρRayleigh ≈ 1050 nm.
the presence of the vacuum viewport, which can add appreciable aberration to the imaging
system. One approach is to use an out-of-vacuum objective that is custom designed to
compensate these aberrations from the viewport [41, 146]. Another approach is suppress
these aberrations by placing the first high-NA optic in-vacuum so that the bundle of rays
passing through the viewport has low-NA and is not heavily aberrated by the viewport [40].
However, this approach introduces the difficulty that this first optic cannot, then, be easily
re-aligned.
For the first generation version of the E6 apparatus, we elected to save time and money
by using a commercial objective with NA = 0.5 (Mitutoyo G Plan Apo 50x Objective).
The objective has an effective focal length of 4 mm and a working distance of about 15 mm.
This objective was designed to image small electronics through a thin glass layer such as
the pixels in a flat screen television monitor. It is glass thickness corrected, meaning that it
can produce diffraction limited images in the presence of a flat 3.5 mm thick glass viewport.
The re-entrant viewports on the science chamber were designed to this thickness with this
objective in mind. The NA = 0.5 objective has a theoretical Rayleigh criterion separation
λ
≈ 950 nm1 .
distance of ρRayleigh = 0.61 NA
1

See Appendix B for more details. Note that just because two object are separated by ρRayleigh doesn’t
mean they can be resolved by the imaging system. If the two objects are imaged with arbitrarily high SNR
then their spacing could always be calculated by careful examination of addition of their combined diffraction
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See Fig. 7.1 for an out-of vacuum characterization of the microscope objective. This test
was performed by postdoc Johannes Zeiher and undergraduate Rachel Tsuchiyama. The
upper viewport was suspended with the objective inside as it would be in the experiment.
780 nm was light was shone vertically through a test pattern (Star Test TC-ST01, Technologie
Manufaktur) with a sub-micron hole and the resulting point spread function was imaged
through the objective in combination with an f = 300 mm tube lens for a magnification of
(75x). The point spread function was fit with a Gaussian to extract an approximate effective
Rayleigh criterion spacing of 1050 nm, just slightly larger than our expectation of 950 nm.
To align the objective to the vacuum chamber viewports, we used the following procedure.
We first aligned a green laser guidebeam passing normally upwards through the two reentrant viewports. We centered this beam through the chamber using two temporary custom
3D printed irises that we bolted to the 8” bolt washers. We then setup another beam counterpropagating overlapped with this guide beam. After this, we installed the objective within
the upper re-entrant viewport. The objective is mounted onto a tip/tilt kinematic mount,
which is mounted on a 3-axis translation stage. The axial direction of this translation stage
is motorized. The base of the translation stage is attached to the 8” bolt washer via an
adapter piece. We translated and adjusted the tip and tilt of the objective until both the
beam from below and the beam from above were perfectly retroreflected. We mechanically
estimated the appropriate vertical position and this got us close enough to see first signals for
imaging that we could then use to further optimize the vertical position. Further alignment
of the objective would require optimization of the PSF of an imaged point source, i.e. a
single atom.

7.3

Optical Microtweezers

Typical ODTs in our labs used to trap bulk atomic gases have focus sizes w0 on the order
of 10s of µm and trap depths from 10 µK to a few mK and trap atoms numbers from 103 to
107 atoms. However, in recent years, many research programs have found success working
with ODTs in the microtweezer regime with waists at the sub-micron scale and in which
single atoms are trapped [45, 48, 49].
Platforms based around arrays of microtweezers have exciting applications in quantum
simulation and quantum information [147, 148]. The single atoms serve as well isolated
two level systems that can be combined into larger quantum systems using reconfigurable
microtweezer arrays. Historically, Rydberg interactions have been used to induce interactions
between the atoms trapped in microtweezers. In designing this apparatus, we had been
curious if we could facilitate interactions between atoms using the optical cavity.
Single atoms are trapped in microtweezers by leveraging strong two-body light-assisted
collisions, which occur at a high rate when atoms are trapped in a microtweezer at a very high
density and are exposed to near-resonant red-detuned light. Under typical circumstances,
limited spot (i.e. by performing a deconvolution of the PSF). If they objects are imaged with extremely poor
SNR then it may be impossible to spatially resolve them even if they are spaced by further.
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Figure 7.2: (33x) focused laser spots generated by imaging the AOD output using the highNA objective. Here we see some variation in the intensity of the the different tweezer spots.
In an experiment this intensity variation would need to be calibrated out and compensated
for.
these collisions lead to a loss of both atoms, though schemes have been demonstrated in which
only one atom is lost from the trap [51]. If initially an even number of atoms are loaded into
the trap, then all atoms are lost after a short time in the presence of photo-association light,
which induces these collisions. If an odd number of atoms are initially loaded, then, after
all other atoms are lost pair-wise, one single atom will remain. The photo-association light,
therefore, projects the microtweezer atom number onto its parity, resulting in microtweezer
occupations of zero or one atoms with approximately equal probability. Single atoms can
then be prepared statistically with 50% probability. Sub-Poissionian loading of atoms, and
indeed loading of single atoms, into such microtweezers was demonstrated as early as 2001
[45, 149].
Excitingly, it is also possible to image single atoms within these microtweezers using the
same photo-association light and using the same objective that is used to generate the tight
microtweezer beams. We use a simple scheme to image the atoms in which red-detuned light
is put into a σ + −σ − molasses configuration [101] whereby the atoms simultaneously undergo
light-assisted collisions, molasses cooling, and fluorescence scattering. The scattered light is
collected using the high-NA objective and imaged onto a sensitive CCD or CMOS camera
sensor while the molasses cooling ensures many photons can be scattered prior to atom loss
to ensure high SNR detection of individual atoms.

7.3.1

AOD Re-imaging system

While the ability to readily prepare single trapped atoms opens the door to the exploration of interesting fundamental cQED physics, we are interested in using the cavity to
engineer and monitor the dynamics of many well-controlled quantum systems, not just a
single two-level system. To this end we are interested in an array of microtweezers.
We utilize an 808 nm volume holographic grating (VHG) diode laser to generate our
microtweezer light. The optical path for this light is shown in Fig. 7.3. After passing
through an AOM for intensity stabilization and fast switching, this light is routed via an
optical fiber onto the upper breadboard above our science chamber for injection into the
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high-NA objective. After exiting the fiber, the 808 light passes through the AOD2 (AA
Optoelectronics DTSX-400-780) to be deflected into multiple beams. These beams are then
relayed via a 4f imaging system utilizing a pair of 300 mm focal length lenses onto the back
focal plane of the microscope objective. The objective then Fourier transforms the large
angularly deflected beams into small spatially separated spots in the atomic plane. The
AOD and back focal plane of the objective serve as Fourier planes in this imaging system.
The atomic plane and an intermediate object plane in the center of the 4f relay system serve
as object planes. At the time of writing, the microtweezer array is oriented transverse to
the cavity axis but the AOD is mounted on a rotation stage so that it can be rotated by 90°
to orient the array along the cavity axis. In the future we will install a 2D AOD so we can
create lattices oriented along either of both axes.
The AOD has an angular deflection range of ∆θ = 43 mrad, which corresponds to gen≈ 55 mm−1 . The AOD can
erating beams that are separated in k-space by ∆ν⊥ = ∆θ
λ
facilitate beams that have a radius of 4 mm corresponding to a size in k-space of about
0.25 mm−1 . These parameters imply that this device can, under optimal conditions, gener55 mm−1
≈ 220 resolvable spots. This is sufficient spatial frequency dynamic range
ate order 0.25
mm−1
for any experiments we are imaging at this time. Note that the number of resolvable spots is
an over-estimate of the number of microtweezer we can realistically generate. This is because
the resolvable spots, as I have defined them above, will have some regions of spatial overlap
where the slightly different laser frequency spots will interfere, causing temporal intensity
fluctuations, which will heat the atoms.
We targeted tweezers trap depths on the order of 1 mK for 87Rb. For 808 nm light focused
to 1 µm this requires about 1 mW per tweezer. With up to 100 mW of power before the AOD,
and taking into account the AOD and path efficiencies, we have been able easily generate up
to 10 microtweezers with the desired trap depth. In Sec. 8.2 I will show images in which we
generate and trap atoms in 8 tweezers. Note that we currently estimate the trap depth and
frequencies for the microtweezers from our estimates for the beam-size and power. In the
future, as in [150], we’ll more carefully measure trap depths using atom-loss spectroscopy on
the cycling transition and we’ll measure trap frequencies using parametric heating.
We drive the AOD using a PCI arbitrary waveform generator or SDR (M4i6631-x8 from
Spectrum Instrumentation Corp). Undergraduate Aron Lloyd wrote a python package to
allow us to easily send a number of calibrated tones to the AOD to generate numerous spots
with tunable intensity by generating waveforms that are superpositions of multiple tones.
With this software we are able to generate waveforms for which the frequency of one or more
of the tones is swept during the experimental cycle, allowing us to translate the atoms by
moving the tweezer positions. In the future we will be able to use this dynamic positioning
ability to image atoms within our microtweezer array and reconfigure the array conditioned
on the results of that imaging process [48, 49].
2

An AOD is an acousto-optic device, identical, in principle, to an AOM. The practical difference is
that an AOD is specially optimized to realize large angular deflections and to produce a large number of
‘resolvable spots,’ while an AOM is specialized optimized for a high bandwidth and fast switching time.
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Figure 7.3: Optics scheme for the high-NA imaging and addressing system.
See Fig. 7.2 for an image of (33x) spots generated in the atomic plane by the AOD.
We image the microtweezers using a (5x) magnification imaging system setup using an
NA=0.2, diffraction-limited lens in the lower re-entrant viewport. See Fig. 7.3. The optical
pattern generated imaged onto a CMOS camera mounted below the experiment on a small
breadboard.

7.4

Fluorescence Imaging and Molasses Cooling

To achieve fluorescence imaging of the atoms, we illuminate the atoms within the microtweezers with an optical molasses in the σ + − σ − configuration. This molasses cools
the atoms while, causing them to scatter photons towards the objective. When this molasses is first turned on, it also serves as the photo-association light, which causes the parity
projection of the atom number within the microtweezers.
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Optical Molasses

Optical molasses laser cooling works due to an imbalance of optical forces arising from
optical pumping and light shifts that affect moving atoms asymmetrically depending on the
direction of the velocity vector [100, 101]. Energy dissipation and entropy reduction arises
due to spontaneous emission during optical pumping. For large detunings, the scattering
2
rate scales with ∝ ∆Ω2 Γ and, for a perfectly balanced molasses, the final temperature scales
mol

2

with the light shift ∝ ∆Ωmol . Here ∆mol is the molasses detuning from the unshifted D2 cycling
transition and Ω is the Rabi frequency for the molasses light. Imperfections due to power
imbalances, imperfect polarizations, or especially due to a dc magnetic field will limit the
minimum temperature achievable by the molasses.
We operate the optical molasses in our science chamber with only two retroreflected
molasses beam pairs that intersect at a 45° angle. One beam enters along the side-imaging
axis (perpendicular to optical transport) in the science chamber and one enters along the
cross-axis (perpendicular to the science cavity). The pair of beams entering on the cross-axis
are tilted slightly out of the atomic plane of the vacuum chamber so that their wave-vector
has a non-zero component along the vertical axial direction of the microtweezers.
We initially optimized the molasses in the science chamber by first zeroing the magnetic
field by performing microwave spectroscopy of atoms in the transport ODT. We used a
microwave horn to send microwaves into the chamber through a science chamber cross-axis
viewport. We then optimized the polarization and alignment of the two molasses beam pairs
separately and together again by monitoring the atom from the transport ODT in TOF. In
the end this was enough to allow us to see first signals for fluorescence imaging. We first
saw fluorescence images of atoms in the transport ODT, then of a density enhancements of
atoms within the transport ODT in the presence of the microtweezer light, and finally of
single atoms trapped in the microtweezers in absence of the transport ODT.
The detuning ∆mol is very important for optical molasses within the tweezers. For example, if ∆mol is very small, the molasses equilibrium temperature may exceed the tweezer
trap depth leading to short atom lifetimes. When determining the detuning for the molasses
light, we must recall that the effective molasses detuning for atoms within the microtweezer
may differ by up to 10s of MHz from the bare detuning because of the Stark shift from the
microtweezer light.
In a perfectly symmetric system, the minimal temperature achievable in an optical molasses would be the recoil temperature: kB TR = ~2 k 2 /2m. In practice, however, residual
vector shifts of the atomic energy levels can limit the minimum achievable temperature. For
example, the energy shift due to a residual magnetic field in the molasses is given by µB
where µ is the magnetic moment for the relevant hyperfine level. The minimum temperature
would be limited to approximately µB/kB in this case. Because of beyond-the-paraxialapproximation polarization effects for the tightly focused microtweezer beam with w0 ≈ λ,
the polarization of the light at the focus may have a non-zero and spatially varying ellipticity
that contributes to a spatially varying vector shift within the trap volume [151, 152]. This
pseudo magnetic field gradient could spoil the optical molasses. However, while we’re aware
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of this effect, calculations performed by postdoc Fang Fang indicate that, for trap depths
and waists we are working with, these pseudo magnetic fields should not be limiting.
We find our molasses to operate well for tweezer depths of approximately 500 µK, with
detunings from the bare transition of ≈ −20 MHz (≈ −10 MHz detuned from the Stark
2
I
= 2 ΩΓ2 ≈ 10.
shifted transition) and saturation parameter s = Isat

7.4.2

Fluorescence Imaging Microscope System

See Fig. 7.3 for a schematic layout of the fluorescence imaging system. The Mitutoyo
objective we use is infinity corrected, meaning that it exhibits minimal aberration3 when
the sample is located at the focal plane of the objective within a tolerance of about 10% of
the focal length or working distance. In this configuration, light from small sources in the
sample plane is collimated by the objective. We place a 200 mm ‘tube’ lens about 400 mm
away from the objective that images the light down to an intermediate image plane with
a (50x) magnification.4 We then re-image this intermediate plane onto our camera sensor
using a single f = 100 mm lens in a 2f configuration with nominal unity magnification.
Our camera is an Andor Zyla 4.2 sCMOS camera. We chose this sensor because it had
good quantum efficiency around 780 nm and very low read noise. These specifications allow
us to take shot-noise limited images even at very low light levels. We place a number of
optical filters in front of the detector that pass 780 nm light but block stray 808 nm tweezer
light.
In the following we provide an estimate for the photon collection efficiency of our imaging setup. Given Γ ≈ 2π × 6 MHz for resonant driving of the Rb atoms, we can conservatively estimate that in our detuned molasses an individual atom will scatter at a rate of
≈ 1MHz.
with a given NA subtends a solid angle of Ωsr = 2π(1 − cos(θ)) =

p An objective
2
2π 1 − 1 − NA where Ωsr is expressed in steradians. Our NA = 0.5 objective then
collects about 6.6% of light from a single atom, assuming the light is emitted isotropically.5
The commercial Mitutoyo objective was not optimized for 780 nm light, so it only transmits
70% of light at this wavelength. We can conservatively estimate a path efficiency throughout
the rest of the optical path of at least 60% and the sensor itself has a quantum efficiency of
about 50%, resulting in a total collection efficiency of about 1.4%. From this, we estimate
that photons from a single atom are detected at a rate of ≈ 14 kHz = 14 ms−1 . Given the
3

See Sec. B.3.
Because we are working in an infinite conjugate setup, can we place this tube lens arbitrarily far away
from the objective as is convenient? In theory, yes. In practice, no. In practice, if the tube lens is very far
from the objective than rays coming from point sources off of the optical axis will be traveling at an angle to
the optical axis in the infinity space. These rays will be clipped by finite sized optics eventually leading to
an effect where objects at the edge of the field-of-view appear darker, or are clipped entirely. This is called
vignetting and limits the length of an infinity corrected microscope. It is not an issue for the setup described
here.
5
The atom may, in fact, emit light in a dipole pattern that could enhance or suppress this factor. The
isotropic assumption, however, suffices for the crude order-of-magnitude calculation we are doing here.
4
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imaging exposure time, we can then estimate how many photons we would collect from a
single atom per exposure. Typical exposure times are 10s to 100s of ms.
I will show measured fluorescence images of single and multiple single atoms in Sec. 8.2.
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Chapter 8
Experimental Results
In this chapter, I will present key experimental results we’ve obtained with this apparatus
that represent the culmination of the multi-year design and construction process described
in the preceding chapters. I will present (1) an observation of a dispersive shift of the
cavity resonance frequency due to the presence of atoms trapped in the cavity ODT, (2) the
observation of single atoms trapped in microtweezers, and finally (3) the observation of a
variation in the single atom fluorescence as a function of the sub-wavelength positioning of the
microtweezer with respect to the cavity ODT standing wave within the optical cavity. These
results demonstrate that both the optical cavity and high-NA microtweezer systems are
online and operational, and that we are able to see an effect that relies on their simultaneous
operation. These results open the door to the further exploration of cQED with a locally
addressable atomic sample.

8.1

Atomic Dispersive Shift of the Cavity Resonance

In Sec. 1.3.3, I demonstrated that, in the dispersive regime of cQED, the cavity resonance
frequency is shifted by gC = g 2 /∆CA for each atom within the cavity. We have observed the
shift of the cavity resonance due to the presence of atoms in the cavity probe mode using
our optical heterodyne detector. The measurement results are shown in Fig. 8.1. For this
experiment, about NA ≈ 800 atoms were transferred from the transport ODT into the cavity
ODT at a trap depth of 100 µK to 200 µK. The probe frequency was then swept across cavity
resonance by tuning the probe VCO frequency (with the LO frequency following at a fixed
detuning of ∆fLO because of the probe/LO phase lock described in Sec. 6.3.1). The sweep
time was about 2 ms, spanning about 15 MHz. During this time the heterodyne beatnote
was recorded using a PCI oscilloscope (GaGe CompuScope 14200).
After the cavity sweep, the atoms were released from the cavity ODT and an absorption
image was taken as shown in Fig. 8.1(a). Finally, with the cavity length still locked, the
probe was again swept across cavity resonance and the heterodyne beatnote was recorded
giving us an empty cavity control signal.
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Figure 8.1: Single shot of an experimental run demonstrating cavity sweep measurements
and absorption imaging of atoms trapped in the cavity ODT. (a) Absorption image of atoms
after release from the cavity ODT. A Gaussian fit to the image yields an estimated atom
number of NA = 800. (b) Amplitude of the demodulated heterodyne signal. Note the
displacement between the two distinct transmission peaks with and without atoms. Dashed
lines are Lorentzian fits to the transmission peaks. (c), (d) I- and Q-quadrature for the
demodulated heterodyne signal. (e) Phase of the demodulated heterodyne signal. Note the
distinctive dispersive shape. Because the phase varies rapidly with detuning, it could be
used as a sensitive discriminator to estimate the cavity dispersive shift as well.
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We carried out this experiment with the atoms unpolarized in the F = 1 hyperfine ground
state and the probe light linearly polarized and red detuned by about ∆CA ≈ −5.6
GHz. The
p
2/3 d0 .
appropriate transition dipole element to use from Eqs. 1.27 in this case is deff =
p 
This leads to an expected geff =
2/3 g0 = 2.5 MHz.
We can easily extract the cavity resonance shift by looking at cavity transmission profiles
with and without atoms, as shown in Fig. 8.1(b). We see that the cavity is shifted by about
-2 MHz for 800 atoms. This corresponds to a single atom shift of gC ≈ −2.5 kHz. From
this, we can extract geff ≈ 3.7 MHz. Surprisingly, we measure a coupling coefficient larger
than our prediction based on estimates of other experimental parameters. We attribute this
discrepancy to underestimation of the atom number or a misunderstanding of the atomic
state or optical polarization.
This measurement demonstrates the first interaction between atoms trapped within the
cavity ODT and the cavity probe photons, giving us our first toehold to begin to explore
cQED physics. In the following subsections, I will describe how this measurement is affected
by the finite size of the atomic cloud and two future directions to extend this measurement.

8.1.1

Finite Cloud Size

In the previous section, I assumed that the atoms were all point-like and located at the
anti-nodes of the probe so that each experienced a coupling of geff . However, recall from
Eq. (1.18) that the coupling strength depends on the local magnitude of the electric field.
The finite size of the atomic cloud within the spatially varying cavity mode will then lead
to a spatial averaging and reduction of the total effective dispersive shift.
I will calculate the resulting dispersive shift, quantified by gC,eff , for a Gaussian atomic
2
cloud with Na atoms and with variances along the principle trap axes of σx,y,z
and that is
centered at (x, y, z +δz) within an optical lattice with a Gaussian waist of w0 and wavelength
λ = 2π/k. The atomic density distribution is given by
− 12
Na
e
ρ(x, y, z) =
(2π)3/2 σx σy σz



y2
x2
2 + σ2
σx
y

2

+ z2



σz

.

(8.1)

The spatially varying coupling coefficient in the cavity is given by
g(x, y, z) = g0 e

−x

2 +y 2
2
w0

cos(kz).

(8.2)

The total dispersive shift as a function of position along the cavity axis will be given by
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the convolution of the atomic and photonic distributions:
Z
g(x, y, z)2
NA gC,eff =
ρ(x, y, z − δz)dxdydz,
∆CA
2 2
1
1 + e−2k σz cos (2k 2 δz)
=NA gC s
 
.

2
2
2
2 wσx0 + 1
2 wσy0 + 1

(8.3)

We see that the spatial extent of the cloud in the axial direction σz corresponds to a reduction
in the expected contrast as a function of δz while the extent of the cloud in the radial
direction, σx,y leads to an overall reduction in the average magnitude of the shift.
For atoms trapped in the 1560 nm cavity ODT, using Eqs. (6.8), η ≈ 10, and w0,1560 =
24 µm, we can estimate σx , σy = 3.8 µm and σz = 56 nm. The axial contrast is given by
exp (−2k 2 σz2 ) = 0.67. The reduction due to radial averaging, using w0,780 = 17 µm, is given
by


8.1.2

1
2

2 σwx,y
0

= 0.83.

(8.4)

+1

Measure the Cavity Beatnote

One next step for this measurement would be investigating the probe/cavity ODT beatnote, which was described in Sec. 3.6. In that section we learned that if the cavity beatnote
is maximized in the center of the cavity for one set of probe and cavity ODT modes, then
the probe is driving an odd longitudinal mode. If 1) the cavity length is shifted by λ780 /2,
shifting the probe by one FSR to an even longitudinal mode, and 2) the cavity ODT is
shifted in frequency to be resonant with the shifted cavity resonance, we would expect the
beatnote to be zero in the center of the cavity and (neglecting the finite cloud size) to observe
no dispersive shift.
In general, however, it may not be the case that the beatnote is maximized or minimized
in the center of the cavity. To investigate the beatnote, we could load the atoms in different
locations along the cavity axis by adjusting the alignment of the transport ODT (within
the constraints set by the transport ODT shielding mirrors) and repeat this dispersive shift
measurement of g at the trap anti-nodes along the cavity axis. We could also repeat this
experiment driving the cavity on different longitudinal modes for both the trap and probe.
Such measurements might allow us to extract the relative position of the two cavity lattices
and estimate the relative mirror reflection phases between the two wavelengths. Such a
measurement is closely related to the measurement of the relative lattice positions performed
in Ref. [105], in which a scanning tip was used to induce position dependent losses in 780
and 1560 nm modes in a bichromatic high-finesse cavity.
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Single Atom Measurement Sensitivity

Another interesting direction for this measurement would be to improve the atom number
sensitivity to single-atom precision. This would be a first step towards using the cavity to
analyze single atoms trapped in microtweezers. The sensitivity of this measurement depends
on how sensitively the shift in cavity resonance, gC , can be measured as a fraction of the
cavity linewidth κ. The SNR on this measurement is set by photon shot noise. Neglecting
any sources of technical noise, the SNR can, then, always be improved with more detected
photons by either increasing the photon number n̄ or measurement time T . However, the
presence of the near-resonant probe light will heat the atoms leading to atom loss. This
atom loss will result in an increased atom number uncertainty [153].
There is then an optimal fluence n̄T when measurement noise from heating is equal to
measurement shot noise and the measurement sensitivity is optimized. We know that the
effect of heating noise is reduced when the atom is held in a deep trap, such as a microtweezer.
We are interested to test this experiment in the lab to determine if our system is able to
access a single-atom sensitive measurement regime.
Because different atomic states have different values for g, it would not be too difficult
to extend this measurement to allow us to detect, possibly with high fidelity, the state of an
individual atom within the cavity [154]. This would be an early step towards implementing
and characterizing quantum gates or engineered Hamiltonians between different atoms held
within the cavity.

8.2

Single Atoms Trapped in Microtweezers

Here I’ll describe our results on trapping and imaging individual atoms trapped in multiple microtweezers.
To initially overlap the microtweezer beam with the transport ODT, we shone a deep
microtweezer through the objective while atoms were trapped in the transport ODT and
adjusted the microtweezer alignment until we noticed a density enhancement of the atoms
in the transport ODT in fluorescence imaging, as shown in Fig. 8.2. In future alignments,
we found it easier to coarsely overlap these two beams by monitoring the transport ODT
in absorption imaging (from the side) and coupling into the microtweezer path either 1)
near-resonant F = 2 → F 0 = 3 light to blast away atoms when the beams are overlapped or
2) repump F = 1 → F 0 = 2 light to form a ‘repump needle’ that only illuminated atoms in
the region near the microtweezer focus.
The central axis of the in-vacuum science cavity sets the absolute reference height for the
experiment because we have no way to adjust it. We had previously overlapped the transport
ODT with the cavity ODT to load atoms into the cavity ODT so we knew the transport
ODT was at the height of the cavity axis. During fluorescence imaging, we adjusted the
height of the objective to ensure the transport ODT was in focus, thus roughly overlapping
the fluorescence imaging system focal plane with the cavity axis. Finally, to overlap the mi-
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Figure 8.2: Density enhancement of multiple high power microtweezers attracting atoms
within the cavity ODT. I call this a density enhancement rather than trapping is because we
hypothesize that the brightness here is the exposure-time-averaged image of atoms moving
in and out of the trap during the exposure (100s of ms) as a result of cooling and collisions as
in [45]. However, in comparison to [45], the transport ODT out of which we load is orders of
magnitude less dense than the molasses out of which those authors load their microtweezers
so we would expect much longer times between atoms falling into and being kicked out of
the microtweezer.
crotweezer focal position with the fluorescence imaging focal plane, we adjusted the position
of the microtweezer fiber out-coupling lens to alter the collimation of the microtweezer beam
entering the objective, thus translating the microtweezer focal height. We optimized this
alignment to minimize the imaged size of the microtweezer density enhancement.
After overlapping the microtweezers with the transport ODT, we began efforts to show
we could trap and image single atoms. A representative fluorescence image of a single atom
trapped in a microtweezers is shown in Fig. 8.3(a). To realize single atom imaging, we tuned
the frequency and intensity of the optical molasses and the microtweezer trap depth, bearing
in mind the microtweezer light gives an AC Stark shift to the molasses transition [150]. We
typically operate with a microtweezer trap depth of at least 500 µK ∼ 10 MHz. We find the
molasses imaging to work for detunings ∆mol of 10s of MHz and with an intensity saturation
parameter of s = I/Isat ≈ 5 − 10. An exposure time of order 100 ms yields good single atom
images. As expected, we find over some parameter regime that the scattering rate (lifetime)
increases (decreases) for larger saturation parameters and smaller molasses detuning.
Our experimental sequence begins with a 3D MOT and optical transport as described
in Chapter 2. After optical transport, the microtweezers are loaded by turning on the
microtweezer and ramping down the transport ODT. We then take a fluorescence image by
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Figure 8.3: (a) Fluorescence image of a single atom trapped in a microtweezer. A Gaussian fit
and our estimated object-plane pixel size yields the size of the spot to be σx,y = (370, 546) nm.
This corresponds to a Rayleigh criterion spacing of ρRayleigh, x, y = (1.073, 1.58) µm. The
increased size in the y-direction may be due to aberrations from the objective that either
increase the size of the tweezer (so that the atomic density has a larger distribution) and/or
an increase in the size of the imaging PSF. (b) Histogram of integrated photon counts
within a 20 × 20 grid of pixels encompassing the fluorescence region ∼ 700. The bimodal
structure clearly indicates shots with and without a single atom. A double Gaussian fit to
the histogram yields that a threshold placed as in the figure would yield 99.99% fidelity in
identifying whether or not a single atom is present in a particular frame. (c) Single image of
5 atoms statistically loaded into 8 tweezers. (d) Average of thousands of statistically loaded
fluorescence images as in (c).
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turning on the molasses and triggering our camera to expose. We are able to take repeated
fluorescence images in a single shot of the experiment by triggering the camera multiple
times and turning on the molasses light when needed.
To prove we were seeing fluorescence from a single atom we analyzed the fluorescence
counting statistics for our images. We repeated the above sequence hundreds of times and
extracted the integrated photon counts within the fluorescence region for each shot. If our
images, in fact, contained either 0 or 1 atoms, we would expect to see a bimodal distribution
in these integrated photon counts. Indeed, as demonstrated in Fig. 8.3(b), we do very clearly
see such a bimodal distribution. We can place a threshold discriminator within the histogram
to allow us to classify whether an image contains an atom or not. We are free to place the
threshold wherever we like but should choose it to try to reduce the number of false negatives
and false positives reported by the classifier. The number of false positives (negatives) can
be estimated by fitting the histogram with a double-Gaussian profile and determining the
fraction of the weight of the zero (single) atom Gaussian above (below) the threshold. The
false positive (negative) rate can be decreased by increasing (decreasing) the threshold value,
presenting us, in general, with a trade off between these two problems. For the threshold
shown here, the false positive and false negative rates are equal when threshold is chosen to
be about 100 photocounts as shown in the figure and in this case the error rate is ≈ 10−4 .
That is, we have a 99.99% fidelity for classifying whether the image contains 1 or 0 atoms.
As expected, we see that roughly half of the experimental shots contained an atom after
parity projection, and half did not.
We are able to easily load multiple tweezers by driving the AOD with additional frequencies and increasing the input optical power. In Fig. 8.3(c), I show a single shot fluorescence
image of 5 atoms, which have been statistically loaded into 8 microtweezers. Fig. 8.3(d) shows
the average of thousands of such images showing that we are able to load all 8 microtweezers.
We characterized the lifetime of the single atom trapped in the microtweezer both only
in the microtweezer and also in the presence of molasses light. We measure a dark hold
lifetime of τ ∼ 10.5 s and molasses lifetime of up to τ ∼ 30 s. The lifetime measurements
are shown in Fig. 8.4. We take these data by capturing sequential 100 ms exposure time
fluorescence images of the atoms with the molasses off (on) for the dark (molasses) lifetime
measurement for 10 s in the intervening time. In Fig. 8.4(b), we can see that the molasses
lifetime decreases with decreasing molasses detuning. This is likely because, as ∆mol is
decreased, the equilibrium molasses temperature, which scales with s/∆mol , approaches the
microtweezer trap depth and atom loss becomes likely.
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Figure 8.4: (a) Single microtweezer dark lifetime measurement. (b) Microtweezer lifetime in
the presence of molasses light. Here ∆fmol = ∆mol /2π indicates the detuning of the molasses
light from the bare cycling transition. We roughly estimate an additional detuning due to
the microtweezer AC Stark shift of ≈ −20 MHz for a 500 µK deep microtweezer.

8.3

Cavity ODT Contrast Measurement with
Microtweezer

To demonstrate our ability to manipulate the atoms using both the high-NA system and
the cavity simultaneously, we investigated the effect of the cavity ODT on the fluorescence
photon count statistics. Recall in Sec. 6.4.4 that the 1560 nm cavity ODT light puts a large
light shift on the 5 P3/2 excited state, which is involved in optical molasses. This light shift
serves to lower the 5 P3/2 energy state so we expect the red-detuned molasses light to come
closer to resonance. In the simplest picture, we can consider this light shift to act as a
local adjustment to the molasses detuning, which we expect to alter the molasses scattering
rate, temperature, and lifetime. Because the magnitude of the cavity ODT varies rapidly
along the cavity axis, the local effective detuning has strong gradients that may lead to more
complicated dynamics, or possibly heating. We will ignore such effects here and leave them
as a topic for future explorations.
In this simple picture, we expect the presence of the cavity ODT to increase the scattering
rate, and thus fluorescence brightness, for the atoms held in the microtweezer. This is indeed
what we observe in Fig. 8.5(a), where I show the integrated photon counts as a function of
the estimated cavity ODT trap depth for a range of different bare molasses detunings ∆fmol .
In Fig. 8.5(b) the horizontal axis for each data point is rescaled according to our estimate

Integrated Photon Counts
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Figure 8.5: (a) Average integrated photon counts for atoms held in microtweezers in the
presence of the cavity ODT as a function of cavity ODT trap depth and for various bare
molasses detunings ∆fmol . (b) Same data as in (a) with the horizontal value for each data
point adjusted to our estimated total molasses detuning for that data point according to
Eq. (8.5). The blue line is a fit to a function proportional to ∆−2
mol . The cavity ODT and
microtweezer trap depths have been rescaled according to their respective fudge factors as
described in the main text. Note that, for these data, it is not known if the atoms were
held precisely in the radial center of the cavity ODT mode or if they were held axially
at a node, anti-node, or somewhere in between. (c) Average integrated photon counts for
atoms held at different positions along the cavity ODT axis. The red line is a sinusoidal
fit to the data. Microtweezer and cavity ODT contrast measurement. The microtweezer is
positioned at different positions along the cavity ODT axis and fluorescence images are taken
at each position. We extract the average integrated photon counts and observe an expected
oscillatory behavior in the single atom brightness as a function of microtweezer position.
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for the total molasses detuning for that point:
∆ftot = ∆fmol + ∆fmicrotweezer + ∆fcavity ODT

(8.5)

the molasses detuning ∆fmol from the bare F = 2 → F 0 = 3 transition is extracted from our
spectroscopy scheme and various AOM shifts shown in Fig. 2.4. We estimate ∆fmicrotweezer
by measuring the power sent into the objective and estimating the trap depth based on our
estimate of the optical losses through the objective and the beam waist. We estimate the
cavity ODT ground state trap depth by measuring the input power and using the results
of Sec. 6.4.3. To calculate ∆fcavity ODT we recall from Sec. 6.4.4 that the excited state
polarizability is ≈ (45×) the ground state polarizability.
Finally, I’ll importantly note that for Fig. 8.5(b) I have, by hand, introduced two ‘fudge’
factors multiplying the cavity ODT trap depth and microtweezer trap depth: cav and tweezer .
I chose cav = 0.37 to make the shifted traces line up best ‘by eye’. This value for cav is
consistent with our expectations for the cavity ODT input mode-matching, which was not
taken into account otherwise in estimating the cavity ODT trap depth. Note that this factor
was included in the calculation of the horizontal axis for Fig. 8.5(a) as well.
2
. The blue curve in
We expect the fluorescence photon counts to scale like ∝ 1/∆ftot
Fig. 8.5 is a fit of the shifted data to
Ncount =

A
.
∆tot − ∆0

(8.6)

I chose microtweezer = 0.4 so that the extracted value for ∆0 was zero, as expected for the
molasses scattering rate as a function of molasses detuning. This value for microtweezer is
consistent with a combination of clipping losses through the objective and aberrations (especially spherical) that would decrease the peak optical amplitude at the focus relative to
the ideal Gaussian prediction. Neither of these had previously been taken into account in
our estimations of the microtweezer trap depth.
To eliminate the need for these fudge factors in our analysis, we could much more sensitively and independently measure both ∆fcavity ODT and ∆fmicrotweezer by driving the atoms
with near-resonant light on the D2 cycling transition and performing loss spectroscopy [150].
We spatially map out this cavity-ODT-shifted effective molasses resonance by trapping
an atom in a microtweezer at different positions along the cavity axis, taking fluorescence
images, and analyzing the integrated photon counts as above. We control the microtweezer
position by adjusting a piezo controlled mirror, shown in Fig. 7.3, in the microtweezer optical
path . We are able to sensitively tune the microtweezer position by ≈ 30 nm/V in the atom
plane with a total scan range of ≈ 1.8 µm.
We think of this measurement as a type of scanning probe microscopy (SPM) in which
the single atom is scanned as a sub-wavelength scanning tip whose fluorescence maps out the
intensity of cavity ODT. This SPM is similar to stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy
(STORM) or photoactivated localization microscopy (PALM) in that the fluorescence signal
is diffraction limited, but, because there is only a single fluorescence point source, its position
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can be localized to better than the diffraction limit [155]. In our case, for a single atom
trapped in a microtweezer ODT with waist size w0 ≈ 1 µm and assuming η = 10, we
estimate a cloud size of σ ≈ 160 nm, which sets the resolution for our microscopy technique.
See Ref. [156] for another cold atom SPM technique.
The results of a 1D scan following the above procedure are presented in Fig. 8.5(c).
These data were taken with a tweezer trap depth of ≈ 250 µK, a bare molasses detuning
of ∆mol ≈ −2π × 40 MHz, a cavity ODT trap depth of ≈ 20 µK, and a molasses saturation
parameter of about s ∼ 7. Our molasses fluorescence imaging time is 100 ms. For each
microtweezer position we estimate the average number of photon counts collected from the
atom at each location along the cavity axis by post-selecting shots that contain a single atom
and averaging the integrated photon counts.
The expected wavelength for this contrast curve is 1560 nm/2 = 780 nm. A sinusoidal fit
to the data yields a periodicity of ≈ 670 nm. The horizontal axis in Fig. 8.5(c) was estimated
using the camera pixel size and a nominal magnification of (50×). This discrepancy in the
spatial wavelength is easily explained as an overestimate of our imaging system magnification.
Such an overestimate could result from the distance between the objective front principle
plane and the microtweezer focus differing from the objective focal length f = 4 mm by
about 15 µm. In fact, this contrast measurement is a much more precise ruler for estimating
our magnification and, going forward, we will use a magnification of (42×) for this imaging
system, consistent with this new calibration.

8.3.1

3D Spatial Mapping

Above, I presented a measurement scheme that allows us to extract the intensity of the
cavity ODT as a function of z-position along the cavity axis. By adjusting the position of
the microtweezer along x (the cross axis) and y (the vertical direction) axes, we can map
out the 3D structure of the cavity mode. See Ref. [157] for another approach whereby atoms
passing through an optical cavity and undergoing a cQED interaction can be used to map
out the spatial structure of the cavity photonic mode. In Ref. [158] a transmission electron
microscope is used to spatially map out the intensity of the optical mode of a near-concentric
cavity.
The scheme described in the previous paragraph requires a 3D scan of the position of
the microtweezer within the cavity mode. However, since we are able to generate an array
of microtweezers, we can parallelize this measurement to reduce the number of experimental
cycles required. See Fig. 8.6. We can orient the AOD so that the tweezer array sweeps out
along the x-axis. Then, by using the microtweezer piezo, we can translate the tweezer array
along the z-axis mapping out the fluorescence statistics for each microtweezer in the array.
The contrast of each respective z-trace is proportional to the peak intensity of the cavity
ODT along that trace and the relative phase between the different traces is related to a
possible angular misalignment between cavity ODT wavefronts and the microtweezer array.
If we assume the cavity mode is radially symmetric, then the above measurement suffices
to map out the 3D cavity mode. If we do not make this assumption, we can map out the
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Cavity ODT

Figure 8.6: Tweezer array contrast measurement. The measurement shown in Fig. 8.5 is
repeated with multiple atoms trapped in microtweezers spanning the x-direction within the
cavity ODT. This measurement allows us to simultaneously extract spatial information about
the probe in multiple locations within the cavity ODT.
y-direction by translating the microscope objective to move the microtweezer focus vertically
through the cavity mode. In general, this method could be used to characterize not only the
TEM00 mode as shown here, but any higher order cavity mode as well.
If a second AOD is installed with its axis at 90° to the existing AOD, we could use this
second AOD to perform the scan along z-axis instead of the microtweezer piezo. This would
give us a larger scan range if desired. We could also use this second AOD to create a 2D
array of microtweezers, which would allow for further parallelization of the measurement.
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Chapter 9
Outlook
9.1

Summary

In the previous chapters, I have motivated the E6 apparatus by its integration of a highNA addressing system with a cQED high-finesse cavity system. I described the design and
assembly process for all of the components including the atom preparation, science cavity,
and high-NA systems. In Chapter 8 I demonstrated our first results that utilized both of these
systems working simultaneously. Going forward, we will leverage the unique capabilities of
this apparatus to explore to explore new physics and test new technical possibilities.

9.2
9.2.1

Near-Term
Continuation of the Cavity ODT Spatial Mapping Work

In the near term, we will continue the work that was described in 8. The immediate tasks
are establishing a more quantitative understanding of the dependence of the single atom
scattering rates and lifetimes as a function of the microtweezer depth, molasses detuning
and intensity, and the depth of the cavity ODT. Once these are well characterized we will
be able to invert the measured fluorescence brightness to make an accurate map of the
spatial amplitude profile of the cavity ODT. We will also be able to use this information,
and measured contrast curves like the one shown in Fig. 8.5(c), to quantitatively extract
the contrast for our scanning probe technique and estimate our spatial sensing resolution.
We expect our resolution to be about the size of the atomic distribution within the tweezer,
σ ≈ 160 nm.
We are already beginning to take data according to the contrast array scanning technique
described in Fig. 8.6 that will allow us to map out the structure of the cavity ODT mode in
more spatial dimensions. To further test this technique we could lock the cavity ODT instead
to a higher order TEM mode so that we can map out a more complex spatial structure.
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Interactions Between the Cavity Probe and Atoms in
Microtweezers

The controllable interactions between the cavity and the atoms in the tweezer so far have
been demonstrated with the cavity ODT. However, we are excited to use the microtweezers
to modulate the cQED interaction between the atoms in the microtweezer and the cavity
probe. To this end we can begin using the heterodyne detection to try to detect modifications
to the cavity resonance due to atoms trapped in the microtweezers.
While the above work involved single atoms trapped in the microtweezers, I remind the
reader that prior to the burst of molasses light we likely have 10s or 100s of atoms trapped
in the microtweezers. By tuning ∆CA it should be possible to observe a either a dispersive
shift (if we work with large ∆CA ) or a cavity mode-splitting (if we work with small ∆CA )
due to the presence of these atoms with the cavity. There are many open questions about
this measurement:




Will it be possible to measure the atom number in the tweezer using the 780 nm probe
light without inducing light-assisted collisions?
Is there a parameter regime where we can realize single-atom sensitivity for this cavity
read-out?

This investigation would likely yield a better understanding of probe heating mechanisms
and may also provide an enhanced understanding of the photoassociation process responsible
for atom number parity projection in microtweezers.

9.3
9.3.1

Medium-Term
Mapping out the Cavity Probe Using the Microtweezer
Scanning Probe Microscope

Once we are able to sense the presence of a single atom using the probe, we can repeat
the spatial contrast measurement we performed previously, but now using the probe rather
than the cavity ODT. We can map out the relative position of the trapped atom and probe
cavity mode standing wave by monitoring the position dependence of the detected cavity
light.
Unfortunately, since the probe wavelength is shorter than the cavity ODT wavelength,
2
2
our contrast will be e−2k780 σ ≈ 0.036, which is very poor. We may be able to decrease the
cloud size to increase our resolution by either compressing the atomic thermal distribution by
ramping up the microtweezer trap depth or applying more aggressive cooling techniques to
cool the atom to its motional ground state within the microtweezer. Such cooling techniques
might include Raman sideband cooling or some form of cavity cooling.
If we are able to realize a very large contrast with this measurement, we would be able
to selectively readout whether there is an atom or not in each cell of a microtweezer array
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Figure 9.1: (a) Single atom level diagram. There are two grounds state |0i and |1i separated
by a small energy splitting. The state |0i is coupled to the excited state |ei via an external
pump photon with Rabi Frequency Ω. The state |1i is coupled to the excited state |ei via a
cavity photon with Rabi frequency 2g. The frequencies of the pump and cavity photons are
tuned so that the detuning of the pump photon is ∆ and the two-photon Raman detuning
is δ. (b) If two atoms are simultaneously coupled to the pump and cavity fields in this
configuration a 4-photon flip-flip interaction will be possible that couples |0, 1i to |1, 0i.
by placing one atom at the probe anti-node and all others at nodes and then performing
our cavity readout. We could dynamically readout each atom by adjusting the microtweezer
positions in real time using the AOD. The cavity is a bus to which we could enable or disable
the coupling of individual atoms at will.
Furthermore, we can tune ∆CA so that the cavity shift has the opposite sign for atoms
in the F = 1 vs. F = 2 hyperfine ground states. This would make our single atom readout
spin-sensitive giving us the ability to selectively readout the spins of individual atoms in a
microtweezer array [154].

9.3.2

Locally Driven Multi-Photon Raman Interactions

It has been shown that the cavity mode, combined with external drive fields, can be
used to mediate long range flip-flop and spin-mixing interactions between atoms within the
optical cavity, which can be used for Hamiltonian engineering [21, 114].
To understand this system we imagine individual atoms as three-level systems that include two ground, qubit, states, |0i and |1i, and one excited state |ei. A four-photon flip-flop
gate whereby the state of two atoms within the cavity can change from |01i ↔ |10i is shown
schematically in Fig. 9.1. One atom absorbs a pump photon and emits a virtual photon into
the cavity changing its state in the process. The other atom then absorbs the virtual cavity
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photon and emits a pump photon also changing its state. The total transition strength for
this interaction is
gflip-flop =

Ω2 g 2
,
4∆2 δ

(9.1)

as can be calculated using second order perturbation theory or a Scrieffer-Wolff expansion
[159]. The detuning from the excited state ∆ suppresses decay via spontaneous emission Γ
from the excited state |ei, and the two-photon detuning δ suppresses decay via cavity leakage
κ from the single photon state |0, 0, 1i.
This interaction has been engineered using a global pump and cavity field to realize
a tunable global Heisenberg model [114]. In our apparatus, using the high-NA imaging
system, we would be able to extend this scheme to realize locally tunable interactions by
shining localized Raman beams onto the atoms. This scheme is analogous to gates in an ion
chain in which ions are made to interact via their shared coupling to phononic modes of the
ion crystal - a shared phonon bus. In our scheme the phonon bus is replaced by a cavity
photon bus. We could also modulate this interaction by changing the overlap between the
atoms and the cavity probe as described in the previous section.
In Refs. [21] and [114] this interaction was realized using the three hyperfine Zeeman
sublevels in the F = 1 ground state manifold. We are curious if we could realize this
interaction using states from the different Hyperfine levels to represent the two qubit states.
For example, |0i = |F = 1, mF = +1i and |1i = |F = 2, mF = +2i.

9.3.3

Cavity Optodynamics

In E3 we were able to use the cavity to realize cavity spin optodynamics, the linear
coupling of the collective spin of an ensemble of atoms within the cavity to the cavity probe
field [55, 68, 160]. We had hoped to realize the cavity readout and coupling of two spatiallyseparated spin ensembles with distinguishable Larmor frequencies. In particular, we had
hoped to initialize one spin ensemble in the spin down state and the other in the spin up
state. We were curious if, by coupling these two ensembles using the cavity, we could realize
interesting spin-squeezed or cat states.
However, we were unable to carry out this measurement. In E3, we were able to load
ensembles of atoms into neighboring wells of the cavity ODT. To realize distinct Larmor
frequencies for the two ensembles we generated a large magnetic field gradient using the E3
atom chip wires. Unfortunately, we found that when we applied a magnetic field gradient
large enough to distinguish the spin ensembles spectroscopically we also introduced large
curvatures into the magnetic field that led to decoherence of the atomic spin ensembles due
to their motion within the E3 cavity ODT.
In E6 we may be able to get around this issue by 1) using the transport ODT to load
atoms into the cavity ODT at much larger spatial separations (10s or 100s of µm is easily
imaginable) and 2) using our powerful anti-Helmholtz coils to generate the magnetic field
gradients necessary to distinguish the atomic ensembles.
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Alternatively, we may be able to create fictitious magnetic fields optically by locally
shining in laser beams using the objective to apply vector Stark shifts to the atoms.

9.3.4

Spin Squeezing

Optical cavities have a successful history of being used to spin squeeze the collective spin
of ensembles of atoms with the cavity mode [22–24, 161]. See Refs. [75, 162, 163] for detailed
explanations of spin squeezing.
In short, spin squeezing is a technique whereby the variance of the spin projection of a
large spin system hŜz2 i is massively reduced. Spin squeezing can be implemented by subjecting a spin ensemble to the Hamiltonian
ĤSS /~ = χŜz2

(9.2)

where χ is the spin squeezing strength. Spin squeezed states can be used for enhanced
quantum enhanced metrology beyond the standard quantum limit [164].
If the spin ensemble is in fact the collective spin of N independent spins spin squeezing
results in a massive entanglement between all of these different spins. Historically, spin
squeezed states have been measured by measuring statistics of the collective spin ensemble
such as hŜz2 i. Such collective statistics do not reveal much information about the underlying
entanglement structure of the spin squeezed state. One science target for E6 could be to
realize spin squeezing of an ensemble of atoms trapped in microtweezers and to then to
use a single spin readout technique to extract statistics for the individual spin states and
correlations between different spins. In principle, this could allow us to perform a full spin
tomography of the spin squeezed state.

9.4
9.4.1

Long-Term
Few-to-Many Body Quantum Dynamics

Much of the physics considered so far involves few atoms trapped into microtweezers or
a small number of ensembles of atoms within the cavity. However, it would be interesting to
use the apparatus to explore many-body quantum dynamics. One approach to do this would
be to load a large number of atoms within the microtweezer array. This would require a 2D
AOD and additional laser power to allow us to generate many tweezers. Another approach
would be to create a 2D or 3D optical lattice within the cavity and to load a BEC into
this lattice so that we could explore low temperature Hubbard physics in this system. We
would have access to the local degrees of freedom via the high-NA objective just like any
other quantum gas microscope, but, in addition we would have access to the measurements
and interactions described above that are made possible via the cQED interaction with the
science cavity. Additionally, we might be able to controllably introduce dissipation into the
system by transferring excitations within the many-body system into photonic excitations
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that then leak out of the cavity at rate κ. We could explore 1) how this dissipation affects
the many-body dynamics and 2) what can be learned about the many-body system by
monitoring this light that leaks out of the cavity using our heterodyne detector.

9.4.2

Quantum Feedback

Throughout this text I have given examples of how both the science cavity and the highNA system can be used to both measure and control and quantum atomic sample at the
heart of this experiment. One of the ways we could most tightly intertwine these three
systems — the science cavity, the high-NA system, and the atoms — would be to leverage
the unique precision measurement capabilities of the cavity to monitor the atomic dynamics
in real time and process this data to feedback to arbitrary optical fields that we use to drive
the atoms using the high-NA system. Though we haven’t yet proposed detailed schemes for
how this looks we are confident that the technical capability to carry out such ideas opens
the door to exciting and unexplored regimes of many-body quantum feedback.
Note that here I am specifically talking about measurement-based feedback in which a
‘classical’ detector is included in the measurement loop. Measurement-based-feedback is in
contrast to ‘coherent’ quantum feedback in which the dynamics of one quantum system (such
as the optical cavity) alter the dynamics of another quantum system (such as the spin or
motion of atoms within the cavity) [165–168]. Such measurement-based quantum feedback is
related to quantum error correction protocols, which are important for quantum information
processing applications. Measurement-based quantum feedback has been realized in cQED
systems to realize a type of cavity cooling or cold damping [169] and for the capture and
release of conditional states [170]. Interesting measurement-based feedback protocols have
also been implemented in superconducting circuit quantum electrodynamics experiments
that we could try to replicate in our atom-based system [171]. There are a number of other
theoretical proposals for quantum feedback in a cQED system [172–174]. Finally, there are
a number of very interesting proposals that consider the dynamics of many body quantum
systems under the influences of back action and quantum feedback that may be possible to
realize in a system like E6 [175–179].

9.4.3

The Next Generation Apparatus

There is years of research that can be carried out in the existing apparatus along the
lines described throughout this dissertation and in this chapter. Likewise, the 5 grams of
87
Rb that were installed in the 2D MOT reservoir should also last for many years before
needing replacement. This means that the UHV vacuum chamber can, in principle, stay
under vacuum for a very long time.
However, a time will likely come in the next few years when the new E6 team finds
themselves wishing for improvements in the science cavity parameters. There are two major
gains that can be made in terms of the science cavity specifications. First, had the mirrors
not been damaged during assembly, the losses would have been an order of magnitude lower
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and we would have been able to realize a cavity with simultaneously higher F (and thus
C) and detection efficiency ηout . Second, in hindsight, we realized that during the cavity
characterization process we likely assembled well-aligned cavities that were much closer to
concentric than the one that is installed in the science cavity now with δconc ≈ 600 µm. In
the future, we should be able to assemble and install a second generation science cavity that
has better coating properties and that is closer to concentric, allowing us to realize much
higher cooperativities.
I will make one point here regarding the concentricity of the cavity. The gains in cooperativity for a near-concentric come as a result of the decreasing cavity waist w0 . There is
an important downside to decreasing the cavity waist which is that a smaller waist limits
the physical size of the quantum system that can be loaded into the focus of the cavity.
When designing the next generation cavity this effect should be taken into account, because,
in addition to targeting improved cavity specifications, the next generation experiment will
also likely target large system sizes.
However, an advantage to very near-concentric cavities is that the transverse mode spectrum becomes near degenerate as in Ref. [32]. In a regime where fTMS is small it would be
possible for the atoms to scatter photons between different transverse modes allowing for a
richer atom-cavity dynamics. Considerations for such possibilities should also be made when
designing the next generation science cavity.
In addition to an improved cavity it will also likely be beneficial for the next generation
of this experiment to include an improved high-NA objective. Major improvements would
include increased transmission efficiency in the IR for near-resonant and tweezer beams and
also a higher NA to improve the imaging resolution. When this new objective is tested
I would recommend also purchasing and testing a new, high-optical-quality, corresponding
re-entrant viewport.

9.5

Conclusion

I have detailed the design and construction of a new ultracold atomic physics apparatus
that was motivated by the ambitious goal of combining an atomic cavity QED system with
a high-NA imaging and addressing system. We have successfully built this system and
demonstrated the tip of the iceberg for the experimental results to come. It is difficult, here
at the unveiling of this new apparatus, to predict which scientific directions future researchers
will take this project, but I can say that I believe these directions will be interesting and I
am very excited to see what is to come.
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Appendix A
An Electrical Circuit Analogy for
Mechanical Systems
In Sec. 5.2 while describing the E6 vibration isolation system, I indicate that the three
stages of vibration isolation can be thought of as three cascaded low pass filters that suppress
mechanical fluctuations. In this section I will show that the analogy between a mechanical
circuit and an electrical circuit can be made to be exact. I’ll give a quick introduction to
this analogy here, a more thorough treatment can be found in Ref. [133]. The reason the
analogy can be made between electronics and mechanical systems is because both systems
can be described by second order differential equations and because both systems can be
decomposed into lumped elements that represent either nodes or links between nodes. In an
electrical circuit, nodes are conductive wires or terminals, and circuit components act as links
(or edges) between those nodes. Examples of circuit components are resistors, capacitors,
inductors, and current or voltage supplies. To every edge corresponds a voltage difference
and a current. The relationship between voltage across a node and the current through a
node is constrained by the type of that node.
For example, in the Laplace domain, the voltage and current through a capacitor1 are
I
=Q
.2 The constitutive relations for each edge, the boundary conditions
related by V = sC
C
determined by voltage and current sources, a current conservation law at nodes, and a voltage
conservation law around loops (Kirchoff’s rules), provide enough analytic equations to solve
for the voltage and current at each edge and thus ‘solve’ the circuit.
An exact analogy can be made with mechanical systems. Just like equations of motion
for the voltage in a circuit can be expressed as a function of the current itself and the time
derivative and integral of the current, the forces in a mechanical system can be expressed as a
function of the velocity of masses within a circuit, and the integral (position) and derivative
(acceleration) of the velocity of those masses. It can be seen that force (due to Newton’s
1

In this section an upper case C refers to a capacitance while a lower case c refers to a mechanical
damping coefficient.
2
Here I recall that current is the time derivative of charge I = Q̇ and the relationship between a function
and its derivative in the Laplace domain: Q̇ → sQ.
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third law) will satisfy a node conservation law similar to current, and that velocity will
satisfy a loop conservation law similar to voltage. We will thus identify force as a through
variable and velocity as an across variable.
Typical circuit components will be springs and dampers connecting one mass to another,
and that have constitutive equations such as v = F ks and v = Fc . If a mass is driven with a
certain velocity, it is as if that mass is driven by a constant voltage source in the electrical
analogy. In an electrical circuit schematic, nodes represent conductive pieces of metal to
which other components (edges) can be connected. In a mechanical circuit schematic, nodes
represent discrete pieces of mass, each of which can have a particular velocity relative to
some inertial reference frame. The mechanical circuit has the curious feature that every
F
. This acts as a constitutive relation
mass is subject to Newton’s law: F = ma → v = sm
that relates the force on every mass to the derivative of the velocity of the mass relative to
some ideal stationary inertial reference mass. This ideal reference mass is the ground node
in the mechanical circuit. Newton’s law tells us that every mass in the system needs to be
connected to this ‘ground’ reference node via a capacitor with a value of m.
Here are the v − F relationships for inertia, dampers, and springs and their analogous
electric I − V relationships for capacitors, resistors, and inductors:
I
F
↔
= V,
sm
sC
F
v=
↔ IR = V,
c
s
v = F ↔ ILs = V.
(A.1)
k
We thus see that Newton’s law enforces that masses are connected to ground via a capacitor
with a value of m. Springs are like inductors3 between masses where the inductance is given
by k1 . Dampers are like resistors between masses whose value is given by 1c . Note that above
I have spoken about through and across variables. We can also consider the idea of effort
and flow variables. We see that the analogy mixes up these different notions. While current
and force are both through variables, we have that current is a flow variable while force is
an effort variable and vice-versa for voltage and velocity. Impedance is generally defined as
v=

effort variable
(A.2)
flow variable
This means that according to the node and loop conservation rules impedance adds in
series in electrical circuits while impedance adds in parallel in mechanical circuits. What we
are rather interested in is the ratio of the across variable to the through variable that is
given by mobility in the mechanical case (mobility is the inverse of mechanical impedance)
and normal impedance in the electrical case4 .
Z=

3

Isn’t it convenient that their schematic symbols are so similar?
Unfortunately I haven’t come across a standard term that generally refers to the ratio of across to
through variable for all electrical analogies.
4
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In the circuit analogy when one mass is attached to another via a spring it looks like an
electrical low pass filter between the two corresponding circuit nodes. This is because the
spring acts like an inductor between the two nodes but the second node is shunted to ground
via its Newton’s-law capacitor. If we build a chain of masses, each attached to the previous
by a spring, this is equivalent to a series of low pass filters, each of which suppresses high
frequency noise. The E6 vibration isolation system, shown schematically in Fig. 5.3 is just
such a chain of mass connected by springs.
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Appendix B
Diffraction Limited Optical Systems
In this Appendix, I will lay out some basic principles in Fourier optics and use them to
develop an understanding of the so-called diffraction limit. The diffraction limit tells us that
the resolution of a far-field imaging system can never be better than approximately λ, the
wavelength of light used for imaging. The diffraction limit also tells us that if, instead, we
are using an imaging system to create small focused spots, that the size of those spots can
only be about as small as λ, but no smaller.
For me there are two meanings to the diffraction limit, (1) a fundamental limit having
to do with the electromagnetic wave equation and (2) a technical limit having to do with
a particular optical system involving lenses. First, I will first describe this fundamental
diffraction limit. Next, I will describe this technical diffraction limit having to do with (even
ideal) imaging systems. Finally, I will describe how in a real imaging system aberrations
can and must be quantified to determine if the imaging system realizes diffraction limited
performance. These ideas are treated more thoroughly in Refs. [180, 181].

B.1

The Fundamental Diffraction Limit

The scalar wave equation for the electric field is given by


∂
2 2
E = 0.
c∇ −
∂t

(B.1)

This wave equation is satisfied by the complex plane wave solution
U PW (r, t) =ei(k·r−ωt) ,
2

(B.2)
(B.3)

ω
2
with |k|
with |k| = k = 2π
. Going forward, for convenience and in keeping with
2 = c
λ
1
Ref. [180], I will use cyclic spatial frequencies rather than angular: ν = 2π
k with ν = |ν| = λ1 .
When considering an optical beam, we typically single out a particular direction and call
that the dominant propagation axis and align our coordinate z with that axis. Notice that
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p
the value of νz = ν 2 − νx2 − νy2 is constrained by the values of νx and νy through |ν| = λ1 .
We see, then, that the value of the plane wave for all space and time is fully determined by
the values of νx and νy , or, equivalently, is fully determined by the value of the wave on the
z = 0 plane at t = 0:
(x, y, 0, 0) = ei(2πνx x+2πνy y)
UνPW
x ,νy

(B.4)

Recalling that any superposition of solutions of the wave equations is also a wave equation,
and motivated by knowledge of the Fourier transform we write
Z
(x, y, z, t)dνx dνy ,
E(x, y, z, t) = Ẽ(νx , νy )UνPW
x ,νy
Z
(B.5)
E(x, y, 0, 0) = Ẽ(νx , νy )ei(2πνx x+2πνy y) dνx dνy .
Here we have done nothing interesting beyond summing up a number of plane waves. What
is more interesting, is interpreting this expression as the inverse Fourier transform of a
wavevector space function, Ẽ(νx , νy ), and writing down the corresponding Fourier transform
expression:
Z
Ẽ(νx , νy ) = E(x, y, 0, 0)e−i(2πνx x+2πνy y) dxdy.
(B.6)
From Eqs. B.5 and B.6, and recalling that any sufficiently well-behaved function Ẽ(νx , νy )
has a Fourier transform, we can draw the profound conclusion that any solution E(x, y, z, t)
to the wave equation can be expanded as a sum of plane waves of the form ei(2πνx x+2πνy y) .
The coefficients, Ẽ(νx , νy ), can be found by taking the Fourier transform of E(x, y, 0, 0).
This establishes the basic correspondence between plane waves and a Fourier decomposition
of an optical field. This correspondence forms the basis of Fourier optics.
However, there is a slight wrinkle in this story coming from the constraint that ν = λ1 .
If we require that each of νx , νy , νz is real, as is the case for a propagating plane wave, then
we see that we must have νx , νy , νz ≤ ν.
What happens then if we specify the electric field at the z = 0 plane, E(x, y, 0, 0), to
include transverse spatial frequencies νx , νy greater than λ1 ? Such a situation can easily
arise, for example, if a normal plane wave is made to impinge upon an opaque mask with
a hole in it whose diameter is much less than λ. The short answer is that such a situation
poses no problem for the machinery described above. Eq. (B.5) can still be used to determine
E(x, y, z, t) through the Fourier transform Eq. (B.6), even if E(x, y, 0, 0) contains high spatial
frequencies.
The strange feature is that ν 2 −νx2 −νy2 will be negative, meaning that νz will be imaginary.
The term ei2πνz z then represents exponential decay at a rate 2πνz that increases as the
amount by which νx and νy exceed ν is increased. Such an optical field, with complex νz , is
referred to as an evanescent field or near-field because it only has appreciable support in a
small region of space near to where the field was generated. Such fields are most commonly
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encountered in the case of total internal reflection and are of central importance in near-field
super-resolution microscopy techniques.
We can get a nice interpretation for these evanescent fields by defining the transfer
function for free space as a function of transverse spatial frequency:
UνPW
(x, y, z, 0)
x ,νy
UνPW
(x, y, 0, 0)
x ,νy

i2πνz z

= Tz (νx , νy ) = e

i2π

=e

√

ν 2 −νx2 −νy2

.

(B.7)

We see that the transfer function that describes propagation from the plane z = 0 to another
plane is given by Tz (νx , νy ). For plane waves with νx , νy < ν, we see that the plane wave
simply collects a phase factor given by 2πνz z. However, for evanescent waves, we see that
the field is attenuated by a factor e−2π|νz |z .
The first, fundamental, version of the diffraction limit can be succinctly stated as ‘for
transverse spatial frequencies greater than ν, the transfer function of free space is exponentially suppressed with distance z away from the source plane’. This has the implication that
if, on a source plane, the electromagnetic field has structure with spatial frequencies greater
than λ1 (that is features smaller than λ), then information about those features will not be
propagated into the far field. I emphasize that this definition is not a statement about, for
example, the resolution of any particular imaging system but is rather a statement about
the propagation of optical fields in free space under the wave equation. It should be clear
at this point that it will be impossible for any linear, far-field imaging system to accurately
image a sample that has spatial features much smaller than λ, the wavelength of light used
for imaging.

B.2

The Particular Diffraction Limit for Ideal
Imaging Systems

The second version of the diffraction limit does have to do with the details of specific
imaging systems. This version of the diffraction limit will give us the conclusion that the
resolution of any optical system depends on the appropriately defined NA of that imaging
system. There are a number of optical schemes we could imagine but they will all give us
the same result: that the length scale of the minimum resolvable feature is proportional to
λ/NA.
Here are a few optics schemes that could be analyzed to explore the physics of the
diffraction limit:




Consider a lens of diameter D and focal length f . Imagine a plane wave impinges on
the lens. What is the size of the resultant focused spot distance f away from the lens?
Imagine a 4f imaging system with a pinhole of diameter D placed in the Fourier
plane. What will be the size a focused spot resulting from an incident plane wave?
Equivalently, what is the spatial frequency cutoff due to the spatial filter?
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(b)

D

f

f

Figure B.1: (a) Fourier imaging schematic. A beam with profile E(x, y) impinges from the
left passing through an iris of diameter D is focused by a lens with focal length f . In the
paraxial limit, the spatial profile on the output plane is proportional
to a scaled version of

y
x
the Fourier transform of the input profile at the iris: Ẽ λf , λf . (b) Airy disk point spread
function with scale factor ρ0 (red) and Gaussian fit to this Airy disk (black). The best fit
yields σ = 1.321ρ0 .



Consider a single lens imaging system satisfying the image formation equation d1i =
1
+ f1 . Imagine a point source is imaged by this system. What will be the size of the
do
resultant spot in the image plane?

Other possible schemes can be considered. Here I’ll consider the first bullet point above
which is also depicted in Fig. B.1(a).
One of the main principles in Fourier optics is that, in the paraxial limit, an ideal lens
implements an optical Fourier transform [180]. Specifically — ignoring effects due to finite
aperture sizes — if a field E(x, y) with Fourier transform Ẽ(νx , νy ) appears at an input
plane, and a lens with focal length f is placed f away from that
 input
 plane, then, f away
y
x
1
1
on the other side of the lens, the field will be given by (λf )2 Ẽ λf , λf . That is, the Fourier
transform of E(x, y) is mapped into the spatial output plane.
Consider again Fig. B.1(a). If a plane wave impinges on a circular lens with diameter
D, then the beam will clipped as if it passed through an aperture at the back focal plane
of the lens2 . The resultant spot will then be given by the Fourier transform
p of the circular
aperture. The Fourier transform of a circle is an Airy disk. Defining ρν = νx2 + νy2 , we can
write down the Fourier transform of a circular aperture:
Ẽ(νx , νy ) =
1

D
J1 (πρν D) ,
2ρν

(B.8)

The pre-factor is unimportant conceptually but ensures conservation of energy.
Note that a lens of diameter D is not strictly equivalent to an ideal lens plus an iris in the back focal
plane. However, the difference is negligible especially for small angle beams and the conceptual conclusions
are unchanged.
2
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Where J1 (x) is a first orderpBessel function. The spot resulting from the plane wave will
then be given by (with ρ = x2 + y 2 ):


1 D
πρD
1 J1 (ρ/ρ0 )
Eout (ρ) =
J1
=
(B.9)
λf 2ρ
λf
2πρ20 ρ/ρ0
λf
.
We see that the output field is given by an Airy disk characterized by a scale factor ρ0 = πD
The spatial pattern that is generated by an imaging system when it is illuminated with a
plane wave is referred to as the PSF. The Airy disk PSF is shown in Fig. B.1(b).
For the simple
 imaging system considered here, the NA is defined by NA = sin(θ) =
D
D
sin arctan 2f . For small angles, this gives NA ≈ 2f
so the scale factor can be written as
λ
1
ρ0 = 2πNA
= kNA
. We see clearly that the width of the spot is inversely proportional to NA.
The Rayleigh criterion defines two spots as being ‘resolvable’ if they are spaced such that
the second spot is further from the center of the first spot than the radius of the first zero
of the Airy disk.3 The first zero of the first order Bessel function occurs at approximately
z1 = 3.8317. The distance required for the Rayleigh criterion is then

ρRayleigh = ρ0 z1 ≈ 0.61

λ
λ
≈
NA
2NA

(B.10)

This is the diffraction limit for an imaging system. Here it has been derived by determining the minimum size of a focused spot but a similar argument works for the reverse
problem of determining when two point sources can be resolved by an imaging system.
Note our derivation of the Rayleigh criterion relied at least in two places on making the
paraxial approximation. The final result, expressed in terms of NA, apparently holds even
beyond the paraxial approximation.4 For a lens (with equal index of refraction media on the
input and output sides) the maximum achievable NA is 1 meaning the ultimate resolution
limit is of order λ, in accordance with what was found in the first section on the fundamental
diffraction limit.
In practice, we occasionally characterize imaging systems by fitting their PSFs with a
Gaussian function and extracting the Gaussian standard deviation σ. It is useful, then,
to be able to convert between Gaussian σ and the size of the corresponding Airy disk. In
Fig. B.1(b) I show the result of fitting a 2D Gaussian to an Airy disk with ρ0 = 1. The best
fit Gaussian has σ = 1.321. So from this we can conclude

σ = 1.321ρ0 = 0.345ρRayleigh ≈ 0.21

λ
NA

(B.11)

3
Whether two spots are resolvable is not a matter only of the size of the PSF compared to the spacing
but also of the SNR with which the spots are imaged.
4
I’ve personally had a surprisingly difficult time finding a convincing derivation of this result!
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Diffraction Limited Optical Systems and
Aberrations

The third, and final, concept I would like to discuss regarding diffraction limits is that
of a diffraction limited optical system. In simple terms, a diffraction limited system is one
that can resolve or generate spots approaching the size of the diffraction limit, described in
λ
the previous section, of approximately 2NA
. However, any real imaging system will exhibit
optical aberrations that spoil the resolving power of the system. These aberrations will
change the PSF from being a diffraction limited Airy disk to being smeared and stretched,
λ
.
sometimes asymmetrically, to a size larger than 2NA
I’ll describe now two ways in which aberrations can be quantified in a ray tracing picture.
The picture I’ll describe here coincides with how ray tracing software such as Zemax can
quantify aberration. Every (cylindrically symmetric) imaging system has a so-called field
stop that limits the radius of the field of view of an imaging system and an aperture stop that
limits the angles of light emanating from the object or image plane that will pass through
the imaging system. The field stop can be imaged by the imaging system into the object
or image space to define the entrance and exit pupils. The imaging system is analyzed by
launching a bundle of rays from the entrance pupil and tracing them through the system
until they intersect the exit pupil. The so-called chief ray is the ray that passes through the
center of the field stop (and therefore the center of the entrance and exit pupils as well).
After these various pupils have been determined, a ray tracing analysis proceeds by
launching a bundle of rays5 from the entrance pupil, tracing them through the imaging
system undergoing refraction according to Snell’s law at all surfaces, until they intersect the
exit pupil.
For concreteness we will consider the type of system depicted in Fig. B.1(a). The first
analysis we can consider is a spot diagram. In the ideal case all parallel rays from the
entrance pupil will be focused down to a single point in the exit pupil. However, optical
aberrations will cause those rays to fall at slightly different points within the exit pupil. The
distribution of those intersection points is a measure of the optical aberrations within the
system. In particular, if the spread of the intersection points —the RMS deviation of the
points from the optical axis, for example— is much larger than λ/(2NA), then aberrations
will dominate the size and shape of the PSF and diffraction effects can neglected. Here NA
is defined according to the angle corresponding to the ray bundle spread in the image space.
Conversely, if the spot diagram of intersection points is much smaller than the Airy disk,
then diffraction will be the leading effect in determining the PSF and we say the system is
diffraction limited.
5

Depending on the type of imaging system the entering bundle of rays may be a cone of rays emanating
from a single point within the entrance pupil or a bundle parallel rays filling the entrance pupil and likewise
for the exit pupil. For example, an imaging system takes a cone of rays from a point in the entrance pupil
and focus it down as a cone of rays towards a point in the exit pupil. A laser focusing system takes a bundle
of parallel rays in the entrance pupil and focuses it down to a cone of rays towards a point in the exit pupil.
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A second analysis is an optical path difference (OPD) analysis. The optical path length
(OPL) for each ray is calculated by adding up the length of each segment of a ray’s path
scaled by the index of refraction of the medium for the segment. The OPD for each ray
is calculated by subtracting the OPL for the chief ray from the OPL for the particular ray
under consideration. The OPD can then be plotted against position or angle of that ray in
the entrance pupil. For an ideal imaging system the OPD will be constant for all rays while
an aberrated imaging system will lead to deviations in the OPD measured in units of λ. The
quality of the imaging system can be quantified by the maximal or RMS value of the OPD
across all rays. If the OPD is much less than λ, then the system will exhibit ideal behavior
and the PSF will be limited by diffraction. However, if the OPD exceeds λ then deleterious
interference effects will lead to an increase in the size of the PSF and the system will no
longer be diffraction limited.
Here I have given two definitions of a diffraction limited optical system: one based on
examining the spot diagram and one based on the OPD of a bundle of rays. I’ll assure the
reader without proof that these two definitions generally agree as to if a particular imaging
system is diffraction limited or not.
Note that the two definitions above for whether a system is diffraction limited depend
importantly on the properties of the bundle of rays that is used to analyze the system. For
example, in Fig. B.1(a) if the diameter of the input beam is reduced then both the spread of
points in the spot diagram and the OPD will be reduced. However, the NA of the system will
also be reduced meaning the size of the Airy disk will be increased! If we continue decreasing
the size of the input bundle of rays we are certain that, at some point, the decreasing size
of the spot diagram will become smaller than the increasing size of the Airy disk. At this
point the system will become diffraction limited according to the definitions above.
What I describe in the previous paragraph is a generic feature of optical systems. Any
optical system can typically be made to be diffraction limited by artificially reducing the NA
of the system by installing an iris.6 Of course, we must remember that, in the end, we do not
care about whether a particular imaging system is diffraction limited, we only care about its
absolute resolution. The challenge then is to have a system that is diffraction limited at a
large NA.
Finally I’d like to clarify one final point about lens selection. Often, when purchasing
a lens, the NA will be specified. However, to the surprise of naive shoppers, this NA very
often does not correspond to the arctangent of the radius of the lens over the focal length
of the lens as we normally expect based on ideal lens calculations. How then is the NA
of these lenses specified? The answer is that the specified NA is the maximal NA of the
lens that can be utilized while still maintaining diffraction limited performance as defined
above. Diffraction limited performance may defined as the RMS spot size being smaller than
a certain fraction of the Airy disk, or as the RMS OPD being less than some fraction of λ.
6

As the NA is decreased the lens exhibits more and more ‘ideal’ or paraxial behavior. This can be
leveraged as a technique in software to determine nominal characteristics about the imaging system such as
its effective focal length, the location of principle planes and to find the location of the field and aperture
stops and entrance and exit pupils.
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It may be possible to use the lens with a larger bundle of rays, but the NA indicates that
the lens performance will then become aberration limited.
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Appendix C
Input-Output Formalism
The quantum input-output theory [118] is a formalism in which an optical cavity is coupled to optical fields entering and exiting the cavity. This coupling results in the previously
closed cavity system becoming an open quantum system that now admits dissipation.
The quantum input-output formula is
√
âout = ηκâcav + âin ,
(C.1)
where âin,out are the quantum input and output fields, âcav is the cavity photon annihilation
operator, κ is the cavity energy decay rate and η is the cavity coupling efficiency.
In this Appendix, I will demonstrate a formal parallel between the quantum input-output
formalism and energy flow within a classical optical cavity. Relevant formulas and ideas
for the classical case appear in Sec. 3.5. Recall that we can write the electric field of an
electromagnetic wave as
E = E (+) + E (−) .

(C.2)

In this formulation, the energy in a cavity with waist w0 and length Lcav is given by
Lcav (−) (+)
1
(−) (+)
Ecav = πw02 0
E E .
U = 0 Vmode Ecav
2
2 cav cav

(C.3)

We can define a ‘classical’ photon number n and amplitude a by
U
n =a∗ a =
,
~ωr
r
πw02 0 Lcav (+)
a=
E .
~ω
2 cav

(C.4)

I like to think of the photons in the cavity as ‘stationary’ photons because their energy
density is localized within the volume of the cavity and there is no energy flow.
In contrast, we also deal with ‘flying’ photons. These are photons that are flying through
space and that do have a non-zero energy flow. For these photons we focus on the energy
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flow rate rather than the fixed energy. The power in a Gaussian mode with waist w0 is given
by
P = πw02 0 cE (−) E (+) .

(C.5)

We can define a ‘classical’ flying photon number (or photon flux) and amplitude by
P
n =a∗fly afly =
,
~ω
r
πw02 0 √ (+)
afly =
cE .
~ω

(C.6)

Note here that afly has dimensions of s−1/2 in contrast to a, which is dimensionless.
We now revisit Eqs. (3.60). In particular we will focus on the relationship between the
reflected field and the intracavity field. Not worrying about phases on various optical fields
for the moment, we have:
(+)

(+)

ER =Ein − t21
(+)

F (+)
E ,
π in
(+)

(+)
Ecav
=Ecav, R + Ecav, L = 2t1
(+)

F (+)
E .
π in

(C.7)

(+)

If we identify ER = Eout , we can rewrite this as
1
(+)
(+)
(+)
Eout − Ein = − t1 Ecav
.
2
(+)

(C.8)

(+)

Plugging in Eqs. (C.4) for Ecav and (C.6) for Ein,out we see that we can write this as
r
1
2c
√
aout − ain = − t1
acav = − ηκacav ,
(C.9)
2
Lcav
which is exactly the quantum input-output relation Eq. (C.1) up to a phase factor and
missing the hats. We see that the quantum input output relation is simply a quantum
statement that the power coming out of some port for an optical cavity (related to âout ) is
the sum of the power entering the cavity and promptly reflecting off of that port (related
to âin ) plus the light that is leaking out of the cavity that has a power proportional to ηκU
where ηκ is the contribution of that particular port to the full energy loss rate κ.
Classically, it is possible for ain to be zero such as for the transmission port in a cavity
that is only driven on one side. Quantum mechanically, however, we can never strictly set
âin = 0 because, depending on the quantum optics formalism used to handle the problem,
even a vacuum field reflecting off of the cavity can have non-trivial implications for the
statistics of the output field because of the bosonic commutation relations:
h
i
†
ain,out , ain, out = 1
(C.10)

